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Summary
Compared with other methods, such as using a 3D laser scanner, multi-view images etc, a single 
view-based 3D face synthesis method is the most appropriate to make supervision free, resulting 
in a fast performance aftermath. However, the existing single view-based face synthesis 
algorithms have problems in depth estimation, systemic automation, interoperability, and being 
able to deal with complex backgrounds. Aimed at resolving the existing problems, a single view- 
based face synthesis algorithm has been developed, which enables 3D face synthesis from an 
arbitrary head-and-shoulder image with a complex background. Compared with other existing 
single view-based algorithms, the developed one has many advantages. Unlike some [FengOOa] 
[ValOl] that require user interaction, the developed algorithm can implement automated face 
synthesis; compared with those single view-based algorithms only capable o f  coping with faces in 
the neutral state [Hu04] [Kuo02], the developed algorithm is undoubtedly suitable for wider range 
o f  head pose; in contrast to those single view-based methods [FenOOa] [Ho01] [K u o02] [Hu04“]rl 
targeting only pure face images, our system can tackle those face images with more complicated 
background. Moreover, a number o f  technical improvements for face detection, chin extraction 
and face model adaptation etc, have also been made in the developed system. In light o f  the 
configuration o f  the developed single view-based face synthesis system, the thesis falls into five 
chapters, apart from the Introduction and Conclusion chapters. Chapter 2 reviews the current state 
o f  the art technologies in 3D face synthesis and their applications, leading to the motivation o f  the 
thesis. Chapter 3 and 4 are dedicated to spatial face detection and facial feature extraction, 
respectively, followed by Chapter 5 that focuses on face model adaptation and 3D face texturing. 
Since many technologies, such as 3D face rendering and 3D model-based video coding etc, 
demand a seamless coupling o f  face synthesis and facial animation techniques, Chapter 6 
conducts a technical introduction to facial animation from its principle to implementation. Finally, 
the development o f  this single view-based 3D face synthesis system can benefit many human 
machine applications, such as pose invariant face recognition and 3D model-based video coding.
Key words: face synthesis, facial feature exfraction, face model adaptation, facial animation.
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C hapte r 1
1 Introduction
1 !  P r e a m b l e
3D computer graphics technology is advancing at an incredibly rapid pace due to hardware and 
software improvements, and new  applications are constantly emerging that can take advantage o f  
this sophistication and power. Nowadays, when people are enjoying the pleasure o f  realistically 
duplicating objects and complex scenes in the virtual world, 3D synthesis o f  the human face has 
become one o f  the most promising research fields, because the face appears as the most 
perceptual knowledge o f  human beings. 3D face synthesis is also referred to as 3D face modelling, 
duplication, cloning, or replication. Early efforts in 3D face synthesis mainly focused on how to 
parameterise a generic face model [Par74]. Since then, with technical breakthroughs in face 
detection, facial feature extraction, face model adaptation and face model texturing, researchers’ 
interest is not only limited to effective creation o f  the face model, but to more realistically 
simulate the human face with a low  order o f  computational complexity.
The m assive emergence o f  3D face synthesis applications has boosted the boom o f  human- 
machine interactions, and facilitated people’s daily life, ranging from immersive 
telecommunication to the video games industry. These applications can be classified into two 
categories, virtual presence and non-presence applications. The 3D synthesised face in virtual 
presence, such as immersive videoconferencing and human-computer interface (HCI), generally 
serves as a virtual alternative, providing users with a sense o f  presence, and bridging the gap 
between the audio-visual sensation o f  current state o f  the art visualisation equipment and the real 
sensation o f  live events. The 3D synthesised face in non-presence applications plays an intergrade 
role in the implementation o f  certain applications such as face identification, hacking and 3D 
model-based video coding.
Depending on the application, 3D face synthesis may either be fully automatic or allow user
1
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interaction. For those applications, such as 3D model-based video coding and pose-invariant face 
identification, off-line processing is not desired. For example, a generic 3D model-based video 
coding system for videoconferencing and videophony over a narrowband network at very low  bit- 
rate requires synthesis o f  a specific face instantly, using a limited number o f  video frames, with no 
user interaction or offline processing. Moreover, in order to effectively deal with variant poses in 
face identification, those automatic 3D face synthesis techniques are used to normalise the input 
face, and make it compliant with the predefined face database in terms o f  the pose and facial 
expression.
Various 3D face synthesis methods, such as using a 3D laser scanner, stereo images, multi-view  
images and a single view  face image, have been proposed and developed. Compared with other 
methods, a single view-based 3D face synthesis method is the most appropriate to make 
supervision free, resulting in a fast performance aftermath. However, the existing single view- 
based face synthesis algorithms have problems in depth estimation, systemic automation, 
interoperability, and being able to segment the complex background. Thus, a more automated, 
robust and generic solution for single view-based 3D face synthesis is desired.
1.2 O b jectives
The major objectives o f  this work can be summarised as follows:
® To study the current state o f  the art technologies in 3D face synthesis and facial image 
processing including face detection, facial feature extraction and face model adaptation, 
and to identify the drawbacks o f  existing algorithms.
•  To implement an automatic 3D face synthesis algorithm, enabling 3D specific face 
synthesis from an arbitrary head-and-shoulder video frame with a complex background.
® To improve the existing single view-based face synthesis algorithms, overcoming their 
drawbacks in terms o f  systemic robustness and generality.
® To study and implement facial animation based on the developed 3D face synthesis 
system, in terms o f  both global motion and local facial expressions.
2
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1 .3  O r i g i n a l  A c h i e v e m e n t s
One journal and five conference papers have been published, with another one submitted to the 
IEEE Transaction on Circuits and Systems for Video Technology. A  list o f  the publications is 
given in Appendix D. The original achievements in this thesis are concluded as follows:
• The major achievement o f  this work is the development o f  a 3D face synthesis system, 
which enables 3D face synthesis from an arbitrary head-and-shoulder image with a 
complex background, by providing a solution to the bottleneck problem o f  estimating 3D  
information from a single 2D image.
More detailed achievements are listed as:
Chapter 3, “Single view-based  face detection”:
® A face detection algorithm using Bayesian skin tone classification based on the
chrominance component, Cr, which could lower the computational complexity, followed  
by morphological filtering.
•  Demonstration o f  the feasibility o f  using the chrominance component, Cr only when 
segmenting the face.
• Implementation o f  hair removal, by calculating the standard deviation o f  statistic units 
based on the luminance image.
Chapter 4, “F acial feature extraction”:
® Implementation o f  an eyes extraction algorithm based on the edge information.
• Implementation o f  a gradient-based eyebrows extraction algorithm.
•  Implementation o f  a robust staged deformable template matching algorithm for mouth 
extraction.
• Implementation o f  a dynamic chin extraction algorithm, containing 3D deformable 
template matching and 3D adjustment, followed by snaking for accurate chin extraction,
3
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where the chin template can rotate in the 3D world as the head yaws and rolls, and can 
cling to the irregular chin boundary.
Chapter 5, ''''Face m odel adaptation and 3D  fa ce  texturing
® Implementation o f  a pose estimation algorithm, which enables robust 3D estimation from
a single view  image without any supervision.
® Implementation o f  a Facial Feature-Oriented Refinement (FFOR) algorithm to secure 
precise adaptation to the MPEG4-compliant CANDIDE-3 face model.
• Implementation o f  a 3D face texturing method consisting o f  texture map generation and 
texture mapping.
® Technical evaluation o f  the developed single view-based 3D face synthesis algorithm.
Chapter 6, “Facial animation implementation and estimation
•  3D facial animation with the global motion parameters, Action Units (AUs) and MPEG-4 
Facial Animation Parameters (FAPs).
1 . 4  S t r u c t u r e  o f  T h e s i s
This thesis is structured as follows:
Chapter 2, "3D  fa ce  synthesis survey” aims to give an overview o f  3D face synthesis technology, 
from its application to implementation. First, this chapter answers the question o f  why 3D face 
synthesis is one o f  the most promising research fields, and has attracted enormous attention, by 
conducting a survey upon the currently existing applications o f  3D face synthesis, which can be 
categorised into virtual presence and non-presence applications. Then the concept o f  3D face 
synthesis is set forth. The current state o f  the art methods in 3D face representation and facial 
expression control is surveyed, in conjunction with four different kinds o f  3D face synthesis 
methods. In contrast to others, the single view-based 3D face synthesis method is found quite 
feasible for unsupervised operation, because it is computationally simple, and allows 
unsupervised 3D face reconstruction without any offline processing. The disadvantages o f  these 
methods are also summarised and discussed at the end o f  the chapter, highlighting the primary
4
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motivation to this PhD work.
Chapter 3, “Single view-based fa ce  detection” gives a comprehensive technical report on spatial 
face detection, which acts as a starting point in a single view-based 3D face synthesis system. The 
chapter reviews several commonly used spatial face detection algorithms, such as template 
matching, morphological watershed, snakes and skin tone. In order to obtain a fast detection result, 
face detection using the skin tone information is the most robust and generic, compared with other 
approaches. Thus, a face detection algorithm using Bayesian skin tone classification based on 
only the chrominance component, Cr, is described, because the use o f  only Cr lowers the 
computational complexity. The feasibility o f  using only Cr to achieve the same segmentation 
results as using both Cr and Cb is demonstrated in the experimental results section.
Chapter 4, “Facial feature extraction” surveys the current state o f  the art technologies in facial 
feature extraction in the beginning o f  this chapter, which can be broken up into two categories: 
brightness-based and edge-based algorithms. In order to effectively provide the face synthesiser 
with sufficient features without increasing computational complexity, and overcome the existing 
barriers in facial feature extraction, several extraction algorithms targeting variant facial features, 
such as the eyebrows, eyes, mouth and chin, are also developed. For example, in order to resolve 
the bottleneck o f  the conventional deformable template matching in chin extraction, a framework 
o f  dynamic chin extraction has been developed, including the stages o f 3D model-based 
deformable template matching, 3D adjustment and snaking for accurate matching. 3D model- 
based deformable template matching takes a space parabola into account so that the chin template 
can appropriately rotate as the head yew s or rolls. Then the accuracy can be guaranteed by both 
3D adjustment and snaking. This dynamic mechanism works well especially with head yaw, 
which conventional 2D deformable template matching always has difficulty to face up to.
Chapter 5, “Face model adaptation and 3D  fa ce  texturing”, elaborates face model adaptation from 
an image processing point o f  view. The whole adaptation procedure consists o f  global adaptation 
and local adaptation. The key problem in global adaptation is how to estimate the 3D facial pose 
from a given image. This chapter conducts a quick survey o f  the existing pose estimation 
algorithms, followed by an introduction to the employed algorithm which enables single view- 
based pose estimation. However, global adaptation cannot guarantee precise matching between 
3D vertices o f  the face model and 3D corresponding facial features. Therefore, in order to achieve 
an accurate adaptation result, local adaptation, i.e. refinement is required. Compared with other 
methods, the FFOR method can provide a better local adaptation result because the FFOR method 
takes every facial part into account separately. This chapter also introduces a 3D face texturing 
method from a single image point o f  view, which involves both texture mapping and texture map
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generation. Then, a comprehensive evaluation on the developed single view-based 3 D  face 
synthesis system is carried out, aimed at demonstrating the feasibility of the developed system.
Chapter 6, “Facial animation implementation and estimation” aims to conduct a technical 
overview to facial animation from its principle to implementation. Although a 3D face synthesis 
system can survive without taking facial animation into account, many technologies, such as 3D 
face rendering and 3 D  model-based video coding etc, demand a seamless coupling of face 
synthesis and facial animation techniques. O n  the one hand, face synthesis technology provides 
realistic modeling of a specific human face; on the other hand, facial animation mechanism 
enables vivid simulation of facial expressions and emotions. As one of the most promising 
research field in computer graphics, facial animation is studied in this chapter. Apart from the 
detailed introduction to facial animation from its principle to implementation, this chapter also 
provides a technical survey of facial animation estimation technology.
Chapter 7, “Conclusions”, summarises the thesis, and foresees the further work. In addition, this 
chapter also explores the prospect of 3D face synthesis using a single view image.
1.5 Source of Face images
Face images used in this thesis, including both training images and test images, come from three 
sources. They all are the head-and-shoulder images, mainly from the V I S N E T  face image 
database [VISN], ITU (International Telecommunications Union) standard video sequences and 
Self-captured In-house Video Sequences (SIVSs). The V I S N E T  database was originally designed 
for face detection and eye centre location tests in European FP6 project VISNET. The V I S N E T  
database consists of 50 variant face images with various illuminations in the bitmap format, as 
shown in Figure 1.1. Although quantity of those face images embraced in the V I S N E T  database is 
not too large, their variability and coverage are tremendous. As illustrated in Table 1.1, the 
database covers both male and female, various nationalities and faces wearing glasses or without 
glasses. The former figures in Table 1.1 indicate the number of person involved in the database, 
while the latter show the quantity of images. As can be observed from the last row, the total 
number of glasses-wearing persons and those without glasses is not equal to 27, the quantity of 
people included in the V I S N E T  database. This is because some people have contributed to both 
cases. Moreover, the V I S N E T  face database involves many contrasts, such as views, zooming, 
lighting etc, as illustrated in Table 1.2. All the above characteristics prove the feasibility of 
selecting the VI S N E T  database as the test database in this thesis. Since the proposed algorithm is 
based on the YCbCr coordinate system, all the face images from the V I S N E T  database need to be
6
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Figure 1! Some samples from the VI S N E T  database [VISN]
Figure 1.2 Video frames of SIVSs
converted from the bitmap to YCbCr format ahead of the test. Figure 1.2 shows several 
continuous video frames segmented from two SIVSs, yun (upper row) and stewart. Moreover, all
7
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the images in V I S N E T  and SIVSs are in CIF (Common Intermediate Format) resolution.
Quantity of Persons (Images) 27 (50)
Male 22 (41) Female 5 (9)
Asian 1 (2) Black 1 (2) White 25 (46)
Glasses-wearing 7 (11) Without glasses 22 (39)
Table 1.1 Classification of VIS N E T  database
Characteristics Contrasts
Views Neutral &  Frontal Slightly-rotated
Zooming In Out
Lighting O n Off
Glasses .O n ............. Off
Background Plain Complex
Hair Style Long Short
Table 1.2 Contrast of face images in the V I S N E T  database
Chapter 2
2  3 D  F a c e  S y n t h e s i s  S u r v e y
2.1 Introduction
With better understanding of face anatomy and technical advances in computer graphics, 3D  face 
synthesis has become one of the most active research fields for many human-machine applications, 
ranging from immersive telecommunication to the video games industry. Depending on the 
applications, 3D face synthesis may either need to be fully automatic or allow user interaction. 
For applications such as videoconferencing and videophony, off-line processing is undesired. 
However, the existing automatic face synthesis methods have problems in simplicity, accuracy 
and generality. This chapter conveys the basic knowledge of 3D face synthesis which outlines the 
background of this research. The rest of the chapter is structured as follows. Instead of a 
chronological account of 3 D  face synthesis, section 2.2 describes the reasons why 3D face 
synthesis is necessary by discussing some of the most convincing applications that help shape 
research directions. Then the concept of 3 D  face synthesis is defined in section 2.3. This section 
also analyses and evaluates existing 3D  face synthesis methods, and emphasises the reasons why 
single view-based 3D face synthesis is targeted in this research. However, the existing single 
view-based 3D  face synthesis algorithms are not flawless due to some bottleneck problems as 
summarised in section 2.4. Finally, the summary of this chapter is drawn in section 2.5.
2.2 W h y  3 D  Face Synthesis
With the advent of 3D computer graphics, human beings no longer keep their interest just in the 
planar description of events, and have transferred their attention to how to more realistically 
duplicate objects. This move not only fulfils the dream of emulating natural environment, but also 
allows participants to interact with computing equipments in a dynamic way, broadening 
scientists’ eyeshot and injecting vigour into the current research. This section answers the question 
why the 3D face synthesis technology is becoming pervasive by describing several potential
9
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Figure 2.1 Classification of 3D  face synthesis applications
applications, in which 3D  face synthesis is involved. These applications can be broken down into 
two categories (see Figure 2.1):
• 3D face synthesis in virtual presence
where the 3D synthesised face generally serves as a virtual alternative, providing users with a 
sense of presence, and bridging the gap between the audio-visual sensation of current state of 
the art visualisation equipment and the real sensation of live events.
• 3D face synthesis in non-presence applications
where the 3D synthesised face plays an intergrade role in the implementation of certain 
applications such as 3D  model-based video coding, where the use of a 3D synthesised face 
can make it possible to transmit video over the narrowband network at very low bit-rate.
2.2! 3 D  face synthesis in virtual presence
Virtual presence is one of the most active fields in 3D face synthesis, the idea of which is to 
improve human-machine interaction, and make the present environment more vivid with the 
virtual presence of participants. The typical application fields of 3D face synthesis in virtual 
presence can fall into four classes: immersive videoconferencing, human-computer interface 
(HCI), games industry and film industry.
Advances in immersive telecommunication have recently been significant [Isg04]. For example, 
in the scenario of immersive videoconferencing, the basic idea is to place 3D visual 
representations of participants at predefined positions around a table with a shared virtual table
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environment (SVTE). People believe the participants are present in the same room, but they are 
actually located at several remote locations. The advantages of using 3D synthesised models in 
immersive videoconferencing are numerous. The immersive videoconference can offer rich 
communication modalities as similar as possible to those used in face-to-face meetings. They also 
overcome the limitations of conventional multiparty videoconferencing, showing participants 
within one window, instead of showing them in separate windows as in Microsoft NetMeeting 
[NetM] and Access Grid [AccG]. Moreover, this high-realism conferencing system will reduce 
time and the cost of travel for conference participants.
HCI is another developing field for 3 D  face synthesis, and has a wealth of applications, ranging 
from e-commerce to distance education, some implemented examples have been introduced in 
[Pan02]. In these applications, a 3 D  virtual face, normally a duplicate of the animator, is 
interactively present in terms of speech and face expression. One motivation for using the 3 D  
synthesised model is that sound and animation can convey information more vividly than using 
tedious characters alone. Also, technical advances in computer facial animation [Par96] and 
audiovisual synchronisation provide for the success of 3D face synthesis in the HCI applications, 
especially after standardisation of M P E G - 4  [MPEG4]. For example, targeted towards young 
Inteme.t users, an E-mail service, called PlayMail [PlayM], has been developed, which can 
translate the text and emotion of an email into a video based on the M P E G - 4  standard with an 
animated talking face. Moreover, to enable the real-time rendering of the 3D face model from text, 
speech and real animator, a M P E G - 4  compliant Face Animation Engine (FAE), called 
E P T A M E D I A  was produced [EPTA].
The video game industry is currently on the cutting edge of computer graphics. Applications like 
serious games [SerG] and machinima [Mach] are poised to push 3D  technology into our daily 
lives, while new game types focusing on social interaction are appealing to a wider audience. 
M a n y  of the applications on the frontier of the 3 D  technology landscape require simulating 
realistic human interactions and therefore also require realistic face synthesis technology, which 
can power the gaming industry with realistic talking characters. For instance, synchronisation of 
realistic 3D facial animation with audio files in the games industry still remains challenging, and 
has attracted much attention [OC3].
During the production of films, there are some scenes that are dangerous for actors to present. 
One of the solutions is to generate a virtual scene which 3D computer-generated impersonators 
can freely access. The application of face synthesis technology can increase the degree of reality 
of the 3D impersonators.
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Figure 2.2 3D  face synthesis in a generic 3D model-based video coding system
2.2.2 3 D  face synthesis in non-presence applications
Unlike in virtual presence, 3D synthesised face in non-presence applications always plays an 
intergrade role in implementing specific applications, such as face identification, tracking and 3D 
model-based video coding [Tor96].
Feng et al [FenOOb] proposed face identification using a virtual frontal-view image. The idea was 
to first construct a 3D  face model from an unknown head-and-shoulder image, followed by a 
transformation of the created 3D  face, resulting in a frontal-view face from an arbitrary-view. As 
dealing with a planar frontal-view face problem, the face could be identified by exploiting the 
existing methods. Valente et al [ValOla] proposed a facial feature tracking algorithm, in which a 
realistic 3D  face mimic was first produced. The mimic must be identical to the 2D face in the 
video frame in terms of shape, orientation and size so as to be used as a reference for block- 
matching face features between the 3D synthesised and real faces. Both of the above applications 
reportedly achieved more robust performances because the use of a 3D face model can bring a 
high degree of realism.
As its name implies, 3D model-based video coding is another potential research field for 3D face 
synthesis, and has received attention for over two decades [Aiz95] [Pea95], 3D model-based
12
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Figure 2.3 Conditions of face synthesis
video coding is a technique that can transmit video at very low bit-rates over traditional 
communication channels such as the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN). Figure 2.2 
depicts such a generic 3D model-based video coding system. Given a head-and-shoulder video 
sequence, a generic 3D  face model should ideally be adapted automatically to a human face in the 
first frame. Additionally, facial texture should be acquired without supervision. This procedure 
includes stages such as face detection, facial feature extraction and 3 D model adaptation. The 
texture of the face is then sent to the decoder with shape, size and orientation information so that a 
specific 3 D  face mimic can be generated at the decoding end. Between two successive frames of 
the input video sequence, the motion of the'face is estimated by calculating a set of animation 
parameters. The shape parameters and the texture with the background are only sent at the first 
frame of the whole sequence. The encoder only needs to transmit the animation parameters and 
background changes in the following frames. At the decoder, the input video is reconstructed with 
the individualised 3-D face rendered using the received animation parameters. By carrying out 
individual 3D face synthesis, the compression efficiency can greatly be improved. However, such an 
unsupervised generic 3D model-based video coding system shown in Figure 2.3 has not yet been 
implemented owing to diverse bottlenecks, such as how to automatically generate the specific face 
using only the encoded video sequence. More detail about 3D model-based video coding algorithms 
can be found in the following articles: [Aiz89] [Li93] [Koc93] [Boz94] [Cho94] [Dav97] [Eis98],
13
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Figure 2.4 Face model in M P E G - 4  players [Abr98]
(a) 3D  wireframe (b) Simply textured model
2.3 W h a t  is 3 D  Face Synthesis
3D  face synthesis is normally implemented by integrating specific face texture into the 
individualised 3 D  wireframe. O n  the other hand, it is application-oriented and must be 
computationally simple for easy manipulation. Thus, a predefined 3D face model is required, and 
this model should be geometrically flexible enough to simulate any facial expression. Moreover, 
3D face synthesis involves reconstruction of the dynamic mimic of a specific face by specifying 
the generic face model using both 3D information, i.e. the shape, size, and orientation of the real 
face, and the face texture. The 3D information and the face texture describing individual 
characteristics must be acquired from other domains. Generally, face synthesis mainly depends on 
three conditions, as shown in Figure 2.3. In the following text, some extensively used 3D face 
models are briefly summarised in section 2.3.1, followed by an introduction to facial expression 
control in section 2.3.2. Once the face model is readily defined, we need to individualise the 
model in terms of the 3D  face information such as the size, orientation, position and texture. 
Section 2.3.3 surveys some current existing methods of how to obtain such a set of 3D data.
2.3! 3 D  face representations
Since a first parameterised face model was technically reported in [Par74], considerable effort has 
been made by researchers to answer the question of how to model a face more realistically with
14
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.5 C A N D I D E  face models [CAN]
(a) C A N D I D E  (b) CAN D I D E - 2  (c) CANDIDE-3
less degree of computational complexity. Parke's pioneering work, a parameterized model, was 
initially used to replace a limited conventional technique, called key frame animation, for facial 
animation [Par82]. The creation of his model involves two basic ideas: (1) determine the 
appropriate set of parameters; (2) develop image synthesis models based on these parameters. The 
detail of his face model can be found in [Par96].
To model the face more realistically, much attention has been paid to simulation of muscle 
movement. Waters [Wat87] used a vector approach to simulate the facial muscle. Terzopoulos et 
al [Ter90] proposed a three-layer face model for modeling the detailed anatomical structure and 
dynamics of the human face. The three layers correspond to the skin, fatty tissue and muscle. 
Elastic spring elements connect each mesh node and each layer. Muscle forces propagate through 
the mesh systems to create animation. This model can achieve accurate realism. However, it is 
computationally expensive to simulate such multi-layer lattices. The idea of using the elastic 
spring model has been popular [ZhaOla] [FenOOa]. In [FenOOa], the face model reported in [Par96] 
with reduced vertices, is combined with the elastic spring model to provide a high degree of 
reality and concise computation.
Since M P E G - 4  standardisation is based on an assumption that all MP E G - 4  face animation 
decoders have their own 3D facial models, any implementation needs to begin by defining a 3D 
face model. The Instituto Superior Tecnico defined a simply textured 3D head model [Abr99]
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A U  N u m b e r N a m e Involved C A N D I D E  Vertices
1 Inner Brow Raiser 17,50,15,48
2 Outer Brow Raiser 16,49,18,51,15,48,17,50
4 Brow Lowerer 17,50,16,49,18,51,15,48,21,54,67,69,71,73
5 Upper Lid Raiser 21,54,22,55,67,69,71,73,68,70,72,74
7 Lid Tightener 22,55,68,70,72,74
Table 2.1 Implementation of 5 A U s  using C A N D I D E  [Ryd87]
shown in Figure 2.4, developed from Parke's well-known parameterised model [Par82], which 
has been embedded in many M P E G - 4  players, and widely used by researchers [KimOO] [Sar02].
C A N D I D E  models have been widely exploited because of their simplicity and public availability 
[CAN]. The original CAND I D E ,  reported in [Ryd87], was created by Rydfalk at Linkoping 
University in 1987, consisting of 75 vertices and 100 triangles. C A N D I D E  was initially motivated 
by attempts in model-based video coding. Figure 2.5 (a) shows the frontal and side views of 
C A N D I D E .  A  few years later, Welsh in British Telecom [Wel91] created another version of 
C A N D I D E  with 160 vertices and 238 triangles, covering the entire frontal head (including hair 
and teeth) and also the shoulders (Figure 2.5 (b)). This version is referred to as CANDIDE-2. 
With the finalisation of the M P E G - 4  standard, there is an emerging need to update the existing 
CANDIDEs, and to make them compliant with the M P E G - 4  Face Definition Parameters (FDPs). 
In light of this demand, CANDIDE-3 [AhlOl] (Figure 2.5 (c)) was designed based on the original 
C A N D I D E  model. The updating has been done by adding details into the mouth, nose and eyes of 
the original model for matching the vertices of the updated model with the corresponding Facial 
Feature Points (FFPs) in MPEG-4.
This subsection covers only the most popular 3D  face models in current literature. There are many 
other 3D face models such as the B-splines face model [Hoc94] which is well-suited for smoothly 
modeling the surface of the face, some computationally expensive models consisting of thousands 
of vertices for achieving better synthetic quality [Aki93] as well as 3D eigenfaces [Bla03]. More 
detail about the existing 3D face models in published work have been surveyed in [She04a] 
[Par96] [Noh98], In our research, CANDIDE-3 is most actively applied because of its simplicity 
and compliance with the M P E G - 4  standard.
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2.3.2 Facial expression control
With the emergence of the parameterised face models, facial expression control has become 
feasible, and can be implemented by a small set of animation parameters. Before M P E G - 4  was 
standardised, the Facial Action Coding System (FACS) [Ekm77] was extensively used [Aiz89] 
[Li93] [Cho94]. Nevertheless, this important system was initially used in psychological study 
rather than in facial expression control. The F A C S  defined basic facial muscle movement in terms 
of 44 Action Units (AUs), based on an analysis of facial anatomy. Any facial expression can be 
formed by a combination of these AUs. The one deficiency of A U s  is that the F A C S  fails to define 
how and where to move 3D  vertices of the face model. Rydfalk parameterised these A U s  with his 
C A N D I D E  model [Ryd87], where the motion of each A U  was described as an interaction of a set 
of vertices in the C A N D I D E  model. Table 2! illustrates implementation of 5 A U s  by C A N D I D E  
application.
The M P E G - 4  standard defines 68 Facial Animation Parameters (FAPs), containing 2 high-level 
parameters, viseme and expression, 66 low-level parameters associated with minimal facial 
actions e.g. open J a w  (FAP3) and depress_chin (FAP18) [TekOO]. The viseme represents the 
physical configuration of the mouth, tongue and jaw that is visually correlated with the speech 
sound corresponding to a phoneme, while the expression parameter allows definition of high-level 
facial expression, enabling efficient facial animation. O n  the other hand, each FAP of the 66 low- 
level parameters directly corresponds to the local movement of an individual FFP. Unlike the AU s 
in the FACS, all the parameters involving translational movement are expressed in terms of the 
Facial Animation Parameter Units (FAPUs). The FAPUs allow interpretation of the FAPs on any 
facial model in a consistent way, producing reasonable animation results. The FAPUs correspond 
to the fractions of distance between some key FFPs, e.g. mouth-nose separation, eye separation 
etc, these fractional units provide enough precision in face expression control.
2.3.3 3 D  data extraction
To synthesise a specific 3D face, the extraction of two basic sets of data, the vertex topology of 
the 3 D  wireframe and the texture of the specific face has to be carried out. The vertex topology 
specifies the structure of the 3 D generic model, while the face texture enhances the degree of 
realism of the face model. According to the method of data extraction, the mainstream algorithms 
of 3 D  face synthesis in the literature can be classified into the four categories, introduced in the 
following subsections.
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Figure 2.6 Cyberware 3D scanner [CybW]
2.3.3.1 3 D  laser scanner
The laser scanner consists of a laser emitting diode to emit laser beam, photo diode to receive the 
reflected laser beam, high precision clock, angle encoder, mirror/prism and other mechanical 
devices for rotating the scanning head at a certain speed. The emitted laser beam is reflected when 
it strikes an object. The range (distance from the scanner to the object) is obtained by measuring 
the time of flight of the laser beam from the scanner to the object and back to the scanner.
Synthesising a 3D  face using a 3D laser scanner, typically a Cyberware scanner [CybW], has been 
exploited by many researchers [Eis98] [Wat91] [Ter93] [ValOla]. As seen in Figure 2.6, the 3D 
scanner measures an object by moving a scanning apparatus in a circular path around the object. 
The scanner contains a laser range Finder and a colour camera, which generate two data sets, a 
range map and a texture map. Both of these are indexed by cylindrical coordinates with the 
horizontal coordinate representing the azimuth angle around the head and the vertical coordinate 
representing vertical distance. By integrating the range and texture data, the scanner creates a 3D 
face with a very dense vertex topology (over one million vertices), this number of vertices is 
computationally complex. To simplify the topology, an alternative with fewer primitives is 
required. This can be implemented by using the existing parameterised face models discussed in 
section 2.3.1. But 3D scanning always produces incomplete data because the laser beam may be 
occluded or dispersed in areas such as the hair or the underside of the chin etc. Moreover, the high 
price also limits attempts on this method. More details on the use of the 3D laser scanner to 
synthesise a face can be found in the following literature [Par96] [Mor96].
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2.33.2 Stereo images
Some researchers have employed stereo images to synthesise-a 3D face [Len96] [Gal95]. This 
method is designed to emulate human stereo perception using two cameras located in slightly 
shifted positions, representing a separate image to each eye. A  disparity map between the photos is 
used to estimate the depth of the facial surface. The disparity map consists of displacement 
vectors between the left and right image coordinates. However, the main difficulty in 3D 
estimation from stereo images lies in determining the disparity map; or, equivalently, establishing 
the correspondence between the left and right image points. Moreover, the conventional 
algorithms using two stereo images often fail in accurately reconstructing the 3 D  face because the 
image data do not provide enough information about the geometry of the face. Lengagne et al 
[LenOO] proposed a way to incorporate a priori information in a reconstruction process from a 
sequence of calibrated face images, but computational complexity is high, due to tedious camera 
calibration [ZhaOO],
2.3.3.3 Multi-view images
In contrast to the previous methods, 3 D  face synthesis using multi-view images is an easy-to- 
manipulate method, where only a P C  with a video camera is required without camera calibrations. 
In this method, several photos are taken from different views beforehand by rotating the head 
gradually in front of the camera, ensuring that the facial texture can be acquired [CheOl]. The 
major difference when we discriminate the methods of using stereo images and using multi-view 
images is, that the latter can use images acquired from only one camera so that tedious camera 
calibration is not needed. Zhang et al [ZhaOlb] used two arbitrary frontal view images to create 
the 3 D  face. But the information from only frontal view images is insufficient to discover the 
surface depth and the texture of a face. Generally speaking, there is a trade-off between 
computational complexity and synthesis reality. In order to maintain the degree of reality with 
minimum computational complexity, a method using an orthogonal photo pair, consisting of a 
frontal view image and a human profile, from which the surface depth is visible, has been popular 
recently [GotOl] [Gao03] [Tan96a]. One of the challenges of this method is photogrammetric 
measurement, i.e. how to estimate 3 D  coordinates (x, y, z) of facial features from two 
corresponding sets of 2 D  coordinates (x, yj), (yp, z) from the orthogonal pair, where jy and yp 
indicate 2D  projection coordinates of the 3D head onto the frontal and profile images, respectively. 
More detail about photogrammetric measurement can be found in [Par96] [Got02]. To increase 
the facial reality, texture generation is another challenge. The most common method is to generate 
a texture map, blended using the frontal and profile images in order to automatically form a 
cylindrical texture map [LeeOO]. Furthermore, if the image pair is not precisely orthogonal, and
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facial features and luminance are incoherent between the image pair, a preprocessing step 
including profile feature scaling, rotation to match the frontal image and colour compensation 
between two orthogonal images, is needed ahead of photogrammetric measurement and texture 
generation [Par04]. To be compatible with the 3 D  scanner, Lee’s system can process both 
orthogonal images and range data as input [LeeOO]. However, self-occlusion is inevitable in the 
areas such as the neck using two orthogonal images. To construct the 3D  face more accurately, a 
face synthesis approach from nine views was introduced [MorOl]. However, the computation 
complexity increases as well.
2.3.3.4 Single view image
For the increasingly growing demand on real time applications like videophony and video 
conferencing, all the above methods are no longer feasible because they need user supervision, 
and are computationally complex. In other words, any user interaction or offline operation is not 
allowed in implementing technology like generic 3 D  model-based video coding. Therefore, to 
achieve a simple, quick system, 3 D  face synthesis from a single image has come to be an ideal 
choice.
3 D face synthesis from a single image has been recently reported by some research groups, where 
researchers tried to explore the facial depth using geometrical information provided planer facial 
features. However, some algorithms are only capable of coping with pure face inputs [HoOl] 
[Hu04a] [Kuo02], which limit the manipulable range; while some algorithms [ValOlb] [FenOOa] 
require user interaction to point out facial features, which cannot satisfy the automatic processing. 
Although an automatic facial feature exfraction method was embedded into the system reported in 
[FenOOa], only three feature points are not enough to back up pose estimation without a priori 
information. Due to lack of the depth, estimation of 3D information from a 2 D  image inevitably 
relies on other constraints, which still remains a challenge and needs a major breakthrough.
2.4 Challenges of Single View-based 3 D  Face Synthesis
Table 2.2 summarises all the aforementioned face synthesis methods with their basic descriptions 
and pros and cons. It is obvious that single view-based 3D face synthesis is the most 
straightforward and computationally simplest method. Especially when one wants to make 
generic 3D model-based video coding a reality as discussed previously, where a specific 3D face 
has to be synthesised using a limited number of video frames without any user interaction or 
offline operation. The existing singe view-based 3D face synthesis algorithms have had limited
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Methods Description Drawbacks
3D scanner Range data and texture data automatically generated
Expensive in both price and 
computation
Stereo images Calibration needed and disparity map used to find the depth Cputationally complex
Multi-view images Orthogonal photo pair and texture map blended
Challenging photogrammetric 
measurement and texture blending
Single view image Single view-basedpose estimation &  texturing
Other constraints needed for 
estimation of invisible facial depth
Table 2.2 Summary and comparison of 3D face synthesis methods
success because:
• Poor 3 D  estimation from a 2 D  image. Due to the lack of the facial depth in the 2 D  image, 
a more robust pose estimation algorithm is required.
• System automation. Automation places a strict demand on performance consistency of 
each part of a system, so to be robust in all situations. Most current algorithms fail to 
automatically detect the face and extract the facial features.
• Background complexity. The available methods target only pure face images rather than 
head-and-shoulder images with complex background.
Aimed at resolving the above problems, an automatic algorithm, enabling 3D specific face 
synthesis from an arbitrary head-and-shoulder image with a complex background, is studied in 
this thesis, the order of which follows the flow chart in Figure 2.7. The face region is first located, 
followed by facial feature extraction. Then a generic 3D face model is superimposed onto the 
detected face in accordance with the extracted facial features in order to fit the input face image 
by transforming the vertex topology of the generic face model. The 3D specific face can finally be 
synthesised by texturing the individualised face model.
2.5 S u m m a r y
3D face synthesis has become one of the most promising topics in the scientific community for 
many years, and played a key role for many human-machine applications, ranging from 
telecommunication to games industry. Depending on the applications, 3D face synthesis may
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Figure 2.7 Flow chart of single view-based face synthesis
either needs to be fully automatic or allow user interaction. For example, in the scenario of 3D 
model-based video coding, a specific 3D  face needs to be synthesised using a limited number of 
video frames, preferably without any user interaction or offline operation. However, one of the 
barriers is that without any stereo-capturing apparatus, the existing methods cannot robustly 
generate the 3D face using only a few video frames.
As a trigger to the thesis, this chapter starts with a survey in current and potential applications of 
3D face synthesis, answering the question of why 3D  face synthesis has become pervasive, and 
been the subject of this thesis. Basically, these applications can be broken down into two 
categories: Applications in virtual presence have the focus on immersive videoconferencing and 
human-computer interface (HCI), while non-presence applications embrace face identification, 
tracking and 3D  model-based video coding, etc.
3D  face synthesis mainly relies on three factors: 3D face representation, facial expression control 
and 3D data extraction. The current state of the art technology in 3D face representation, facial 
expression control and 3D data extraction has been reviewed in this chapter. Generally speaking, 
in order to synthesise a specific 3D face, extraction of two basic sets of data, the vertex topology 
of the 3D  wireframe and texture of the specific face has to be carried out. The vertex topology 
specifies the structure of the 3D generic model, while the face texture enhances the degree of 
reality of the face model. According to the way of extraction of these 3D data, the mainstream 3D 
face synthesis methods in the literature can fall into four, i.e. using a 3D laser scanner, stereo
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images, multi-view images and single view image. Compared with others, single view-based 3D 
face synthesis technology is found more feasible because it allows unsupervised face synthesis without 
any offline operations. However, the existing single view-based 3 D  face synthesis methods have 
problems in simplicity, accuracy and generality. Therefore, studying the problems and developing 
an automatic system that enables 3D face synthesis from an arbitrary head-and-shoulder image 
with a complex background become a primary motivation to this project.
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3  S i n g l e  V i e w - b a s e d  F a c e  D e t e c t i o n
3 !  Introduction
As one of the most important and challenging applications of image analysis and understanding, 
face detection has recently received significant attention, especially over the past few decades. 
The ability of people to recognise faces and identify them again even after several years is 
remarkable. Nevertheless, developing a system with this ability is difficult. Face detection can be 
used in commerce, law enforcement, security, image and film processing applications. The need 
for user-friendly systems that can secure our assets without losing our identity in a sea of numbers 
is desirable. Nowadays people need pin numbers to obtain cash from an ATM, passwords for 
computers and internet access, and watermark for image authentication [Izq03]. Although 
relatively reliable methods of biometric personal identification like-fingerprint analysis and retinal 
or iris scans exist, these methods rely on the cooperation of participants, while a personal 
identification system based on the analysis of face images is often more effective. A  general 
definition of face detection is: Given still or real-time (video) images, prove that the objects, 
detected in the images, are faces.
In this research, to implement an automatic 3D face synthesis system using only a single image, a 
robust face detection algorithm is needed, and plays a crucial role. But face detection from a 
single image is a challenging task due to the face variability in location, size, orientation and 
expression as well as some uncertainties like self-occlusion and lighting condition. These 
challenges can be attributed to the following:
® Interior factors: Different images have different faces in terms of size, location, 
orientation and expression. This implies that the face detection algorithm must be robust 
to these factors.
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• Occlusions: The face hardly appears neutral in every image. Sometime, some parts of the 
face are self-occluded, resulting in an incomplete shape and ragged edge. In addition, a 
face with spectacles or moustache will make the detection even harder.
• Exterior conditions: Illumination and camera condition often constrain the robustness of 
face detection. The former may impact the light intensity of the face, while the later 
sometimes reduces the degree of image resolution.
The rest of this chapter is structured as follows: Section 3.2 surveys some widely used face 
detection algorithms such as template matching, morphological watershed, snakes and skin tone. 
A m o n g  these algorithms, it is believed that the face detection using the skin tone is the most 
robust and generic method. So a face detection algorithm based on skin tone classification is 
introduced in section 3.3. Section 3.4 shows experimental results. Summary is drawn in section 
3.5.
Before stepping into the next section, relations of some similar words such as face detection, face 
segmentation, face localisation, face recognition, face identification, face authentication, face 
tracking and facial expression recognition, which frequently appear in the literature, are discussed 
and clarified here. There is some relation among them, such as face detection sometimes includes 
face segmentation and face recognition. Some of these phrases are synonyms, for instance, both 
face segmentation and face localisation are to locate the face, while face identification and face 
authentication are to verify the individual identity and authenticity, respectively. Moreover, face 
tracking [Ele95] is investigated based on video clips. Facial expression recognition [Che03] 
attempts to identify the state of non-rigid facial movement in terms of facial expressions which 
express emotions such as joy, sadness, anger, etc.
3.2 Face Detection Background
Although face detection has received tremendous interest for several decades, on which the recent 
survey can be found in [HjeOl] [Yan02], it still remains a challenging topic, and demands creative 
solutions for a major breakthrough. In the literature [Eis98], a 3-D model is manually 
superimposed on the face region of a video frame. However, automatic face detection is required 
in an automatic 3D face synthesis system. Given a video sequence, the face can be detected using 
the spatial, i.e. infra-frame or temporal, i.e. inter-frame algorithms, or a combination of spatial and 
temporal information. Generally, face detection algorithms with temporal data are to segment the 
dynamic foreground from the relatively static background by employing object motion
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information and detected changes over the time. Since the major concern of this project is 
automatic face detection using a single image, the temporal algorithms are not introduced in detail. 
For more information about temporal detection, the following works are recommended [Kim99] 
[Ner98] [GuoOl]. Instead of giving a comprehensive survey of the spatial face detection 
algorithms, this section reviews and evaluates some widely used approaches. The review starts 
with an introduction to an early-known method, template matching, followed by the 
morphological watershed and snakes. A m o n g  the existing methods, face detection using skin tone 
may be viewed as one of the most intuitive methods due to its generic attribute. A n  analysis of the 
existing detection methods using skin tone will complete the section.
3.2! Template matching
Template matching is an early method, and has the advantage of being easily implemented. The 
existence of a face is determined by calculation of a correlation value between a predefined 
standard face pattern and an input image. The area, which has the maximum correlation value, 
will be regarded as the face region. However, the disadvantage of this method is that it cannot 
cope with variation in scale, pose and shape. Moreover, it is hard to define a generic shaped 
template for various faces;
Instead of using the whole gray-level face template, Brunelli et al [Bru93] proposed an improved 
template matching algorithm for face identification. It first normalises the input image by 
resetting the interocular distance and the direction of the eye-to-eye axis in order to be 
independent of the position, scale and rotation during the template matching. And then the reset 
image is correlated with each image of a face database in terms of a combination of four templates 
representing the eyes, nose, mouth and face, respectively. The best match will identify the 
unknown face. In this algorithm, the normalisation stage plays a key role, especially in eye 
detection. The eyes were chosen from an arbitrary person to form five templates in different scale. 
However, this kind of selection cannot overcome the bottleneck of using a template matching 
method that is unable to cope with variation in scale. Furthermore, the computational complexity 
of their algorithm is high.
Miao et al [Mia99] detected the face using gravity-centre templates. In their system, a 
preprocessing step is still needed, which includes the stages of image rotation to normalise the 
face orientation and image mosaicising. The mosaicised image is used to find the local intensity 
valley. Only gravity-centres of the valley are marked for template matching. The gravity-centred 
image is compared with four predefined facial gravity-centre templates, to find the best match. 
However, this intensity character-based template matching method needs extra constraints
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because it is difficult to cover all the possibilities with only four facial gravity-centre templates. It 
also means that too many constraints affect the generality and robustness of the algorithm. 
Moreover, this algorithm is not capable of coping with self-occlusion face image. Although the 
template matching methods achieve fast computation, it is not a robust method of face detection.
The eigenface approach has been a widespread method in face recognition, indexing and 
identification for over a decade [Tur91a] [Tur91b] [Mog95]. Eigenface, sometimes called 
eigenimage, or eigenpicture, approach is based on an information theory approach that 
decomposes face images into a small set of characteristic images called “eigenfaces” by the 
Principle Component Analysis (PCA). The purpose of the P C A  is to reduce the large 
dimensionality of the data space to the smaller intrinsic dimensionality of the feature space. The 
tasks the P C A  can do involve prediction, redundancy removal, feature extraction, data 
compression, etc. Thus following the P C A  on a set of training images that results in a small 
number of eigenfaces, face recognition is performed by projecting an input image into its face 
space, i.e. reconstruction of the input image through an eigenface transformation, and then 
classifying the face by comparing its position in face space with the positions of known 
individuals. Eigenface algorithm has been widely used not only in face recognition, but also in 
face detection by employing the idea of template matching. Turk et al used the knowledge of 
eigenface to detect faces by recognising the presence of faces at each location of single images 
[Tur91a] [Tur91b]; while Moghaddam et al exploited probability densities to formulate a 
maximum-likelihood estimation framework for face detection [Mog95]. However, similar to 
conventional template matching approach, the eigenface algorithm has the following limitations:
• All the processed face images including both the training set and input images need to be 
normalised before operation because the eigenface algorithm cannot cope with variation 
in scale and pose.
• The eigenface algorithm cannot robustly distinguish the face and non-face image in face 
recognition.
• A  threshold is needed, but, a generic threshold is difficult to determine.
3.2.2 Morphological watershed
In this subsection, an approach based on the concept of so-called morphological watersheds, 
which has been widely exploited in spatial segmentation, is discussed. A n  image may be viewed
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(c) (d)
Figure 3.1 Watershed segmentation illustration I [Beu] 
(a) Grey-level image (b) Its topographic view 
(c) (d) Flooding water
as a 3D  topographic surface from the mathematical morphology point of view, with the grey-level 
standing for the altitude. So the image is formed by all kinds of topographic characteristics such 
as the mountains, plateaus, plains and basins. The basic idea of the morphological watershed 
algorithm is to flood the entire topography from the lowest altitude by letting water rise at a 
uniform rate. When the rising water in distinct catchment basins is about to merge, a dam is built 
to prevent the water from spilling out. The flooding will eventually reach a level when only the
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i l l s ®
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.2 Watershed segmentation illustration II [Beu]
(a) (b) Flooding water 
(c) Watershed in topographic view (d) Watershed in grey-level image
tops of the dams are visible above the water line. These dam boundaries mark the segmented 
regions by the morphological watershed algorithm.
This idea can be further explained by the following diagrams. Figure 3.1 (a) and (b) show 
respectively, a grey-level image and its topographic view. To make the environment realistic, 
some shadow also is added onto the topographic view image. Figure 3.1 (c) shows the first stage 
of the algorithm, where the “water” flooded the relatively darker background. The state of the
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(a) (b) 
(c) (d)
Figure 3.3 Watershed segmentation with earphone 
(a) Original image (b) Gradient image 
(c) Watershed segmentation (d) After region merging
“water” flooding into the first and second catchment basin can be seen in Figure 3! (d) and 
Figure 3.2 (a), respectively. As the water continues to rise, to stop the “water” from overflowing 
each other, a dam is gradually being built, which can be noticed in Figure 3.2 (b). The height of 
the dam will continuously be added as the “water” rises, until only single watershed lines emerge 
above the water line. The watershed lines form a connected path, thus giving continuous 
boundaries between regions. The finalised watershed lines are highlighted in Figure 3.2 (c) and 
(d).
The watershed segmentation is often applied to the gradient image rather than the grey-level one. 
However, the watershed algorithm is fairly sensitive to gradient noise, which always generates a 
large number of blob-like objects, resulting in oversegmentation. Thus, a region merging 
algorithm based on intensity homogeneity is of great importance after morphological watershed 
segmentation. The region merging is normally implemented by compositions of a set of small
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.4 Watershed segmentation by markers 
(a) Markers (b) Watershed segmentation results
neighbouring regions, which are close in similarity measurement [Kim99]. Figure 3.3 shows the 
procedure of using the watershed algorithm to segment earphone image (figure 3.3 (a)), followed 
by a region merging approach. Figure 3.3 (b) is a gradient image created by using Sobel operators 
and a Gaussian lowpass filter. Figure 3.3 (c) is the result of watershed segmentation. 
Oversegmentation occurs due to the noise. The region merging algorithm described in [Kim99] is 
exploited to merge the small patches in figure 3.3 (c). Figure (d) shows the result after the 
algorithm is repeated 5 times.
Another approach used to control oversegmentation is based on the concept of markers. In this 
approach, some small regions that will form catchment basins are highlighted with the markers in 
a unified intensity. So the watershed algorithm is applied onto the image, flooding from these 
markers. The image is segmented by watershed lines into some small regions encompassing every 
marker, respectively. Figure 3.4 illustrates watershed segmentation using the markers. Small 
regions in figure 3.4 (a) with minimum intensity are the selected markers, corresponding to some 
local peaks. Figure (b) shows the watershed segmentation result with these markers. Compared 
with the region merging approach, the number of the segmented blob-like regions is much fewer.
Although the morphological watershed algorithm is novel, all the above watershed methods still 
fail to provide accurate results, and require extra processing and a set of constraints, which 
increase the computational complexity. Moreover, as can be seen above, the watershed algorithm 
is feature-sensitive and not easy to cope with face images, on which many facial features are
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present. More detail about the morphological watershed algorithm can be found in [Vin91] 
[Gon02],
3.2.3 Snakes
Use of the well-known snake algorithm was examined by Kass et al [Kas88] and subsequently 
improved by Waite et al [Wai90]. Snakes are a set of minimized energy splines, which are based 
on the detected object edge. After edge detection, the algorithm is applied to the edge image with 
some constraints. The snakes are pulled toward the object boundary to form a head contour. More 
about the snakes will be discussed in section 4.2.2.2.
3.2.4 Skin tone
Skin tone or skin colour has been viewed as a fast and generic solution, and received significant 
interest in face detection for several years [Phu05]. As a low-level feature, the major advantages 
of using the skin tone in face detection are: (1) High processing speed due to its low-level 
processing; (2) Robustness against rotation, self-occlusion and pose variation. In this kind of 
methods, face candidates are first found and segmented from the background by using the 
intrinsic property that the skin tone has fixed distributions in various colour spaces. And then the 
face recognition process is earned out to determine whether these candidates are faces or not. The 
feasibility of using skin tone has been verified in some typical colour spaces such as Red Green 
Blue (RGB) [Yan96] [Jon02], Hue-Saturation-Value (HSV) [Sob96] [Zhu04] and YCbCr [FanOl] 
[ChoOl] [Sha02] [Gar99] [Wan97], Each of them has an experimentally predefined range of skin 
tone distribution. If the pixel value in the colour space falls into the corresponding distribution 
range, the pixel will be considered as part of the skin in the image. Nevertheless, not all the pixels 
that have values within the skin tone distribution range are definitely on the skin surface. They 
may be part of the background in skin-like colour. Thus only applying the skin tone distribution to 
segment the face often results in background noise. The face detection algorithms based on the 
skin tone are not robust enough to cope with the complex background containing skin-like colours, 
and always need more constraints.
Compared with other colour spaces, the YCb C r  colour space has been more popularly accepted 
because of the following reasons:
1. Only chrominance components are enough to segment the skin-like pixels. A n  image in 
YCbCr format consists of the luminance and chrominance components. Since the 
perceived colour difference is mainly governed by the luminance component rather than
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the chrominance, fixed distributions of the skin tone in the chrominance components Cr 
and Cb are independent of human races.
2. The YCbCr format is commonly used in some video coding standards such as MPEG-4, 
etc.
It was examined in [Cha99] that the range of distribution of skin tone is independent of race, e.g. 
the chrominance components Cb and Cr of the skin tone always have values between [77,127] 
and [133, 173], respectively. However, face segmentation by using only these fixed skin tone 
distributions has limited success. Thus many researchers used the Bayesian decision rule for 
minimum cost, a well-established technique in statistical pattern recognition, to classify skin tone 
pixels [Wan97] [Hu04b]. The detail of the Bayesian decision rule will be discussed in the next 
section. Moreover, a comprehensive study and evaluation of the existing skin tone classification 
methods can also be found in [Phu05] [Lui04].
To remove the noise after skin tone classification, Chai et al [Cha99] proposed a probability 
measure method to filter noise. Then a calculation of the standard deviation of the luminance 
removes non-facial areas where chrominance values coincide with those of the skin tone. 
Moreover, to improve the performance of skin-based face segmentation, Ruiz et al [Sol04] 
incorporated neighbourhood information into their system, then a pixel will belong to the skin 
class only if a direct pixel neighbour does.
To avoid illumination problems, Hsu et al conveyed a lighting compensation approach before 
applying skin tone segmentation in their paper [Hsu02], which normalised the image by linearly 
scaling all the pixel values using a coefficient of 255IV where V corresponds to the maximum 
value in R G B  colour space. The lighting compensation approach is followed by skin tone 
segmentation. Hu et al [Hu04b] found that, in the skin tone model, distributions of the 
chrominance components Cb and Cr are related to the luminance component Y. With various 
lighting conditions, the distributions of the skin tone in Cb and Cr are different. Thus they 
proposed a luminance-piecewise statistical skin tone model, which separates the luminance value 
Y  into six bands. Each luminance band has a corresponding distribution of the skin tone in Cb and 
Cr so that the skin tone model will be more robust to various lighting conditions.
Face detection by using the above skin tone segmentation techniques are still unable to guarantee 
that the segmented objects are the faces, because all the above approaches aim to find the skin 
tone pixels. These pixels may belong to the hands or other naked parts of the body. Therefore, a 
face recognition technique is sometimes required. In [Sob96], a face recognition operation was
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Figure 3.5 Flowchart of face detection algorithm
carried out by using the face shape information. This method is based on the computation of 
moments. As the shape of the human face can be approximately regarded as an ellipse, the best-fit 
ellipses of the connected objects will be selected by criteria concerning its orientation, e.g. 
relationship between the major and minor axis.
3.3 Face Detection Using Skin Tone Classification in Cr
A  face detection algorithm to rapidly and accurately detect the face using skin tone classification 
in chrominance Cr is proposed in this section. Figure 3.5 shows the flowchart of the algorithm. 
Taking advantages of the skin tone distribution in face segmentation stated above, the method 
begins to segment the face by exploiting the characteristic of skin tone distribution in the YCbCr 
colour space. Bayesian Decision theory is used to help the classification based on only the 
chrominance component Cr. A  post-processing stage consisting of morphological filtering and 
small object deletion is added to ensure accurate and robust selection of face-like objects. U p  to
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(b) (d)
Figure 3.6 Face segmentation results
(a) Original earphone image
(b) Binarised image after Bayesian decision classification
(c) Segmented face with hair
(d) Extracted face without hair
now, the algorithm, however, cannot robustly execute face segmentation when the person in 
question has light colour hair. Its impact can be ruled out by the stage of hair removal. Unlike 
what was surveyed previously, the step of face recognition is replaced by that of small object 
deletion in this algorithm, because the project targets those images with a single person present, 
and assumes that the biggest face candidate after segmentation must be the face.
3.3.1 Face segmentation using skin tone classification
Unlike taking account of both Ch and Cr in the existing skin tone-based approaches, only the 
chrominance component Cr is employed to train the skin tone model. This could greatly lower the
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Sources No. of Images Pixels/Image Total Pixels
Miss America 10 20 200
Claire 10 10 100
Akiyo 10 20 200
Carphone (CIF) 10 80 800
Foreman 10 40 400
Yun (CIF) 10 240 2400
Stewart (CIF) 10 120 1200
VISNET Database (CIF) 30 700 21000
Total 100 N/A 26300
Table 3.1 Skin tone model contribution
computational complexity. The feasibility [She03a] that only Cr is sufficient for face segmentation 
will be demonstrated later in this chapter. This means that using only Cr is likely to obtain the 
close segmentation result as using both Cb and Cr. Therefore, the proposed skin tone model is 
built up based on only the chrominance component Cr.
3.3.1! Bayesian decision classification
The Bayesian decision theory is employed to classify skin-like pixel. Let x =  (xi,x2,...jc„)t 
represents an n-dimensional pattern vector. For IT pattern classes coh co2 cow, the basic problem
in decision theory is to find W decision function d/(x), d2(x),..., dff{x ) with the property that, if a
pattern x belongs to class <zv, then
d,{x)>dj(x) j  — 1,2,..., W; j f i ,  (3!)
This decision function can equivalently be represented by the probability that a particular pattern 
x conies from class coi} then
P(a>i/x) > P(a)j/x) (3.2)
From the Bayes formula, the equation (3.2) can be rewritten as:
p(xJ(Oj)P(co)/p(x) > p(x/cOj)P(a)j)/p(x) (3.3)
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Since p (x ) is positive and common to both sides of the above inequation, it can be removed. Let 
p(xJcos) and p(xJco,) be class conditional probability densities of the skin tone class and the non­
skin tone class, respectively, where a>s and a>„ indicate the skin tone class and the non-skin tone
class, respectively. Thus, with reference to deciding if a pixel belongs to the skin tone class, we
can equivalently discriminate if
p(xJ a>s)P ( ct)s) > p(xJ con)P ( con) (3.4)
where if all classes is equally likely to occur, the P(cos) -  P(a)n) -  1/2. Thus as long as
p(x/cos)>  p(xJco,) (3.5)
then the input pixel will belong to the skin tone class.
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As for the skin tone class conditional probability density pixJcOs), 26300 arbitrary Cr pixels on the 
face surface were manually selected from variant sources, as shown in Table 3.1. 50 video frames 
came from the ITU standard video sequences, Miss_america, Claire, Akiyo, Carphone and 
Foreman; 20 frames were from the SIVSs; the rest were selected from 30 V I S N E T  face images 
[VISN]. Since the size of the present faces and the resolution of these facial images differ (Table
3.1 highlights the CIF images with the rest in QCIF resolution), the quantity of the selected facial 
pixels varies with different facial images. Figure 3.7 displays the training pixel histogram, where 
these Cr pixels range from 120 to 174 with the distribution barycentre located between 150 and 
160. Thus, we assume that the training Cr pixels are governed by a Gaussian model, that is
with the mean ms and the standard deviation <7*; while the non-skin tone class conditional 
probability density, p(x/60,j) satisfies a uniform distribution.
3.3.1.2 Post-processing
However, the above Bayesian decision classification cannot produce accurate segmentation, but it 
always produces a binary image with noise in the background and small holes in the foreground. 
This is due to the fact that some background pixels coincide with the skin tone distribution in 
skin-like colour, and some facial features are out of the range of skin tone distribution such as 
eyes, eyebrows, etc. It can easily be seen in Figure 3.6 that figure (b) is the binarised image of the 
Carphone frame in figure (a) by using Bayesian decision classification, with noise and the 
undesired areas such as the bowtie in the background and small holes in the foreground. Therefore, 
to remove the undesired effects and smooth the segmentation result, a post-processing step is 
added into the system.
Morphological filtering [Gon02] is firstly carried out based on the coarse segmentation image 
following Bayesian decision classification, including morphological closing and opening with a 
3x3 structuring element, and median filtering with a 5x5 structure element. The morphological 
closing is to fuse narrow breaks and long thin gulfs, and the opening is to eliminate small holes 
and fill gaps in the contour; while the median filter can smooth the boundary and shape of objects.
For those relatively large noise patches that the above morphological filtering cannot cope with, 
the system introduces a small object deletion operation, which is based on the assumption that the
1
e 2<Tj (3.6)
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Transform to Standard 
Deviation Domain
(a)
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1
1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1
1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1
1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1
(b)
Figure 3.8 Illustration of statistic unit
(a) Statistic unit without evident change
(b) Statistic unit with evident change
present face is dominant in the image. So labelling the morphologically filtered binary image, 
those small objects whose size is less than 3 0 %  of the maximum object are discarded. As shown 
in the flowchart of Figure 3.5, Oj denotes a small object where j  is the object label, while Om 
indicates the largest object which is regarded as the detected face. Figure 3.6 (c) shows the 
segmented face.
3.3.2 Hair Removal
The methods using skin tone information only work well on faces with dark hair. If a person has 
light colour hair, it will be preserved along with the face (see Figure 3.6 (c)) after skin tone 
segmentation. This means that different hairstyles and hair colours may result in varying 
segmentation shapes if the hair is light in colour. Consequently, removing the hair to normalise the 
face shape is required. The method of removing hair adopted here is based on the calculation of
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the standard deviation of statistic units. The statistic units are a series of 4 by 4 blocks, the size of 
which has been empirically found to be optimum. Each of them contains a standard deviation 
value of the corresponding luminance block. The reason to use this method is that luminance 
changes in the face region are less evident than those in the hair [ChoOl].
The standard deviation, o is defined as follows:
\_
a H t ( X , - n , y P ( X , ) f  (3.7)
1=1
where N  denotes the number of pixels in a statistic unit, m indicates the mean and P (X ) is a 
probability function of X{. The luminance image is divided into several 4 by 4 blocks. Thus, the N  
in equation (3.7) has a value of 16. Calculating the standard deviation, each value of o is then 
returned to the corresponding statistic unit forming a statistical image of luminance.
A  graphic illustration of the statistic units is shown in Figure 3.8, where each table stands for one 
unit. As can be seen, after transformation into the standard deviation domain, more evident change 
in the original unit results in higher values in the standard deviation domain. Figure 3.9 shows the 
segmented face with the hair in standard deviation domain, consisting of a number of blocks. The 
brighter blocks correspond to higher standard deviation values. It can be observed that the hair 
area is slightly brighter than other areas of the face.
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Figure 3.10 Segmentation comparison of two criteria
(a) Segmentation results using only Cr
(b) Segmentation result using both Cr and Cb
(c) Disparity between (a) and (b)
In the statistical image, those areas whose pixels are not in the head region will be set to 0. Then, 
the hair and the face can be separated by an empirically predefined threshold. After morphological 
smoothing and small object removing operations similar to the previously described, only the face 
region without the hair is left. The Figure 3.6 (d) shows the finally extracted face without the hair.
3.4 Experimental Results
The experimental test for this chapter consists of three parts. The purpose of the first experiment 
is to verify the hypothesis that only chrominance Cr is necessary for skin tone classification, 
instead of using both Cb and Cr. It is believed that the degree of computational complexity can be 
lowered if only using chrominance Cr. Then, the feasibility of our proposed algorithm is 
demonstrated in Section 3.4.2.
3.4! Test of the feasibility of only using Cr to segment face
The knowledge that the distribution of skin tone has a convergence between [77, 127] and [133, 
173] in Cb and Cr values, respectively [Cha99], is employed in this experiment. In contrast to the 
one-dimensional distribution, the computation complexity for the two-dimensional distribution is, 
however, squared. To reduce the degree of computational complexity, it is believed that 
Chrominance Cr is a main factor on discrimination of the skin tone. It means that using only Cr
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N a m e  of Sequence Average quantity of 
disparities (pixels)
Ratio Area
Miss America 17 0.07% Face
Claire 125 0.49% Non-face
Grandma 15 0.06% Non-face
Mother and Daughter 0 0.00% N/A
Salesman 18 0.07% Non-face
Suzie 8 0.03% Non-face
Carphone 27 0.11% Non-face
Carphone (CIF) 490 0.48% Non-face
Table 3.2 Test results using ITU standard sequences
can generate the similar or even same discrimination results as using both Cb and Cr in skin tone 
segmentation. This hypothesis can be proven by comparing its segmentation results with those 
generated by using both Cb and Cr. As long as the two segmentation results are perceptibly 
similar so as to not affect further operations, the hypothesis will be tenable.
Figure 3.10 depicts the segmentation test of the first frame of the ITU sequence earphone in QCIF 
resolution, 176x144, derived from the two criteria. It can be observed that the two segmentation 
results look almost identical. Figure 3.10 (c) shows the disparity between the two segmentation 
results. For this QCEF resolution frame, the quantity of disparities is only 24 pixels, only 
accounting for 0.09 percent of the whole image. It is too trivial to affect further operations.
Furthermore, hundreds of frames randomly selected from the ITU standard head-and-shoulder 
sequences are exploited to test the feasibility of the hypothesis. The results are shown in Table 3.2. 
The first column lists the tested video sequences. Except the last one, all of the sequences are in 
the QCIF resolution. In addition, ten arbitrary frames are acquired from each of these listed video 
sequences, including the single-object and multi-object (mother and daughter) situations. The 
average disparity quantities of each video sequence of using two criteria are shown in the second» i
column. The third column illustrates the ratio of these disparity quantities to the whole frame size. 
It can be easily seen that all of them are below a half percent. The regions where these disparities 
appear are described in the last column. If the disparities appear in the face region, they will be 
regarded as parts of the face, and will not alter the segmentation result. Even though the difference 
comes from the non-face areas, they are still too small to affect the segmentation result. Therefore, 
by using only the skin tone distribution of chrominance Cr as the criterion, we can achieve the 
same result as using both Cb and Cr.
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Figure 3.11 More face segmentation results
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ITU standard SIVSs V I S N E T
Resolution CIF QCIF CIF CIF
Quantity of images 20 20 40 20
Table 3.3 Composition of the tested face images
3.4.2 Evaluation of proposed face detection algorithm
The face detection algorithm described in section 3.3 was applied to one hundred head-and- 
shoulder images arbitrarily selected from our face image database, consisting of the ITU standard 
video sequences, SIVSs and V I S N E T  face image database, as shown in Table 3.3. All these tested 
images are in the CIF or QCIF resolution with uncertain backgrounds. Moreover, these images 
cover various races with different skin types such as yellowish, whitish, etc. The proposed 
algorithm can achieve a detection rate of 88%. Figure 3.11 shows some of the results. As can be 
seen, all the faces are precisely segmented with the hair removed.
Moreover, the advantage of using the developed Bayesian decision classification method in skin 
tone classification has been demonstrated against the results using the fixed ranges of Cb and Cr,
i.e. [77, 127] and [133, 173] [Cha99]. Figure 3.12 shows the comparison of skin tone 
classification results. These results are raw data without post-processing. As can be seen, using the 
developed Bayesian decision classification algorithm can provide more robust face segmentation 
result than using the fix ranges. In addition, the skin tone classification performance has been 
measured in terms of the correct detection rate (CDR), false detection rate (FDR) and the overall 
classification rate (CR). The C D R  is the percentage of skin pixels correctly classified; the F D R  is 
the percentage of non-skin pixels incorrectly classified; the C R  is the percentage of pixels 
correctly classified. In other words, C D R  = %  x skin pixels correctly classified / all the skin pixels; 
F D R  = %  x non-skin pixels incorrectly classified / all the non-skin pixels; C R  = %  x pixels 
correctly classified / all the pixels. Table 3.4 shows the averaged ratios by using the same head- 
and-shoulder images introduced in Table 3.3. As can be noticed from the table, the developed 
Bayesian decision classification algorithm still provides better results compared with using the 
fixed ranges of Cb and Cr to classify skin tone pixels in terms of both the C D R  and CR.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.12 Skin tone classification results comparison
(a) Input images
(b) Using fixed range
(c) Using the developed Bayesian decision classification approach
3.5 S u m m a r y
As one of the most important and challenging applications in machine perception, face detection 
has received significant attention over the past few decades. Most the barriers in face detection are 
caused by the facial variability in location, size, orientation, expression and some uncertainties 
like self-occlusion and lighting condition In an automatic single view-based 3D face synthesis 
system, automatic face detection is an initial step, and has played a vital role.
This chapter starts with a technical survey of some commonly used spatial face detection 
algorithms, including template matching, morphological watershed, snakes and skin tone. 
Compared with others, the major advantages of using the skin tone to detect the face are its high 
processing speed and robustness against rotation, self-occlusion and expressional variation. Thus, 
a face detection algorithm using Bayesian skin tone classification is presented in this chapter. 
Unlike the conventional one, the proposed algorithm only exploits the chrominance component, 
Cr rather than both Cr and Cb, because the use of only Cr cannot only achieve the similar results 
as using both Cr and Cb, but tremendously reduce the computational complexity of skin tone 
classification. Its feasibility has been demonstrated in the experimental section.
Skin tone classification always results in noisy segmentation because the background may contain 
patches in skin-like colour. Moreover, we also found that skin tone classification only works well 
on persons with dark hair. If a person had light colour hair, it would be preserved along with the
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Classifiers C D R F D R C R
CbCr fixed ranges 74.4 % 15.8% 78.4 %
Developed classifier 83.3 % 17.5 % 86.2 %
Table 3.4 Skin tone classification measurement in terms of percentage ratios
face after skin tone classification. In order to avoid the effect of the noise and hair, a subtle 
combination of morphological filters has been applied, as well as a hair removing algorithm based 
on the calculation of the standard deviation of 4 by 4 statistic units.
The use of only the skin tone classification cannot guarantee that the segmented object is a face as 
the segmented skin tone pixels may belong to the hands or other uncovered parts of the body. 
Thus, face recognition is normally carried out after segmentation. In the proposed face detector, 
an assumption is, however, made that the input head-and-shoulder images have only a single 
person present, so that the stage of face recognition is eliminated to make performance faster. 
However, face recognition is needed if implementing a more generic system. Therefore, it will be 
part of the future study. Finally, this chapter conducts more test results using the proposed face 
detection algorithm.
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4  F a c i a l  F e a t u r e  E x t r a c t i o n
4 !  Introduction
In an automatic 3 D  face synthesis system, facial feature extraction plays a crucial role. The 
detected features provide the 3 D  face synthesiser with key attributes, such as the shape, size and 
orientation information [She03b] [She04b], which are needed in order to make 3D vertex 
topology of a generic face model fit a specific face. Nevertheless, similar to face detection, 
automatic facial feature extraction still remains a challenging topic, due to unpredictable factors 
like lighting conditions, partial occlusions, as well as the variability of facial expressions. 
Generally speaking, after the face is first detected from the background in a head-and-shoulder 
image, facial features such as the eyes, eyebrows, mouth and chin, are in turn extracted based on 
the detected face region. Too many facial features would increase the computational complexity, 
while too few would result in inaccurate fitting of the face model. In order to precisely extract 
facial features, various approaches aimed at different sets of facial features have been proposed in 
a diversity of modalities. The mainstream approaches can be categorised into brightness-based 
and edge-based algorithms, which are surveyed in section 4.2. In order to implement effective 
extraction of facial features, section 4.3 to section 4.6 elaborate the proposed and employed 
methods for extraction of the eyes, eyebrows, mouth and chin, respectively. Also, experimental 
results in section 4.7 will back up the feasibility of these methods. Finally, section 4.8 summarises 
the chapter.
4.2 Facial Feature Extraction Background
A n  enormous market demand for applications such as videoconferencing and videophony, has led 
to considerable investigation of facial feature extraction. Despite the great number of algorithms 
that have been proposed, automatic facial feature extraction still remains a challenging topic, and 
requires more robust solutions. Automation has the strict demand of high performance consistency
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in each part of the system, so as to be capable of smoothly and robustly coping with various 
situations. In other words, automation needs minimal operator supervision so as to avoid the 
abuse of predefined thresholds and training data. However, facial features are geometrically 
complex, and inconsistent in terms of shape, size and colour. It means that different approaches 
have to be applied to different facial features. In general, regardless of manual acquisition, the 
mainstream approaches in facial feature extraction can be categorised into the brightness-based 
and edge-based algorithms. This section surveys the current state of the art in facial feature 
extraction. Section 4.2.1 focuses on the brightness-based algorithms which can merely find rough 
position of the facial features; while section 4.2.2 concentrates on introduction of three edge- 
based algorithms which are widely used currently.
4.2.1 Brightness-based algorithms
Brightness-base algorithms exploit the brightness characteristics of the images to extract facial 
features. A  typical approach of this class of algorithms is to employ the knowledge of the 
geometrical topology and the brightness characteristics of facial features, such as the eyebrows, 
eyes and mouth. In [Sob96], the authors exploited the fact that the brightness of the eyes and 
mouth is lower than the rest of the face. Those facial features in the detected face region are 
initially enhanced by morphological erosion. Then the topographic grey level relief in both 
horizontal and vertical directions is utilized to find the facial features. For instance, the first 
minimum value of the vertical relief from the top to bottom always occurs at the position of the 
eyes. In addition, two minima appear in the corresponding horizontal direction, which are 
approximately symmetric in terms of value. With some constraints, the approximate position of 
these facial features can be located.
Besides the face detection techniques reviewed in the previous chapter, template matching has 
also been employed in facial feature extraction. Zhang used comer templates, derived from three 
ITU video sequences, Claire, Miss America and Michael, to detect the existence of corners of the 
eyes and mouth [Zha96]. These templates are roughly adapted to the size of the person’s face and 
rotated towards the orientation of the head. Calculation of the correlation is based on the comer 
templates and the face image, with the areas that have the maximum correlation value being 
treated as the comers. Similarly, Kampmann used template matching to detect the centres of the 
eyes and mouth [Kam97a]. Evidently, the disadvantage of template matching is that it cannot 
accurately cope with variations in scale, pose and shape.
Cao et al [Cao02] used a region-growing search to locate the iris centre. This algorithm assumes 
that the face has already been detected, with known orientation and size. W h e n  locating the right
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eye centre, an aspect-fixed rectangle is initially placed on the face region with the bottom-left 
comer of the rectangle pegged at the nose centre. Then the top-right comer of the rectangle is 
gradually pulled towards the top-right eye, step by step, until the top-right comer of the rectangle 
reaches the boundary of the top-right eye. The mean of the intensity, calculated within the 
rectangle, is used to decide whether the boundary of the rectangle touches the eye by comparing 
the mean with an empirically defined threshold, because the brightness of the eyes is perceivably 
lower than that of the face surface.
It can be easily seen that the brightness-based methods are only capable of finding the 
approximate position of facial features, and playing an initial role in facial feature extraction.
4.2,2 Edge-based algorithms
Edge-based algorithms target contours of the features, such as those of the mouth, eyes and chin, 
usually based on the gradient images. W h e n  these algorithms are used to extract the facial feature 
contours, coarse detection of these facial features needs to be performed. In this subsection, three 
typical edge-based algorithms, Hough transform, active contour model, i.e. snakes, and 
deformable templates, are in turn studied.
4.2.2.1 Hough transform
The Hough transform is a standard tool in image analysis that allows recognition of global 
patterns in an image space by recognition of local patterns (ideally a point) in a transformed 
parameter space. It is particularly useful when the patterns that one is looking for are sparsely 
digitized, have "holes" or the pictures are noisy [Gon02], The basic idea of this technique is to 
find curves that can be parameterized such as straight lines, polynomials, circles, etc, in a suitable 
parameter space. The computational attractiveness of the Hough transform arises from 
subdividing the parameter space into so-called accumulator cells. The basic geometrical 
components such as straight lines, circles, etc can be found by searching maximum accumulations 
in the accumulator cells of the correponding parameter spaces.
The Hough tranform has been widely applied to facial feature extraction as the contours of some 
facial features can be viewed as basic geometrical curves. For instance, contours of the irises 
appear as circles without any occlusion. M any researchers exploit this idea to locate the irises 
with the Hough transfom [Cho93] [Ber98j. However, the Hough transform has a drawback that 
the circle with a larger diameter has a longer contour, and thus will have a higher accumulation 
value than the circle with a smaller diameter. This could result that the eyelid, an arc with a larger
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diameter, is regarded as the iris. Therefore, other constraints are required. More technical details 
about iris detection using the Hough transform will be explained in section 4.3.3. Moreover, the 
Hough tranform of a straight line was also used to locate the mouth [Cho93], because there is a 
dark seam between two lips that approximately appears a straight line if the mouth is closed.
4.2.2.2 Active contour model
Active contour model, i.e. snake, extensively used in tracking a single deformable object [Ley93], 
head boundary location [Wai90], and facial feature detection [Hu03], is an energy-minimizing 
spline guided by external constraint forces and influenced by image forces that pull it toward 
features such as lines and edges [Kas88]. Snake is governed by a potential energy function, 
consisting of two force terms: (a) External energy, the data-driven component, which depends on 
the image data according to a chosen constraint; (b) internal energy, the smoothness-driven term, 
which imposes the smoothness along the snake [Tse04]. The goal of detecting the object boundary 
is achieved by minimising the potential energy function. The internal energy can be expressed in 
terms of B-spline polynomials [Bla98], curvature [Tse04], or the first and second derivatives of a 
curve, while the external energy term is defined using the negative image gradient.
Snake is renowned for its flexibility in fitting object boundaries. But, this algorithm has the 
disadvantage of easily converging to the local minimum, because snake is extremely sensitive to 
noise if the object edges are weak, or the background contains strong edges close to the object 
boundary. In order to improve its convergence accuracy, the Gradient Vector Flow (GVF) [Xu98], 
computed as a diffusion of the gradient vectors of a gray-level or binaiy edge map from the 
original image, is exploited as the external force, rather than using image gradient directly. The 
main advantage of G V F  is that it can capture a snake from a larger range and force it into concave 
regions.
Variational approaches are most widely used to solve the energy-minimizing snakes. Nevertheless, 
variational approaches cannot guarantee a globally optimal solution, require estimation of higher 
order derivatives of the discrete data, and do not allow direct and natural enforcement of 
constraints. Moreover, if a contour is not subject to any external forces, it will vanish to a line or 
point, and if it is not placed close to image boundaries, it will not get attracted. In order to solve 
these bottlenecks in the variational approaches, Amini et al [Ami90] proposed a dynamic 
programming algorithm. Dynamic programming ensures a globally optimal solution. It is 
numerically stable, and allows for hard constraints to be enforced on the behaviour of the solution 
within a natural and straightforward structure. Taking advantage of the inherent discrete nature of 
the problem, the optimization problem is set up as a discrete multistage decision process and is
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 4.1 Snake crawling [SNK]
(a) 1st round (b) 5th round (c) 10th round 
(d) 15th round (e) 20th round (f) 25th round
solved by a “time-delayed” discrete dynamic programming algorithm. Figure 4.1 shows the 
process of how a snake crawls, and dings to the object boundary by iteratively applying the 
dynamic programming algorithm till convergence of the energy. However, dynamic programming 
cannot prevent snakes from converging to local minima, if the peripheral areas of the object are 
noisy. Furthermore, snakes rely on other mechanisms to place them somewhere near the desired 
contour, and always have a problem when boundaries of the object are occluded by obstacles.
4.2.2.3 Deformable template matching
Unlike the ordinary template matching algorithms, deformable templates interact with the image 
in a dynamic manner. An energy function should be defined that contains terms attracting the 
template to salient features, such as local peaks, valleys and edges. The parameters are obtained 
by minimising the energy function. A  survey paper about the deformable template algorithms can 
be found in [Jai98].
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Deformable template matching was initially suggested in facial feature extraction by Yuille et al 
[Yui92]. It assumes that the boundaries of the eyelids and mouth lips can be viewed as continuous 
parabolas. In their method, three a priori elastic parabolic curve models are set up for the eyes, 
the closed mouth and the open mouth. These facial features are defined in terms of edges, peaks 
and valleys corresponding to different energy functions. The best-fit elastic model is found by 
minimising a combination of energy functions of the edges, peaks and valleys. In comparison with 
other approaches, the deformable template matching algorithms have been extensively exploited 
in various facial feature extractions, and shown their availabilities not only in eyes [Che92] and 
mouth detection [Mir97] [Rab97] [Zha97] [Yin02], but also in chin [Kam97b] and even nose 
detection [YinOl]. More details on the deformable templates matching concerning various facial 
features will be studied later in this chapter.
Compared with the algorithm of the active contour model mentioned above, deformable template 
matching can guarantee a complete shape of the object boundary when occlusion occurs. Although this 
method has good experimental performance in extracting facial features, one shortcoming of this 
approach is that it must be initialized in the proximity of the interesting features. Furthermore, the 
defonnable template matching is quite sensitive to articulation of the image. So, facial features must 
have a clear presence in the image. Therefore, this method is not applicable to very low resolution 
images.
4.3 Edge-based Eye Extraction
As agreed previously, feature extraction of each facial feature is comprised of two steps, location 
of the features, followed by extraction. The eyes are one of the most salient features on the face in 
terms of their grey-level characteristic and geometrical topology. To extract the detail of the eyes, 
edge-based defonnable template matching is no use when image resolution is not high enough. In 
this section, a proposed eye feature extraction approach is elaborated, consisting of eye location, 
feature extraction and iris extraction.
4.3! Eye location
From observation, textures around and inside the eyes is complicated. This makes the eyes 
different from other peripheral areas of the face. With this idea in mind, an edge-based method is 
proposed. Gradient-based edge detection is carried out based on the luminance image using the 
Sobel gradient operators to create an edge map of the luminance image. Figure 4.2 (b) shows the
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(c) (d)
Figure 4.2 Eyes segmentation 
(a) Luminance image (b) Edge image
(c) Search area (d) Eye candidates
edge map of the luminance image in Figure 4.2 (a). As can be seen, the eyes are isolated after 
applying edge detection.
The search area can be narrowed into the upper half of the face. Furthermore, the search area must 
be rotated as the head tilts. A  rough estimate of the face orientation can be found by calculating 
the central moments of the detected face using the previously introduced face detection algorithm. 
The {p, q) order central moments are expressed as
= Z  Z F - f i O ' - J ' ) ’ (4.i)
x y
where (-T,}*) is the centroid of the detected face. So the orientation of the face is defined as:
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where 6 indicates the angle between the major axis (the long axis of the face if considering the 
face as an ellipse) of the face and the horizontal coordinate axis. Figure 4.2 (c) shows the search 
area for the eyes. The edge information in the search area is smoothed by morphological filters. 
Then the remaining objects in the search area are labelled, and abandoned if their size is less than 
4 0 %  of the maximum object. Figure 4.2 (d) shows the most likely candidates.
To find the first eye, the main uncertainty is the areas above the eyes and below the eyebrows. 
Since the edges of the eyebrows are obvious, whereas the areas underneath the eyes are 
insensitive to edge detection because of the absence of any facial feature in the area. Therefore, 
scanning along the head inclination, from bottom to top, left to right, the object first detected must 
be one of the eyes. The position of the second eye can be discovered as the two eyes are mutually 
and geometrically symmetrical, with respect to the major axis of the face, and can be traced along 
the line,
y - y c =  K ( x - x  c) (4.3)
where K  = —-1/tan <9, and (xc, _yc) is the coordinate of the first eye centroid. The tracing direction is 
determined by the following rule:
• If xc < x , then the left eye in the image has been found. The tracing direction should face 
towards the right;
* If xc > x , then the right eye in the image has been found. The tracing direction should 
face towards the left.
The line in Figure 4.3 (a) between the two objects illustrates the tracing trajectory, which is 
perpendicular to the major axis of the face. The object that has the same colour as the tracing 
trajectory line is the first detected eye. More technical detail about the above proposed eyes 
location algorithm can be found in [She02].
4.3.2 Feature extraction
Since the edge-based deformable template matching algorithms are related to a few strength- 
dependent curves, they have a high demand on pattern articulation. Therefore, the edge-based
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.3 Discovery of 2nd eye and extraction of feature points 
(a) Search trajectory of second eye (b) Extracted eye feature points
algorithms are sometimes not applicable to those images with very low resolution, like those 
images in the QCEF format. As the conventional deformable template matching method cannot 
robustly be applied to some small pattern extraction problems such as the eyes, we proposed a 
solution that employs only the parabolic templates which are pegged on the boundaries of 
detected eyes. This eye boundary extraction method is described as follows:
1. Four feature points, the left and right comers, and the upper and lower middle points of 
the eyelids, are in turn extracted from the previously extracted eyes [She02].
2. After two eye comers and two middle points on the eyelids have been located for each 
eye, two parabolas are applied to the detected eyes in light of the position of the four 
feature points, with the parabolas ending at the two eye comers, and touching with the 
upper and lower middle points in each eye, respectively.
Figure 4.3 (b) shows the extracted feature points of two eyes using the proposed algorithm while 
Figure 4.4 (a) shows the extracted eye contours.
4.3.3 Iris extraction using Hough transform
With the exception of the case when eyes are closed, the contour of the iris can be viewed as a 
circle embedded within the eye. Therefore, the method of extracting the irises is based on the 
circular Hough transform with edge detection [Gon02].
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.4 Eye feature extraction 
(a) Extracted eye contours (b) Extracted irises
The equation of a circle can be expressed as:
(x -X ')2 + (y -y c)2 = S  (4.4)
where (xc, yc) is circle centre, while r is the circle radius. Applying the Hough transform results in 
a 3D parameter space with a large number of cubelike cells and accumulators of the form A(xc , yc , 
r), where three axes are xc , yc and r, respectively. The procedure is to scan the iris search area, 
which is narrowed into a rectangle formed by the four extracted feature points on each eye (Figure
4.3 (b)), on the edge map of the luminance image. When reaching an edge pixel, xc and yc are 
incremented to solve for the radius r that satisfies the equation (4.4), updating the accumulator 
A(xc , yc , r). By the end, indices of the maximum accumulator in the 3D parameter space should 
specify the centre and radius of the eye.
Theoretically, a comparison can be carried out based on the above accumulated count. But, in fact, 
a circle with a large radius has a long contour, always resulting in a larger count than a circle with 
a smaller radius. Thus, to avoid it, all the accumulators in the 3D parameter space have to be 
normalised by dividing the corresponding perimeters. Nevertheless, it raises another problem that 
a small circle may have the same score as the large one. So we propose to normalise all the 
accumulators as follows:
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Figure 4.5 Eyebrow search area
where v indicates values of the accumulators, and S represents the final score of each accumulator.
The proposed normalisation equation is similar to one used in [[Cho93]. Instead of using the 
diameter, the perimeter can enhance the algorithm precision. Figure 4.4 (b) shows the extracted 
irises using the circular Hough transform.
4.4 Gradient-based Eyebrow Extraction
The search area for the eyebrows can be narrowed by the fact that the eyebrows are permanently 
over their corresponding eyes. The rectangular shadow in Figure 4.5 illustrates the search area for 
an arbitrary eyebrow. The ellipse under the rectangle represents the eye. W denotes the longest 
distance between the left and right comers of the eyes. The vertical dashed line a, is the 
perpendicular bisector of the two eye comers. Moreover, the search area should be chosen to be 
tilted like the corresponding eye, and the orientation of the search area can be derived from the 
corresponding eye. Figure 4.7(a) shows the narrowed eyebrow search areas.
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Figure 4.6 Illustration of two vertically adjacent pixels on the eyebrow border
Due to the low intensity of the eyebrows, an automatic eyebrow segmentation approach is 
proposed as follows. Let f j  denote the intensity of a certain pixel within the narrowed search area, 
where the subscripts /' and j  indicate the horizontal and vertical coordinates of the image plane, 
respectively. The downward intensity gradient at can be formulised as gj j= - Iij+j. Then the 
maximum gradient value G, on the current column is sought because the place where the 
maximum gradient arises must be on the border of the eyebrows. Figure 4.6 illustrates two 
vertically adjacent pixels on the eyebrow border, where- the ellipse indicates the eyebrow. Once 
the boundary position of the current column is discovered, we can determine the threshold value 
of the column by averaging the intensities of the two adjacent pixels as:
t,=\{ iu + iu 3  <4-6)
To normalise the threshold, the mean of the determined thresholds on all the columns of the 
eyebrows is finally calculated:
r = - X !  (4-7>
« ....
where n denotes the number of calculated columns, and T is the finalised threshold value used in 
the eyebrow segmentation. Figure 4.7 (b) shows the segmented results of the eyebrows in Figure 
4.7 (a). Similar to eye feature extraction, four eyebrow feature points are in turn extracted for each 
eyebrow, showed in Figure 4.7 (c).
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.7 Eyebrow feature extraction
(a) Eyebrow search areas (b) Binarised eyebrows (c) Extraction result of eyebrows
4.5 Staged Deformable Template Matching for Mouth Extraction
Mouth extraction is still challenging, due to some unpredictable factors such as lighting condition, 
occlusion, and the variability of face expressions. In comparison with other methods, the 
deformable template algorithm, initially reported by Yuille [Yui92], is one of the most effective 
ways to locate mouth contours and has attracted a substantial amount of attention. However, 
Yuille’s templates must be manually initialised in the vicinity of the mouth. Moreover, this 
algorithm makes no mention of how to distinguish whether the mouth is open or not. To 
implement an automatic system, Chow et al. [Cho93] utilised a Hough transform to locate the line 
segment between the two mouth comers by using the fact that the intersection of the lips appears 
dark when the mouth is closed. Nonetheless, their method is only capable of dealing with the 
closed mouth. Zhang applied comer templates to locate the mouth [Zha96]. But it is well known 
that mouth comer templates are unable to cope with variation in scale. Zhang also suggested a 
criterion of whether the mouth is open or closed, by calculating the number of candidate 
intersections, i.e. some intersections of lip contours and the perpendicular bisector of mouth 
comers [Zha98]. But this criterion is greatly dependent on the articulation of the detected edges. 
Furthermore, the issue of how to estimate these intersection candidates remains unresolved.
In fact, the challenges of using the deformable templates to extract mouth features can be 
attributed to the following: template positioning, criterion of mouth being open or closed, and 
selection of strength constraints. To solve these problems, the rest of this section addresses an 
automatic mouth extraction algorithm, with Staged Deformable Templates (SDTs). Before the 
templates are applied, a template positioning method based on mouth segmentation using the 
chrominance Cr is conducted, as well as a criterion for detecting an open mouth.
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Figure 4.8 Template positioning and extracted mouths
4.5.1 Template positioning
Mouth comers are used as the two reference points for placing the mouth templates. This raises an 
issue of how to segment the mouth, and then locate the comers. For mouth segmentation, the 
search area can be narrowed into the lower half of the face. Besides, the mouth lip region is rather 
sensitive to the chrominance component, Cr, and always has local peak value in Cr because the 
mouth lips appear red (top left image of Figure 4.8). Thus, based on the above knowledge, a 
heuristic thresholding scheme [Gon02] is adopted:
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1. Select an initial estimate for T
2. Segment the image using T. This will produce two groups of pixels: Gt consisting of all
pixels with gray level values > T and G2 consisting of pixels with values < T
3. Compute the average Cr values ju{ and ja2 for the pixels in regions G/and G2
4. Compute a new threshold value: T  =  (p,+ ju2)/2
5. Repeat steps 2 through 4 until the difference in T in successive iterations is smaller than a 
predefined threshold T0.
Initially T0 is set to zero, and the estimate for T is chosen as a median of the search area, since the 
desired mouth is small compared to the background of the search area. To remove noise, a 
morphological opening process is applied to the binarised image, followed by a labeling process. 
The largest candidate is regarded as the mouth, middle points of the leftmost and rightmost of 
which are considered as the mouth comers. The bottom left image of Figure 4.8 shows the 
extracted mouth comers with a earphone video frame.
4.5.2 Criterion for detecting an open inouth
Discrimination of whether the mouth is open or closed generally affects the selection of the mouth 
templates. The possible appearance of teeth usually interferes with discrimination, so our 
proposed criterion is based on the chrominance component, Cr, because of its sensitivity to the 
red-appearing mouth lips, and its insensitivity to the teeth. O n  the Cr image, if the mouth is open, 
there is a valley inside (the top left image of Figure 4.8). But when the mouth is closed, the valley 
disappears. Therefore, according to this characteristic on the Cr image, a pixel P(x, y) with 
minimum intensity value on the perpendicular bisector of the mouth comers is explored with xm < 
x < xM, where xm and xM are extrema of vertical coordinates of the segmented mouth. Our criterion 
is to compare P(x, y) with a predefined threshold T. If P(x, y) is less than T, the mouth is 
considered open; otherwise, the mouth is closed.
4.5.3 Mouth contour extraction
In contrast with the Conventional Deformable Templates (CDTs), these SDTs can suppress the
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Figure 4.9 Illustration of the staged mouth templates 
In an open state:
(a) Stage 1. Middle points extraction of inner lip contours
(b) Stage 2. Inner lip contour extraction
(c) Stage 3. Outer lip contour extraction 
In a closed state:
(d) The mouth-closed template
occurrence of mismatch especially if one of the mouth contours fails to be extracted. To make the 
deformation process more robust, contour extraction is broken down into three stages. Figure 4.9 
a, b and c depict these stages of the proposed algorithm in a mouth-open state, analysed as follows.
(1) Middle point extraction o f inner lip contours: To avoid the effect of teeth when the mouth is 
open, a method of calculating only gradients of the pixels on the perpendicular bisector of mouth 
comers is developed, which is unlike the existing methods of taking edge information along the 
inner lip contours into account. As stated before, when viewing the Cr component of the face, a 
valley emerges if the mouth is open. Therefore, the calculation will be based on Cr. However, as 
the mouth is closed, the valley disappears in Cr, whereas another valley arises between the lips in 
luminance. So the calculation will be based on the luminance. From the top of the mouth to the
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pixel right before the pixel P(x, y), the gradients between the current and the next pixels, along the 
perpendicular bisector of mouth comers are evaluated. The pixel with a maximum gradient value 
is treated as the middle point of the inner upper lip contour. Similarly, the middle point of the 
inner lower lip contour can be extracted along the opposite direction.
(2) Inner lip contour extraction: With the extracted middle points, each of the inner lip contours 
can be extracted, and formulated in terms of a parabola.
(3) Outer lip contour extraction: Only two elaborately selected strength constraints are required:
Et = Ee + Er (4.8)
where Ee and Er are the edge strength and the region strength, respectively. To eliminate the 
impact of teeth, the edge image is derived from the chrominance, Cr, by using gradient-based 
edge detection with Sobel gradient operators. For the same purpose, calculation of the region 
strength is also based on Cr. The outer lip contour template deforms outwards so that the best-fit 
outer lip contours are matched by minimising the strength function (4.8).
A  mouth-closed template is similarly defined (Figure 4.9 d), with the fact that point P(x, y) is 
directly regarded as the unique, shared middle point of the overlapped inner lip contours. Some 
results are shown in the rest of Figure 4.8, which involve some typical expressions as well as the 
cases that the mouth is open and closed (the bottom right image).
4.6 Dynamic Chin Extraction
There are a variety of approaches existing in chin detection. Due to the narrow shadow between 
the face and neck, the mainstream methods are edge-based, such as active contour model [FIua92] 
[Rud96], deformable template matching [Kam97b], curve fitting [Got02] and the G V F  [Hu03], 
All these methods need robust estimation for the initial position of the chin contour, normally 
implemented by deformable template matching with, typically, the template of a parabola or a 
combination of few parabolas. However, such a template gives an inaccurate estimate when 
rotation of the head exceeds a certain range. In this section, an idea of 3 D  deformable template 
matching is proposed and implemented, which enables 3D  rotation of the chin template by adding 
3 D data into a conventional 2D deformable chin template. In other words, this mechanism 
activates the template in a 3D manner, and makes the extraction more precise even if the head 
rotates. Section 4.6! is dedicated to conduct such a paradigm, where 3D  chin rotation is
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i--------------------------- j
Figure 4! 0 Flowchart of dynamic chin extraction
implemented by using the 3D affine transformation parameters, estimated by a single-view based 
pose estimation algorithm elaborated in Section 5.2.2 of this thesis. Since the operation of pose 
estimation normally produces estimated data, to ensure that the 3 D  chin template is more 
accurately matched, an adjustment process is imposed, which is introduced in section 4.6.2. This 
3 D  deformable template matching algorithm is developed based on the mechanism of the 
conventional 2 D  deformable template matching algorithm. As early reviewed in this chapter, the 
defonnable template matching algorithm nomially results in a regular extraction of the chin contour 
according to the configuration of the template. However, as the head rotates, the chin contour in the 
face image no longer appears regular. So in order to achieve a best match, the active contour model, i.e. 
Snake is employed because of its flexibility in fitting object boundaries. The nuts and bolts will be 
introduced in Section 4.6.3. Figure 4.10 illustrates the flowchart of the proposed dynamic chin 
extraction algorithm, where the three major steps of chin extraction are underlined within a 
dashed rectangle. Compared with others, the proposed dynamic chin .extraction algorithm can 
achieve more accurate results by taking advantage of the following:
® 3 D  deformable template matching enables chin template rotation so that the chin template 
can rotate following head rotation.
® The stage of 3D adjustment ensures the refinement of deformable template matching, and 
provides an optimized position to place the snake in the next phase.
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Figure 4.11 Chin detection comparison 
(a) Using conventional 2 D  deformable template (b) Using 3D deformable template 
(c) 3D adjustment (d) Using snake
• Snaking ultimately secures accurate extraction of the chin.
4.6.1 3 D  model-based deformable chin template matching
Figure 4.11 (a) shows the chin detection result using the conventional 2D deformable template 
exploited in [Kam97b], where two white spots highlight the two end points of the parabola, which 
are on the line formed by the two mouth comers. It can be easily seen that the template cannot
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Figure 4! 2 3D  deformable template of the chin
rotate as the head does. Therefore, a chin template is needed that can not only be vertically 
deformed, but also 3-dimensinally rotated with the head. Taking inspiration from the concept of 
3 D face mesh wireframe that can be manipulated in terms of translation, scaling and rotation in 
the 3D  space, if the 3D information of the face is available, then the chin template can also be 
deformed in the virtual 3D world. This idea forms the basic framework for a 3D deformable 
template, which is feasible if, and only if, 3D face information can be obtained.
Figure 4.12 illustrates the 3D deformable template of the chin, a red parabola in 3D space, in 
conjunction with the CAN D I D E - 3  wireframe, where CANDIDE-3 vertices Pi, P2 and P 3 
represent two corners of the jaw bone and the bottom of the chin, respectively.
The parametric equations of the chin template in 3D space can be formulated as
X  =  X ( s )
< Y =  Y(s) (4.9)
Z  =  Z ( s )
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Thus all 3 D  coordinates on the chin template can be expressed as functions with respect to the 
argument seR. IfX =  s, then equation (4.9) becomes:
X  = X  
Y =  Y ( X )  
Z  = Z ( X )
(4.10)
The shape of the template is regulated by
Y ( X )  = H x
( f v\2^ 
1- ~  
\ L j
(4.11)
where H  and L are the height and half length of the template, more detail of which can be found in 
Appendix C. Assuming that the depth of the chin template coincides with that of the 
corresponding points in CANDIDE-3. In other words, the depth of two end points and the tip of 
the chin template coincide with that of P J} P2 and P 3 (See Figure 4.12) in CANDIDE-3. The use of 
CA N DIDE-3 takes advantage of the generality of the face model so that the chin depth can be 
estimated at the general level. Also, assuming that the depth of the chin template approximately 
linearly varies from the bottom to two end points (see Figure 4.12). Therefore, the depth of the 
chin can be determined by linear interpolation between Zi and Z3, i.e. the depth of P/ and P 3:
Z ( X )  =  Z , J Z 3 ~ Z \ l -\X\) (4.12)
This defines the depth range of the chin template.
Unlike the conventional deformable templates, the 3D  deformable template is not only influenced 
by an intrinsic set of parabola parameters, but also adjusted by 3D affine transformations, such as 
orientation, scaling and translation of the face. Since the chin contour is part of the face, can be 
viewed as an independent entity in terms of a parabola, it can be expressed using the 2D  
orthographic projection model of 3D affine transformation introduced in Appendix A.2:
I  = Ty ~{9Z •Sx - X  + Sy - Y - 0 X -Sz -Z)
J  = Tx + ( X - S x - G z •SY •Y + 0r Sz -Z)  (4.13)
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 4.13 3D chin template rotation (in radian) with respect to the Y axis, 
(a) Neutral position (b) Rotation with 0.3 
(c) Rotation with 0.6 (d) Rotation with 0.9
where (/, J) is an image coordinate pair o f  the projection, while (77, 77) indicates the mouth centre 
in the image coordinate system; and (57, S Y, Sz) and (0X„ 0 Y, 6Z) are, respectively, scaling and 
rotation coefficients. Now the question becomes how to find the parameters (57, SY, Sz) and (6X„ 0Y, 
6Z), from only a single view image. Both o f  the scaling coefficients Sx and SY are set to 1 because 
the 3D template in these two directions are in real scale, while methods o f  evaluating 5z, 6X„ 0Y, 
and 6Z elaborated in section 5.22 are exploited to estimate the four global parameters. Figure 4.13 
displays 3D chin template rotation with respect to Y axis. It can be seen that unlike the
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conventional parabolic template, the 3D deformable template can interact three-dimensionally 
with the head in a dynamic manner.
Hence, like in 2D defonnable template matching, the 3D template can be deformed to fit the 
specific chin shape by minimising an energy function. Here only the edge strength is utilised (see 
equation C.3). Figure 4,11 (b) shows the extracted chin using the proposed 3D deformable 
template. Compared with the one in Figure 4.11 (a), it is obvious that the barycentre o f  the chin 
was yawed with the head.
4.6.2 3D adjustm ent for deform able tem plate m atching
As studied in the preceding section, rotation o f  the 3D defonnable chin template is dominated by 
a group o f  3D affine parameters, estimated using a single-view based pose estimation algorithm. 
Since these parameters obtained by the pose estimation algorithm are ragged, to ensure an 
accurate match, a 3D adjustment process, i.e. optimization o f  the extracted chin position, is 
imposed. Optimization o f  the extracted chin position is also guided by the same mechanism o f  3D  
deformable template matching that optimizes the chin position by minimising an energy function. 
The difference is that only one rotation angle is taken into account, i.e. 0Y, because the major pose 
estimation error is caused by the estimate o f  head yaw. The search range for optimization 
processing is defined as [ 0Y -  20, 6Y +  20] in degree, where 0Y is the angle o f  head yaw obtained 
from pose estimation. The optimization is earned out by minimising the energy function under 
variant rotation angles. Figure 4.11 (c) shows the optimized chin contour using the proposed 3D  
adjustment strategy for defonnable template matching. As can be seen, the adjusted chin contour 
is closer to the real boundary.
4.6.3 Snaking for accurate m atching
The defonnable template matching algorithm generally results in regular chin contour extraction 
according to the configuration o f the template. But when the head rotates, the appearance o f the chin 
contour in the face image no longer remains regular. As shown in Figure 4.11 (c), the aforementioned 
method still cannot secure precise match between the template and real chin contour. So the active 
contour model, i.e. snake is employed because o f  its flexibility in fitting object boundaries. The 
parametric representation o f  a snake is v(s) = [xfsj, y(sj], 5e [ 0, 1], The snake is forced to cling on 
to the object boundary by minimising its total energy function:
E w „, = l'oE { v { s ))ds =  ( v ( i ) )  ( v ( i ) )  (4.14)
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where Ein and give rise to internal energy and external energy, respectively, defined as:
The internal energy term Ein imposes a piecewise smoothness constraint on the snake, where vs 
and vSi indicate the first and second derivatives o f  snake v(s) with respect to s, and govern the 
tension and rigidity o f  the snake, respectively; the external energy term Eex drives the snake to the 
object boundaries, where I  denotes a gray-level image, smoothed by a lowpass Gaussian filter G,
while V is the gradient operator. The magnitude o f  the above energy terms is controlled by weight 
co}, a)2 and co3 so as to easily adjust the energy strength. This avoids that snake crawling is 
dominated by any single power. In our case, Ein and E^  are restricted to [0, 1] and [-1 , 0], 
respectively.
The dynamic programming algorithm proposed in [Ami90] is employed to extract the chin 
because dynamic programming ensures a globally optimal solution in a numerical manner. Taking 
advantage o f  the inherent discrete nature o f  the problem, the optimization problem is set up as a 
discrete multistage decision process, and solved by a “time-delayed” discrete dynamic 
programming algorithm. Considering the discrete form o f  equation (4.14) and (4.15), we have:
Starting from the initial point on the contour, w e can treat the global minimization problem as one 
at each o f  a finite set o f  stages (i0, / / , . . . ,  i„.f). Thus:
(4.15)
(4.16)
H-l
(4.17)
(4.18)
P toM o, V/, . . .  , vB./) = E0(v0i V/) + E ,(v0, V/, v2) + E 2(v,, v2, v3) +  ... + E„.2(v„_3, v„_2, v„.,) (4.19)
where
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V/, V/+/) = Eex(yi) + Ej„(vj./, vh v/+/) (4.20)
except E0(v0, v ,) =  Ee.x(v0) + Ein(v0, v/) with only the first derivative embraced in Ein. Each stage in
equation (4.19) can have m possible values. Thus the dynamic programming solution is to find a 
coherent sequence o f  optimal energy accumulators s i} i =  0, 1, .. .  , n-2 for each stage. Let
s0(v0,vl) = m m E 0(y0ivl)
* i (v ,, v2) =  m in  s 0 (v0, v ,) +  E x (v0, v , , v2)
*’0
2^ (V2 > V3 ) =  m i a  *^1 (V,, V2 ) +  E 2 (v, , V2, V3 )
V i  (V.-I . V»-l ) =  m in  V-3 ( V j  . V„-2 ) +  E n-2 (V»-3 . V„-2 . V_, ) (4.21)
V« - J
Combining equation (4.18), (4.20) and (4.21), the general fom i o f  the dynamic programming can 
be obtained
■*< (vi. V . ) =  mi n V i  (vm  .'K ) +  O',) + 1  [®i h  -  vM  f +<2>2|vi+1 - 2v, +  vw  |3
J,,
(4.22)
An optimal solution is achieved by tracing the minimum energy accumulation through the active 
contour. The above optimisation process is iteratively performed until the change o f  the energy 
accumulation remains stable, that is, the snake has converged to the local miniriium.
Figure 4.14 illustrates how the snake converges to the optimal position o f  the chin (Figure 4.11 (d)) 
from its initial position shown in Figure 4.11 (c). The numbers under their corresponding images 
in Figure 4.14 indicate the complete iterations using dynamic programming. As can be seen, the 
snake crawls towards the chin contour until it clings on to the chin.
4.7 E x p e r im e n ta l R e su lts
The experimental section consists o f  three subsections, each o f  which is dedicated to conduct one 
test. A comparison o f  mouth extraction using the CDTs and SDTs is introduced in section 4.7.1, 
followed by a demonstration o f  the advance o f  the proposed dynamic chin extraction algorithm in 
section 4.7.2. Last, an evaluation o f  the proposed facial feature extraction algorithms is conducted
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CDT SDT
No. o f  successful extractions 33 38
Extraction Rate 73.3 % 84.4%
Table 4.1 Mouth extraction assessment
matching algorithm to these 45 images, only 33 can be successfully extracted, while SDT  
matching can achieve 38 out o f  45. Here the successful extraction is defined as all the lip contours 
are precisely extracted. On the other hand, if  the mouth template fails to be accurately placed onto 
the mouth, or a wrong template is used, the performance w ill be considered as failure. As can be 
seen in Table 4.1, the developed SDT algorithm provides a higher mouth extraction rate than the 
CDT method.
4.7.2 D ynam ic chin extraction for yawed faces
In this section, the proposed dynamic chin extraction mechanism is tested, typically, using the 
images with head yaw because the advance o f  the proposed dynamic algorithm can be easily seen 
in this case. Figure 4.17 shows the test results o f  two images with head yaw. The first row shows 
chin extraction results using the conventional deformable template matching mechanism; while 
the second row shows the results using the proposed 3D model-based deformable template 
matching algorithm. It can be observed that the framework o f  the 2D template is firmly associated 
with two end points, while the 3D template can easily slip away from them, and rotate along with 
the head. The third row shows 3D adjustment for deformable template matching. The last row 
shows the results after applying active contour model based on 3D adjustment. Unlike the 
conventional deformable template matching, the proposed dynamic mechanism can precisely 
locate the chin contour, especially in the case when the head yaws.
The developed dynamic chin extraction algorithm has also been investigated under the impact o f  
occlusions. Figure 4.18 depicts some test results after conducting an artificial occlusion. The 
images used in this test come from Figure 4.11 (c) and (d), respectively, the transected view s o f  
which are placed in Figure 4.18 (a). As can be seen, the left and right images in Figure 4.18 (a) are 
chin extraction results after 3D adjustment and snaking, respectively. Then an artificial occlusion 
was set up and led into the images. The performance o f  the developed dynamic chin extraction 
algorithm was assessed as the width o f  the occlusion was gradually increasing. Figure 4.18 (b), (c) 
and (d) shows the chin extraction results with occlusion widths o f  25, 30 and 35 pixels,
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Figure 4.17 Dynamic chin extraction with head yaw
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 4.18 Impact o f  occlusion to the dynamic chin extraction algorithm 
(a) Without occlusion (b) 25-pixel wide occlusion 
(c) 30-pixel wide occlusion (d) 35-pixel wide occlusion
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Height Variation of 3 D  Deformable Template to Occlusion
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Figure 4.19 Height variation o f  3D deformable template to occlusion
respectively. It can easily be seen that when occlusion width is 25 pixels, i.e. Figure 4.18 (b), the 
developed 3D deformable template matching algorithm is less interfered than snake by the 
occlusion. This proves that deformable template matching can guarantee a more regular shape 
compared with snake when occlusion occurs, while snake is easier to cling on to edges. As the 
occlusion becomes wider and wider, interference becomes more and more evident, as can be 
observed from Figure 4.18 (c) and (d). Figure 4.19 shows height variation o f  the 3D deformable 
template with reference to increasing the occlusion width. The definition o f  the height o f  a 3D  
deformable template can be fined in Appendix B. As can be seen, the height is negative due to the 
opposite direction o f  the chin template to the definition. Moreover, the absolute height o f  the 
template is decreasing as the occlusion becomes broad, until reaching a certain value. This value 
implies the place where the coverage o f  the occlusion involves the major part o f  the chin, so that 
the dynamic chin extraction algorithm fails to take effect.
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Eyebrows: Gradient-based m e th o d j
Staged deformable templates"^]
Chin: Dynamic chin extraction
Eyes: Edge-based method 
Irises: Hough transform
Figure 4.20 Illustration o f extracted features and corresponding methods
4,7.3 Evaluation of facial feature extraction
A large number of head-and-shoulder images were used in performing the facial feature extraction 
test. A ll the test images used had a successful record in face detection before they were employed  
in the evaluation of facial feature extraction. Figure 4.20 specifies the extraction approaches used, 
and highlights the corresponding facial features, i.e. the eyes, irises, mouth and chin. However, the 
irises can only be extracted in the eyes-open state. Figure 4.21 shows some samples from the test. 
It can be seen that the proposed algorithms can robustly extract the facial features.
Moreover, twenty feature points labeled in Figure 4.20 are exploited to test the accuracy o f the 
proposed facial feature extraction algorithm. The experiment was carried out with three head-and- 
shoulder video sequences in CIF resolution, as listed in Table 4.2. Seven arbitrary frames were 
picked up from each video sequence. The average position errors between the manually 
determined and automatically detected feature points were measured and tabulated in Table 4.2, 
where the subscripts of E  indicate the labeled numbers in Figure 4.20. It can be seen that, the 
average errors, tabulated in the last column of the table, are acceptably low. Figure 4.22 shows 
extraction results o f these 20 facial feature points by tracking the video sequence yun, where the 
white close loops highlight the detected faces. As can be noted, the feature points can be 
accurately extracted as well as the face, except the case when self-occlusion occurs, as shown in 
the bottom right image of the figure.
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4.8 S u m m a ry
Facial feature extraction in 3D face synthesis provides the 3D face synthesiser with a number o f  
key references, i.e. facial features, from which the facial attributes, such as the shape, size and 
orientation information can be derived. Nevertheless, similar to face detection, automatic facial 
feature extraction still remains a challenging topic, due to unpredictable factors like lighting 
conditions, partial occlusions, and the variability o f  facial expressions. Moreover, too many facial 
features would increase the computational complexity, while too few  would result in the 
inaccurate aftermath.
In order to precisely extract facial features, various approaches aimed at various facial features 
have been proposed in a diversity o f  modalities. The mainstream approaches can be categorised 
into brightness-based and edge-based algorithms, which have been reviewed in the beginning o f  
this chapter. Brightness-base algorithms exploit the brightness characteristics o f  the images to 
search for possible position o f  the facial features playing an initial role in facial feature extraction, 
whereas edge-based algorithms target contours o f  the features, such as those o f  the mouth, eyes 
and chin, which are effective complements to brightness-base algorithms. The principle o f  three 
w idely used edge-based algorithms has been studied.
This chapter has also elaborated some extraction algorithms aimed at different facial features, 
such as eyes extraction based on edge information, gradient-based eyebrows extraction, staged 
deformable template matching for mouth extraction, and dynamic chin extraction. A ll these 
methods are based on the above mentioned two-step philosophy, i.e. feature location followed by 
feature extraction. For eye extraction, since the edge-based deformable template matching 
algorithm is no longer used when image resolution is not high enough, a new method has been 
implemented, based on the texture complexity o f  the eyes. Aimed at resolving the existing 
problem, a staged deformable template matching algorithm has also been developed, consisting o f  
the steps o f  template positioning, criterion for detecting an open mouth and mouth contour 
exfraction. Moreover, in order to avoid the barriers in conventional deformable template matching 
for chin exfraction, the framework o f  dynamic chin extraction has been developed, including the 
stages o f  3D model-based deformable template matching, 3D adjustment and snaking for accurate 
matching. 3D model-based deformable template matching takes a space parabola into account so 
that the chin template can appropriately rotate as the head yaws or rolls. Then, the accuracy can be 
guaranteed by both 3D adjustment and snaking. This dynamic mechanism works well especially 
with head yaw, which conventional 2D deformable template matching always has difficulty to
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face up to.
Finally, the feasibility o f  all the proposed facial feature extraction algorithms has been 
demonstrated in the experimental section.
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S e q u e n c e
A verage P o sitio n  errors b etw een  th e  m anually d eterm in ed  and  th e  d e tec ted
feature p o in ts (pel)
Average
Error
(pel)
E, E: e3 E4 Es e6 e7 Es e9 Em E„ E,: Eu Eh En Em E,7 Em Em E;o
Stewart 1.7 0.9 1.3 0.8 2.0 1.5 2.7 1.0 1.0 0.6 0.3 0.7 1.2 0.6 0.9 0.8 1.2 1.6 1.3 1.0 1.2
Yun 0.8 0.3 0.2 1.0 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4 1.1 0.9 1.0 0.5 1.2 0.9 1.1 0.6 2.0 1.9 1.2 1.7 0.8
Carphone 3.4 1.0 3.6 0.9 1.3 0.4 4.1 1.5 0.8 0.6 0.7 0.4 2.7 0.7 1.3 1.4 2.4 1.5 1.2 2.5 1.6
Table 4.2 Position errors o f  extracted feature points
Figure 4.21 Facial feature extraction results
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Figure 4.22 Facial feature tracking
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C h a p t e r  5
5  F a c e  M o d e l  A d a p t a t i o n  a n d  3 D  F a c e  
T e x t u r i n g
5 !  In t ro d u c t io n
Face model adaptation, or fitting, is a process that transforms a 3D generic face wireframe with a 
specific set o f  3D data derived from the 2D face image, such that the 3D face synthesiser can 
extract face texture by superimposing the transformed 3D face wireframe onto the image plane, to 
form a 3D virtual face. The existing adaptation algorithms are carried out either manually or 
automatically, depending upon practical needs. With increasing demand on unsupervised 
operation processing, automatic face model adaptation is attracting more and more practitioners in 
various disciplines, ranging from computer graphics [ZhaOlb] [SarOO] to model-based video 
coding [Kam02] [Zha98] [Dor02]. Generally, face model adaptation consists o f  two major steps: 
global adaptation (coarse fitting), and local adaptation (accurate fitting). Global adaptation is to 
resize, translate and rotate the 3D generic face model so that its projection on the image plane 
globally matches the 2D face in the image in terms o f  size, position and orientation. Global 
adaptation is normally determined by 3D affine transformation with nine degrees o f  freedom (see 
Appendix B.2). Thus, global adaptation raises the problem o f  how to estimate nine affine 
parameters, sometimes referred to as pose estimation [Hu04c]. A  quick review o f  the currently 
existing pose estimation methods is conducted in section 5.2. However, global adaptation cannot 
accurately guarantee local matching due to various facial expressions, so it is essential to utilise 
other methods for refinement. These additional methods make up o f the framework o f  local 
adaptation. Local adaptation algorithms are reviewed and detailed in section 5.3, where local 
adaptation is also referred to as refinement.
Face model adaptation produces two sets o f  coordinate data. One set is a collection o f 3D vertex 
coordinates that specify the vertex topology o f  the specific 3D face; the other set is a collection o f
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texture coordinates deduced using those 3D vertex coordinates with a texture map. Generally, 
textures are patterns. They may range from regular patterns, such as stripes and checkerboards, to 
the complex patterns that characterise natural materials [Ang03]. Textures can be one, two, three 
or even four dimensional. For example, ID texture might be used to create a pattern for a curve, 
such as rock strata, while a 3D texture might describe a solid o f  block o f  material from which we 
could sculpt an object, such as clouds, wood or marble [Hec86]. In 3D face synthesis, the face 
texture is always a 2D array, and can be generated either manually by using 3D computer graphic 
technology [Par96] or automatically from a digitized image, i.e. a texture map. The latter is more 
commonly used nowadays in 3D face synthesis for its convenience. Generally speaking, a face 
surface is the texture that will be mapped onto the adapted 3D face wireframe in the form o f  a 
texture map. Thus, section 5.4 is dedicated to an introduction o f  3D face texturing. After 3D face 
texturing, a specific 3D face can readily be synthesised. The aim o f  Section 5.5 is to give a 
comprehensive evaluation to the developed face model adaptation algorithm and 3D face 
synthesis system, and demonstrate their feasibility. Then section 5.6 summarises the chapter.
5.2 Pose  E s t im a t io n
This section summarises the current pose estimation algorithms, emphasising a pose estimation 
approach, which enables 3D pose estimation from a single view face image.
5.2.1 Sum m ation o f pose estim ation algorithm s
Except those with a priori assumptions like a neutral pose in fixed size, or with manually off-line 
adaptation [SarOO] [Yin99], the existing pose estimation algorithms can be summarised into three 
classes. Firstly, based on best matching using training images; secondly, to estimate the pose 
based on point correspondences between video frames; and thirdly to estimate the pose directly 
from a single view  image with some other constraints. The following section reviews these 
methods.
Pose M atching: Pose matching methods view  face poses as intrinsic dimensions o f  the face 
appearance space, and attempt to recover the relationship between the face pose and its 
appearance by best matching. The face appearance space is a statistical collection, formed by face 
samples, which couples many factors such as illumination and expression, etc [Hu04c]. For 
example, Antoszczy’szym et a l [Ant97] employed eigenfaces to estimate the pose. In their algorithm, 
it is vital to pre-fit all the images in a database with the generic face model, CANDIDE. This 
database must cover all the possibilities o f  the facial pose in order to accurately estimate the pose
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o f  the input so that, the system can find the best match from the database using the eigenface 
algorithm. This, in fact, becomes the problem o f  pose recognition using the eigenface algorithm. 
However, the eigenface algorithm is not robust enough to recognise the pose with respect to size 
variation. In [Tsu94], it was found that the disparity between the face in the image and the 2D  
projection o f  the 3D face model for the same person is proportional to rotation o f  the 3D face 
model. So the pose can be estimated by calculating the disparity, and finding the best match from 
a pose-knowing image database. Although the pose matching algorithms take advantage o f  
estimating face poses without knowing the position o f  facial features, they have to train a large 
number o f  face images beforehand as the ‘code book’. In practice, this is, however, difficult and 
computationally expensive to implement. Thus, the accuracy o f  the pose matching algorithms is 
heavily restricted by the quantity o f  the training data. The more training images, the better the 
estimation result but the higher the computational complexity.
Point Correspondences: The face surface can be represented as a collection o f  independent 3D  
points. The 2D face image in the image plane can be viewed as a collection o f  2D projection o f  
such 3D points. So the intrinsic relation o f  3D global motion o f  the head can be imaged by a set o f  
corresponding points on a sequence o f  video frames. The most common way used to describe 
these point correspondences is the affine transform [YaoOl] [Lia04]. Generally, the affine 
transform is associated with a small number o f  corresponding points on, at least, two relevant 
frames, while the affine linear equations are, normally, solved by a linear least squares method 
[Har89]. However, the selection o f  these corresponding points must be very precise because affine 
correspondences are sensitive to non-rigid motion. Moreover, since the use o f  multiple images 
does not fit the request o f  face synthesis from a single view  image.
P ose Estimation from  single im age: To achieve fast estimation, especially in face synthesis using a 
single view  image, scientists have focused their attention on how to accurately estimate the pose 
from a single view  image [Kam02] [Zha98]. These algorithms delve into the facial pose based on 
the uncovered relation o f  a few  extracted salient facial features. However, some assumptions must 
be made to overcome the shortage o f  3D geometrical information in the 2D image. For example, 
model ratios, i.e. a few ratios o f  3D distance between major facial features, have to be known 
before pose estimation in [Gee94]; while the head pitch is assumed neutral and the cross-section 
o f  the head is circular in [Rei95].
5.2.2 Pose estim ation from single im age
Aimed at estimating the pose from a single view  image, an algorithm developed in [She04c] is 
introduced in this subsection. As mentioned above, the algorithm is based on the topology o f  a
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Figure 5.1 Illustration o f  head roll 6Z and facial feature topology
few  extracted facial features to find the position, size and orientation o f  the face. The algorithm is 
similar to that described in [Rei95], with a supposition with respect to the head pitch and cross- 
section o f  the head.
A s stated previously, pose estimation can equivalently be thought o f  as estimation o f  nine degrees 
o f  freedom in 3D affine transformation (See Appendix A.2, equation (A.4)). Assuming 
orthographic projection, the number o f  degrees o f  freedom can be reduced to eight, i.e. (7>, Ty, Ex, 
Sy, Sz, 6X, 0Y, Oz). Here the affine translation vector, (Tx, 7 » T can be found according to the 
position o f  the face centre in the image.
Before estimating the scaling vector (Sx, Sy, Sz) T, a group o f  corresponding feature points, which 
must be insensitive to facial expression, i.e. local motion, are selected between 2D planar face 
image and the 2D projection o f  the 3D face model. Their rough topology is shown in Figure 5.1. 
Let P/, P r, P c, and Pm, respectively, indicate the centre o f  the left eye, centre o f  the right eye, 
middle point between two eyes, and mouth centre o f  the planar face, while P ’/, P'r, P'c, and P'm, 
which are not displayed in the figure, are the corresponding features in the 2D projection o f  the 
3D face model. The centres o f both the eyes and mouth are defined as middle points o f  two 
comers, which can easily be located using the proposed feature extraction algorithm introduced in 
the last chapter. So the scaling factors Sx  and Sy are defined as:
S v H l t o - ^ l l / l l /V n i !  ( 5 ! )
J r = | |P ,- n , | | / | |P 'c- F H)|| (5.2)
Since the depth o f  the face is invisible on the planar frame, Sz can be linearly interpolated as:
Sz=(\-a)Sx+aSr (5.3)
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Figure 5.2 Estimation o f  head yaw 0Y. 
(a) Cross section view  (b) Near frontal view
where a  is empirically set to 0.5.
The head roll, i.e .0Z, can be measured by evaluating the angle between line segment P t P r and the 
2D horizontal axis on the 2D image, shown in Figure 5.1. A  method based on circular cross 
section reported in [Rei95] is employed to estimate the head yaw, 0Y. Assume that the cross 
section o f  the head at the level o f  the eyes is circular, shown in Figure 5.2. The head yaw, 0Y can 
be evaluated by:
where P , and P 2 are the points on the face contour at the level o f  the eyes; and P 3 is the middle 
point o f  P iP 2. The subscript X  marks the horizontal coordinate. As for the head pitch, 6X, it is 
presumed that the head is looking straight, i.e. neutral with respect to axis X.
Figure 5.3 attempts to depict global adaptation by breaking down its procedure into three separate 
steps. Figure 5.3 (a) shows a face image with a generic face model, i.e. CANDIDE-3. After those 
3D affine transformation parameters are obtained by pose estimation, the generic 3D face model 
is in turn scaled, rotated and translated, respectively shown in Figure 5.3 (b), (c) and (d). For the 
sake o f  clarity, the scaling, rotation and translation are illustrated separately. In practice, these 
steps are performed simultaneously in operation. Figure 5.4 shows the global adaptation results
(5.4)
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Figure 5.4 Global adaptation results.
be broken up into two classes: The first is based on adaptation o f  a few local facial features, such 
as the eyebrows, eyes, mouth, chin and so on. These facial features contribute most local 
deformation to facial expressions because epicenters o f  muscle movement are always centred at 
these facial features. Various methods have been proposed to refine the generic face model 
utilising the above mechanism [Kam02] [Zha98] [Gra02] [She04c], We refer to this class o f  
algorithms as Facial Features-Oriented Refinement (FFOR). Section 5.3.1 describes one o f them. 
Apart from FFOR, the other class o f  local adaptation algorithms does not target any specific facial 
features, section 5.3.2 reviews such algorithms.
5 .3 !  Facial features-oriented refinem ent
Local facial muscle movement consists o f  rigid and non-rigid motion. Following this study o f  
facial anatomy, local vertex motion o f  the 3D face model can be categorised into two classes in 
accordance with their motion characteristics. One class has only non-rigid motion like 3D vertices 
o f  the eyebrows and chin; while the other class involves both rigid and non-rigid motion such as 
3D vertices o f  the mouth and eyes. This section introduces a FFOR method using CANDIDE-3 
face model proposed in [She04c], and then evaluates it by comparing it with other existing FFOR 
algorithms.
5 .3 .1 !  Eyebrows adaptation
As described in the last chapter, four feature points, two comers and two middle points, on the 
eyebrows are extracted, which correspond to eight vertices o f CANDIDE-3, represented as black
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circles in Figure 5.5. Since local movement o f  the eyebrows is non-rigid, the vertex position o f  the 
eyebrows can be refined by:
m in( Z l k - ^ J )  (5.5)
e=\
where H/7 -  P e'\\ indicates Euclidian distance between the extracted eyebrow feature points in the 
2D face image and their counterparts in the 2D projection o f the 3D face model.
Figure 5.6 shows the segmented eyebrows adaptation results, where the eyebrow vertices are 
highlighted within a black rectangle. Figure5.6 (a) shows the results o f  global adaptation before 
eyebrows adaptation; while Figure 5.6 (b) shows the eyebrows adaptation results o f  (a). As can be 
seen, the eyebrows o f  CANDIDE-3 have robustly adapted to the image.
5.3.1.2 Chin adaptation
The motion o f  chin vertices is also non-rigid, but more complicated than that o f the eyebrows, 
because the involved chin vertices have to be proportionally stretched or shrunk towards the real
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Figure 5.6 Eyebrows adaptation results.
(a) Before eyebrows adaptation (b) After eyebrows adaptation
chin contour. On CANDIDE-3, chin adaptation is associated with eight vertices, from the three 
black squares up the five black circles, as highlighted in Figure 5.5. In adaptation, these vertices 
are stretched or shrunk towards the extracted chin contour on the image until the five vertices 
highlighted by black circles merge with the chin contour. The three vertices highlighted by black 
circles in the middle section move along the line segments formed with the upper black square 
vertex, respectively; while the other two vertices move along the line segments formed with two 
black square vertices diagonally above them. Meanwhile, three black square vertices are linearly 
interpolated as the black circles move. The arrows in Figure 5.5 indicate stretch directions o f  these 
vertices.
5.3.1.3 Mouth adaptation
Mouth adaptation takes place in the form o f  rigid and non-rigid motion, consisting o f  relatively 
global refinement and local refinement. In mouth global refinement, all the mouth vertices 
embraced within the rectangle in Figure 5.5, are 2D affine transformed in terms o f  translation, 
scaling, and rotation, which can be formulated as:
X = X R S + T  (5.6)
where vector X  and X  represent vertices o f  mouth and those o f  the mouth after 2D affine 
transform, respectively; the translation vector T defines 2D Euclidian distance between the 
estimated mouth centre o f  the face image and that o f the 2D projection o f  the 3D face model; the 
scaling matrix is given as:
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Figure 5.7 Mouth adaptation results.
(a) Before mouth adaptation (b) After mouth adaptation
5 =
5, 0
0 5,
(5.7)
where S, and S2 can be evaluated by measuring the length ratio and width ratio o f  two 
corresponding mouths, respectively. The rotation matrix is defined as:
R = c o s #  - s i n #  
s in #  c o s #
(5.8)
where # is  2D orientation difference between two mouths.
The above transformation cannot guarantee precise matching o f  lip contours. The lip contours 
have to be readjusted by local mouth refinement. To retain the wavelike shape, rather than the 
smooth quadratic curve, o f  the outer upper lip contour o f CANDIDE-3, all the vertices on the 
contour are translated towards the extracted 2D contour with a constant distance e, estimated 
between the middle point o f  the outer upper lip contour o f  the planar face and that o f the 2D  
projection o f  CANDIDE-3. The inner upper lip contour is locally refined by simply translating the 
vertices to intersect the extracted counterpart. Similarly, the lower lip contours can be fitted using 
the same means.
Figure 5.7 shows the segmented mouth adaptation results, where the mouth vertices are
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Figure 5.8 Eyes adaptation results.
highlighted within a black rectangle. Figure 5.7 (a) shows the results o f  global adaptation before 
mouth adaptation; while Figure 5.7 (b) shows the mouth adaptation results o f  (a). As can be seen, 
the mouth o f  CANDIDE-3 has robustly adapted to the planar mouth in terms o f  position, size and 
orientation. Moreover, it is important to note that the mouth o f  CANDIDE-3 is also open to the 
same extent as the real mouth.
5.3.1.4 Eyes adaptation
The principle o f  eyes adaptation is similar to mouth adaptation, consisting o f  global refinement 
and local refinement. The eyelids o f  the 3D face model are adjusted towards the extracted eye 
contours, following a 2D affine transformation. The involved vertices o f  CANDDDE-3 in eyes 
adaptation are embraced within two ellipses in Figure 5.5. The difference to mouth adaptation is 
that the eyes must be treated as two separate objects, using two independent sets o f  parameters. In 
addition, bilinear interpolation is applied for adapting those non-boundary vertices. Figure 5.8 
shows some results o f  eyes adaptation. Figure 5.9 shows the local adaptation results using the 
global adaptation results from Figure 5.4.
5.3.1.5 Evaluation o f  FFOR algorithms
In this subsection, four different FFOR algorithms proposed in [Zha98] [Kam02] [Gra02] 
[She04c], respectively, named as, Zhang, Kampmann, Grammalidis and Sheng algorithms 
respectively, are compared and evaluated (see Table 5.1). We assume that all the face models have 
been accurately globally adapted prior to discussion o f  the above FFOR algorithms. The four 
algorithms use four different generic face models. A detailed review o f  these face models is shown 
in Chapter 2. Compared with the other two, CANDIDE and CANDIDE-3 face models only cover 
the face region excluding the neck, with a simpler vertex topology. The simple model can 
generally bring a higher efficiency. These FFOR algorithms target various facial features. 
However, these targeted facial features must be sufficient to describe local facial movement. 
Flooding selection would result in complex computation, whereas the shortage o f facial features
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Figure 5.9 Local adaptation results.
could lead to inaccurate adaptation. As can be seen in Table 5.1, Zhang and Grammalidis methods 
use insufficient facial features. In Kampmann  and Sheng methods, there is disparity on the use o f  
nose and face contour. By the study o f  facial anatomy, unlike the eyes and mouth, there is no very 
evident muscle movement on the nose in ordinary facial expressions. Moreover, the current 
existing nose extraction approaches are not as mature as those o f  other facial features. Also, face 
contour detection is sensitive to noise and occlusion, especially for the upper half o f  the face 
where the forehead is normally occluded by the hair, and could result in distorted adaptation. 
These are the reasons why the nose and face contour have not been taken into account in Sheng 
algorithm. The abandonment o f  the nose and face contour adaptation cannot reduce the accuracy 
o f  refinement, but inversely, can reduce time consumption.
In the following text, all the FFOR algorithms are technically analysed. Since the mouth is the 
only feature involved in all the algorithms, we take mouth adaptation as an example to evaluate 
each method. Mouth adaptation in Zhang algorithm consists o f  two steps, vertex translation 
followed by AUs-based adaptation, which adapt the face model using a few AUs by estimating the 
width and height o f  the mouth; while mouth adaptation in Kampmann algorithm adapts the mouth 
comers, followed by adaptation o f  the lips. Both o f  the above methods only take account o f  mouth 
vertex displacement, and fail to consider the orientation o f  the mouth. The major difference o f  
mouth adaptation between Grammalidis and Sheng algorithms are: (1) Grammalidis algorithm 
uses orthogonal photo pair for face synthesis, which can be used to find the realistic mouth depth. 
So 3D affine transformation is carried out in Grammalidis algorithm rather than 2D affine 
transformation in Sheng algorithm. (2) Sheng algorithm introduces non-rigid deformation for the 
mouth vertices, enabling precise adaptation o f  mouth opening and closing, the detail o f  which has
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M ethods Face M odels Involved Facial Features M outh A daptation m ethods
Zhang
[Zha98]
CANDIDE
[Ryd87] Eyes and mouth Translation + AUs-based adaptation
Kampmann
[Kam02]
Fischl
[Fis93]
Face contour, eyebrows, eyes 
chin, nose and mouth Displacement o f  comer and lips
Grammalidis
[Gra02]
1ST face model 
[Abr99] Eyebrows, nose and mouth 3D affine transformation
Sheng
[She04c]
CANDIDE-3
[AhlOl]
Eyebrows, eyes, chin and mouth 2D affine +  non-rigid transformations
Table 5.1 Comparison o f  FFOR algorithms
been elaborated in section 5.3.1.3. B y a comparison in the above respects, Sheng algorithm has 
been found to be capable o f  achieving the most accurate refinement results among the listed 
FFOR algorithms, following global adaptation.
5.3.2 O ther refinem ent m ethods
Apart from FFOR, this subsection reviews other commonly used refinement algorithms. Two 
interpolation methods are first introduced, followed by another called dynamic mesh. Since we 
are discussing face synthesis from a single view  image, all the mentioned methods in this section 
target only adaptation refinement on a single view image. However, there are also some 
refinement algorithms aimed at multi-view images or a video sequence, such as well-known 
bundle adjustment, which obtains maximum likelihood estimation through a global minimisation 
step from a number o f  images. More details o f  bundle adjustment can be found in [MPol] [ShaOl] 
[ZhaOlb].
5.3.2.1 Radial basis functions
Radial Basis Functions (RBF) are suitable for not only surface interpolation o f  data-free region 
[Car97] and reconstruction o f  3D objects [CarOl], but also 3D face model adaptation 
[Par04][Che01]. The principle o f  the RBF derives from the theory o f  functional approximation, 
described here: Assuming that we are given the positions o f  a group o f  facial feature vertices 
before and after adaptation as {x(-} "=1 c: 933 and ^  ^ 3> respectively. Also assuming that
adaptation o f  all the vertices o f  the 3D model is formulated as:
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fix) =  j% / 0 (j| *-x ,.| | )+  p(x) x e  <R3 (5.9)
1=1
where ® (/j is the RBF, the general form o f  which for fitting functions with three variables is ® (/j
=  r, while X( are weights, and p(x) is a first-order polynomial in 3D space in the form of:
p(x) =  a, + a2xx + apCy + ayx2 (5.10)
Moreover, the equation (5.9) is governed by the following constraints
/O,-) = !/ IL (5-11)
=  2  V * .  =  Z  V *  =  0  (5' 12)
1=1 1=0 1=0 j=0
Thus, all the above equations can be rewritten in matrix form as:
v ^ r 0 , \a
( f
lO y
(5.13)
where <3> = <F(||x/ - x7||), i , j  = 1 an n-by-n square matrix; X is  a matrix with n-row ( 1, xLx, xiy, 
xiz)'>f= (fi>f2,--‘,fn )1- So the weights X =  (d],...,/,,)1 and a  =  (a j, a2> a2) a4)T can be evaluated by 
solving the above linear system. Once the transformation mechanism is determined, the 3D model 
can be fully adapted by applying the remaining vertices on the generic model to equation (5.9).
The RBF method uses a p r io r i feature points as training points to structure a transformation 
function, which is then used to interpolate other non-feature vertices o f  the 3D generic model. In 
general, the greater the number o f  training points used, the greater the accuracy obtained from the 
RBF method. However, the RBF method interpolates the whole 3D vertices with a single 
invariant transformation function. This characteristic implicitly limits generality and flexibility o f  
the RBF method in face model adaptation due to various facial expressions. Furthermore, an 
experimental comparison o f  face model adaptation between the RBF method and the FFOR 
method has been carried out in [Gra02], showing that the FFOR method can achieve a higher 
degree o f  flexibility in adapting to various human faces because it maintains the essential 
characteristics o f  most facial parts by taking every part into account separately; while the RBF can 
only guarantee precise adaptation o f the given feature points.
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5.3.2.2 D irichlet free-form deformations
Free-Form Deformations (FFDs) belong to a widely used class o f  computational geometric 
deformation tools [Sed86]. Based on the FFDs, M occozet et al presented a method, named 
D irichlet Free-Form Deformations (DFFDs), which combines the conventional FFDs model with 
techniques o f scattered data interpolation based on Delaunay triangulation and Dirichlet! Voronoi 
diagrams [M oc97]. In the DFFDs method, any surface point p  located in the convex hull o f  a set 
o f  control points is associated with a subset o f  the control points set. So point p  can be non- 
linearly interpolated as the subset o f  the control points set displaces. The DFFDs can also be used 
in head model adaptation especially after global adaptation o f  some evident facial features, the 
feature points o f  which serve as the control points for the DFFDs [LeeOO]. In contrast to the above 
described RBF algorithm, it is believed that the DFFDs method can give more precise 
interpolation results because interpolation in the DFFDs is implemented in a piecewise fashion 
rather than using a common linear interpolation function.
5.3.2.3 Elastic spring model
A s surveyed in Chapter 2, the idea o f  using springs to model the face can bring dynamic 
simulation o f  facial muscle movement [Ter93], Based on this idea, a generic face model can also 
be adapted using the elastic spring model [FenOOa] [Yin99]. Figure 5.10 illustrates the elastic 
spring model in the 3D wireframe, where the vertices are theoretically connected by a series o f  
springs. Each vertex is considered as a particle with mass mi} which can move as forces are acted 
upon it, until reaching its equilibrium position. Such a forced elastic system can be formulated 
using the discrete Lagrange  equation o f  motion, a second-order ordinary differential equation:
the internal force acting on node Ni caused by its neighbouring springs between node N,- and nodes 
Nu, . . . ,  Njk. According to Hooke's Law that force is proportional to extension, the internal force is 
expressed by:
(5.14)
where x,-, mh and y-, are the position, mass and damping coefficient o f  node N,-t respectively. F"xi is
k
( 5 ! 5 )
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Figure 5.10 Elastic spring m odel.
where zy is the spring stiffness. F F 1 is the external force, normally evaluated by calculating the 
gradient at node TV,- as:
F r * = V ( G  * / ( * , ) )  (5.16)
where I(x,) indicates the image intensity at node TV,-; G  is a 2D Gaussian  filter for smoothing the 
image. The external force pushes the node towards a high gradient position. Under the impact o f  
both the internal and external forces, the node will stop at an equilibrium position where the 
internal force is equal to the external force.
By applying the elastic spring model into the adaptation, the vertices can be attracted by local 
edges. Compared with the aforementioned two interpolation methods, i.e. the RBFs and DFFDs, 
the elastic spring model can flexibly adapt the generic face model to the local features. However, 
like all energy minimisation related algorithms, the springs are also likely to easily converge into 
the local minimum. So before applying the elastic spring model, global adaptation method is 
required. Moreover, the active region o f  the particle TV,- has to be constrained. Feng et a l [FenOOa]
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proposed to limit the active region o f the particle to a circle with a fixed radius.
5.4 3 D  F a c e  T e x tu rin g
Texturing is a way to specify colours that vary across an object surface, and usually comes out 
with a predefined texture map. Face texturing implemented with a texture map can enhance the 
degree o f  realism o f  the face model. Thus, texture mapping technology is studied in Section 5.4.1. 
The methods to create a face texture map are diverse. Section 5.4.2 reviews the current 
mainstream approaches for face texture map generation, including using a 3D Cyberware laser 
scanner [CybW], using multiple face images and the use o f only a single view  image etc. Since 
only one image is desired in face synthesis, the texture map can only be obtained from this image 
to achieve an unsupervised system. Nevertheless, this single view  image cannot be treated directly 
as a texture map, because the texture map must be square in shape, normally having sizes such as 
256x256, 128x128, and 64x64 etc. Moreover, the human face must appear as close as possible at 
the centre o f  the texture map. In fact, the position o f  the face is not constantly centred at the image. 
Thus, in Section 5.4.3, an automatic approach introduced in [She04c], which generates the texture 
map directly from the processed image, is described.
5.4.1 Texture m apping
Texture mapping is a relatively efficient means to create the appearance o f  complexity without the 
tedium o f  modeling and rendering eveiy 3D detail o f  a surface [Hec86]. The procedure o f  texture 
mapping normally consists o f  two phases as shown in Figure 5.11, a mapping from texture space 
T(s, t) to 3D space 0(X , Y, Z) followed by, typically a perspective projection from object space 
0(X , Y, Z) onto screen space S(Xs, Ys). The texture space T(s, t) formed by a texture map is 
regularised by axes s and t with the bottom left corner o f  the texture map as the origin o f texture 
space. The ranges o f  s  and t are set between 0 and 1 so that all the texture coordinates o f  the 
texture map have scaled values ranging between 0 and 1. Based on the texture map, texture 
coordinates o f  the specific 3D face to be synthesised can be generated by mapping the 3D vertex 
coordinates into the texture space, where the 3D vertex coordinates o f  the specific face can be 
derived from face model adaptation.
As analysed above and shown in Figure 5.11, texture mapping can be split into two phases. These 
two phases are composed to find the overall 2D texture space to 2D screen space mapping, which 
suggests texture mapping’s close tie with image warping and geometric distortion, hi this sense, a 
robust mapping method with a high fidelity is demanded. Various texture mapping approaches
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have been proposed. The typical ones are:
-  Nearest neighbour. It is the fastest method but gives the worst quality. It maps the p ixel’s 
screen coordinates to texture coordinates and copies the value o f  the closest texel (texture 
element).
-  Linear interpolation  returns the weighted average o f  the four texture elements that are 
closest to the center o f  the pixel being textured.
-  Supersampling gives the highest quality but is the slowest method. It renders the image at 
higher resolution first, and then reduces the rendered image to the final resolution by 
filtering.
Moreover, a texture mapping method by successive refinement was proposed in [HorOO], where 
the texture mapping is regarded as an optimisation problem and the goal is to preserve the 
maximum amount o f  information in the mapped texture. The optimisation problem can be solved 
in the least-squares sense. A first-order approximation o f  the least-squares solution is used to as an 
initial estimate for the mapped texture, and then this initial solution is refined by successive 
approximation to yield the least-squares optimal result. More details about texture mapping in 
face synthesis can be found in [Yau88] [Pea90] or in a survey [Hec86].
5.4.2 Texture map generation
The texture map is simply a 2D colour pattern, which can be synthetically generated or obtained 
from an image or images. A texture space, or coordinate system where the texture map is defined, 
is introduced to associate the texture map with the object surface. Each coordinate pair
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corresponds to a specific location in the texture space. The colour for each point on the object 
surface is determined by looking up the corresponding colour value in the texture map.
L t/  2  
L y - L t/ 2
Lt/ 2 Lx -Lt/ 2
L y
Figure 5.12 Texture map localisation (1).
L t/ 2 Lx -Lt/ 2
L y
Figure 5.13 Texture map localisation (2).
The methods to create a face texture map are diverse. For example, as reviewed in Section 2.3.3.1, 
the 3D Cyberware laser scanner [CybW] use an embedded digital camera to capture and generate 
a cylinder texture map automatically as the scanner moves in a circular path around the object. 
This method is adopted by [Eis98] [Wat91] [Ter93] [ValOla] [Mor96J etc. In face synthesis using 
multiple images, typically using an orthogonal face image pair, a smoothly coherent texture map
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is created by blending the frontal and profile images [LeeOO] [Got02] [Gao03] [Tan96a] etc. In 
this case, the hardship comes from how to smoothly and coherently combine the frontal and 
profile images in terms o f  size, orientation and luminance. As discussed in Section 2.3.3.3, one o f  
the solutions is to use a preprocessing step including profile feature scaling, rotation to match the 
frontal image and colour compensation between two orthogonal images [Par04]. Compared with 
those using multiple face images, the texture map used in single view-based face synthesis is 
directly derived using only the input image, which avoids the tedium o f  combining those face 
images with variant views. In the next section, a single view-based texture map generation 
method is introduced, which can guarantee that the present face is centred in the texture map.
Figure 5.14 Extracted texture map locations from face images.
5.4.3 Single view-based texture map generation
Based on the study o f  the usual face location in images, both the horizontal and vertical axes o f  
the image can be segmented into three intervals with the landmarks L t/2 and (Lx -  Lj/2)
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horizontally, L f 2  and (Ly -  L f2 )  vertically, where L f 2  indicates half a width o f the texture map, 
Lx and L y symbolise the width and height o f  the face image, respectively. Figure 5.12 illustrates 
such a partition, where the shadowed square with a smiling face stands for the texture map. These 
four landmarks decompose the image into nine districts. According to the location o f  the face 
centre (C Y, Cx) with respect to these 9 districts, we can decide how to create the texture map. For 
example, if  L f2  < Cx < Lx -  L f 2 and L f2  < C Y< L y -  L j/2 , then the texture map will be centred 
at the face centre (C Y, Cx) as shown in Figure 5.12, while i f  Cx <  LjJ2 and CY < L f2 ,  then the 
coordinate (L7/2, L f2 ) ,  i.e. point A, w ill be regarded as the centre o f  the texture map as shown in 
Figure 5.13.
Figure 5.14 shows some face images with highlighted squares, which specify the automatically 
generated texture maps using the above approach. The size o f  the texture maps is set to 256x256  
for the CIF images. It can be seen that the texture maps are created with the heads centred.
5.5 E x p e r im e n ta l resu lts
This section demonstrates the feasibility o f  the developed face model adaptation algorithm, and 
evaluates the proposed single view-based face synthesis algorithm in Section 5.5.1 and 5.5.2, 
respectively.
5 .5 !  Face m odel adaptation test
The proposed pose estimation and FFOR algorithms are tested using a large number o f  face 
images picked up from our face image source. Figure 5.15 and 5.16 show the experimental results 
with two video sequences from our SIVS database. The first column o f  the two figures shows the 
original face images, while the second shows the global adaptation results using those 3D affine 
parameters calculated from the proposed pose estimation mechanism. As can be seen, the global 
adaptation makes the 3D wireframe fit a specific face in terms o f  translation, rotation and scaling. 
However, it cannot guarantee accurate adaptation, which requires refinement operation. The last 
column o f  Figure 5.15 and 5.16 shows the local adaptation performance results using the 
proposed FFOR algorithm. It can be found that the local features, such as the eyebrows, eyes, 
mouth and chin, are precisely refined, especially adaptation o f  the open mouth and closed eyes in 
yun  sequence.
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Figure 5.15 Adaptation results foryun sequence
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Figure 5.16 Adaptation results for stewart sequence
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Figure 5.17 Systemic performance of 3D face synthesis for yun
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i Jam
Figure 5.18 Systemic performance of 3D face synthesis for stewart
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5.5.2 Evaluation o f single view -based face synthesis
A  comprehensive evaluation o f  the proposed single view-based face synthesis system is given in 
this section. The feasibility o f  the proposed face synthesis algorithm was demonstrated using a 
large number o f  the head-and-shoulder images from our face image database, as introduced in 
Section 1.5. All the tested images are in CIF resolution, i.e. 352x288, because the introduced 
algorithms such as edge-based deformable template matching are highly dependent on the image 
resolution. In addition, since the proposed single view-based face synthesis system targets just the 
mono-face image and it is sensitive to self-occlusion o f  the facial features, all the tested images 
only allow one person to present, with all the facial features visible in the image. That means any 
rotated head with invisible facial features will be turned down before inputting to the system. 
Section 5.5.2.1 is dedicated to test the systemic performance using two SIVSs, i.e. yun  and 
stew art, show the operating results at variant stages. Section 5.5.2.2 demonstrates the feasibility 
o f  the proposed face synthesis algorithm with more synthesis results. Section 5.5.2.3 proves the 
accuracy o f  the developed system by comparing the automatic and manual estimations o f the head 
rotation angles.
5.5.2.1 System test
In order to implement a 3D face synthesis operation using only a single view  face image, the 
following steps must be earned out coherently: face detection, facial feature exfraction, face 
model adaptation, and 3D face texturing. However, there is difficulty to show each step o f  the 
performance with a few  pictures. The solution proposed here is to combine the results o f  two 
stages in one single image. For instance, the results o f  face detection and facial feature extraction 
can be combined and shown in one image, while the results o f  3D model adaptation and texture 
map generation can be shown in the other image. Figures 5.17 and 5.18 illustrate such a 
configuration, showing the performance results o f  the proposed 3D face synthesis system with 
five arbitrarily picked frames from two SIVSs, yun  and stewart. As can be noted, each first 
column image o f  the two figures shows the detected face, highlighted by a white closed loop, as 
well as the extracted facial features using the proposed algorithms. Due to the fact that irises 
extraction using Hough transform is sensitive to the covered eyes, the stage o f  irises extraction is 
not taken into account in this test. The images in the middle column o f  Figures 5.17 and 5.18 
show the accurately adapted 3D face models as well as the automatically generated texture maps, 
where the faces are centred. The last column o f  the two figures displays the synthesised 3D faces. 
It can be observed that there is no tooth inside the synthesised mouth if  the mouth is open. This 
proves precise extraction o f  the mouth lip contours using the proposed method, providing accurate
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Moreover, as stated in the beginning paragraph o f  section 5.5.2, although the developed single 
view-based face synthesis system targets those face images without the self-occlusion o f  facial 
features, it is still suitable for those special cases, such as faces with the glasses, beard as well as 
rotated views, as long as the facial features are clearly visible. We picked up a large o f  number 
face images to test the feasibility o f  the developed system under such circumstances. Figure 5.20 
shows some subjective results out o f  the test by using the developed single view-based face 
synthesis algorithm. From the top to bottom rows, the figure depicts the synthesised faces with up, 
down, right, left view s and glasses, respectively. It can be easily seen, the developed system can 
bring robust face synthesis results.
5.5.2.3 Performance accuracy test
TL TM TR BL B M BR
@z -2.34 -1.22 1.22 1.34 -1.59 10.40
Ozm -2.19 - 1.22 1.34 1.34 - 1.22 10.67
e Y 1.57 8.04 9.30 11.19 16.82 2.19
0Ym 1.57 8.29 9.53 11.68 15.31 1.58
Table 5.2 Comparison o f  automatic and manual estimation o f  head rotation angles (in degree)
To demonstrate the performance accuracy o f  the proposed single view-based face synthesis 
system, a sequence o f  video frames with the head gradually rotating is tested. Figure 5.21 shows 
both the texture maps and the corresponding synthesised faces o f  six arbitrarily selected frames 
from the tested video sequence. We name one texture map and its synthesised face shown below  
as an FP (Face Pair). Except the bottom-right FP, the other FPs in the figure are derived from five 
consecutive video frames. Table 5.2 tabulates the automatic estimation and manual estimation o f  
head rotation angles from the shown FPs. The difference between the manual and the automatic 
estimations is reflected in the way o f  extracting facial features, while the estimation method o f  
head rotation remains the same. 6Z, and V ind icate the automatically estimated angles o f  head roll 
and head yaw, respectively; while 6Zm, and 0Ym symbolise their counterparts from manual 
estimation. The letter T, B, L, M, and R, employed to depict the FP location in Figure 5.21, denote 
Top, Bottom, Left, Middle and Right, respectively. All the rotation angles in Table 5.2 are 
described in degrees. The minuses preceding figures highlight the opposing direction o f  rotation.
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Figure 5.21 Accuracy test o f  system performance
A s can be calculated, the Mean Absolute Differences (M AD) between automatic estimation and 
manual estimation o f  the head rotation angles for the above frames are no more than 0.2 degrees 
for Gz and 0.5 degrees for 0Y.
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5.6 S u m m a ry
Simply speaking, face model adaptation is a process that transforms a 3D generic face wireframe 
to fit a specific face in the 2D image. The purpose o f  face model adaptation is to help the 3D face 
synthesiser attain information about the specific face, including the vertex topology and face 
texture.
Generally, face model adaptation consists o f  two steps, global adaptation and local adaptation. 
Global adaptation is to globally transform the 3D generic face in terms o f  scaling, translation and 
rotation so that its projection on the image plane globally matches the 2D face in the image, while 
local adaptation is to refine the result o f  global adaptation so as to achieve more accurate 
matching. Global adaptation is normally determined by 3D affine transformation with nine 
degrees o f  freedom. Thus, the key in global adaptation is how to estimate these nine parameters, 
i.e. the pose from a given image. The technical part o f  this chapter starts with a summation o f  the 
existing pose estimation algorithms, which fall into three classes: pose matching, point 
correspondence and single view-based pose estimation. In order to implement a single view-based  
face synthesis system, single view-based pose estimation is desired. In this chapter, a single view- 
based pose estimation algorithm has been developed and tested.
In order to achieve an accurate adaptation result, a local adaptation, i.e. refinement, algorithm has 
also been developed. Compared with other methods, such as the RBF, DFFDs and elastic spring 
model that have been surveyed in this chapter, a FFOR method could provide better local 
adaptation performance because it takes every facial part into account separately. Moreover, it has 
been demonstrated in Section 5.3.1.5 that the proposed FFOR method can also provide better 
adaptation results in contrast to the existing FFOR algorithms.
As a crucial step in the developed single view-based 3D face synthesis system, 3D face texturing 
has been studied in this chapter. Texturing is a way to specify colours that vary across an object 
surface, and always comes out with a predefined texture map. Face texturing implemented with a 
texture map can enhance the degree o f  reality o f  the face model. In 3D face synthesis, a face 
surface is the texture that will be mapped onto the adapted 3D face wireframe in the form o f  a 
texture map. The methods to create a face texture map are diverse, including using a 3D 
Cyberware laser scanner, using multiple face images and the use o f  only a single view image etc. 
Since only one input image is available in the developed face synthesis system, the texture map 
can only be obtained from this image to achieve an unsupervised system. Thus, a single view- 
based texture map generation method is introduced, which can guarantee that the present face is 
centred in the texture map.
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The rest o f  this chapter is dedicated to a demonstration o f  the feasibility o f  the developed face 
model adaptation algorithm as well as a comprehensive evaluation o f  the developed single view - 
based face synthesis system. The system evaluation including the system test, synthesis 
performance test and accuracy test has demonstrated the feasibility o f  the developed system.
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C h a p t e r  6
6  F a c i a l  A n i m a t i o n  I m p l e m e n t a t i o n  a n d  
E s t i m a t i o n
6.1 In t ro d u c t io n
As one o f  the derivatives o f  the 3D face synthesis technology, facial animation has been the focus 
o f  significant investigation in computer graphics by the scientific community over the past few  
decades. Many technologies, such as 3D face rendering and 3D model-based video coding etc, 
demand a seamless coupling o f  the face synthesis and facial animation techniques. On the one 
hand, face synthesis technology provides realistic modeling o f  a specific human face; on the other 
hand, facial animation mechanism enables vivid simulation o f  facial expressions and emotions. 
Moreover, demands from industrial applications have also boosted the research o f  facial 
animation, such as:
-  Games industiy : The video game industry is currently on the cutting edge o f  computer 
graphics. Applications like serious gam es [SerG] and machinima [Mach] are poised to 
push 3D technology into our daily lives, while new game types focusing on social 
interaction are appealing to a wider audience. Many o f  the applications on the frontier o f  
the 3D technology landscape require simulating realistic human interactions and therefore 
also require realistic facial animation technology, which can power the gaming industry 
with realistic talking characters. For instance, synchronisation o f  realistic facial animation 
with audio files in the games industry still remains challenging, and has attracted much 
attention [OC3],
-  Film industry. During the production o f  films, there are some scenes that are dangerous 
for actors to present. One o f  the solutions is to generate a virtual scene which 3D  
computer-generated impersonators can freely access. The application o f  facial animation
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technology can increase the degree o f  reality o f  the 3D impersonators with realistic 
talking characters.
-  Medicine'. Facial animation technology can be used in both craniofacial surgical planning 
[Van83] and facial tissue surgical simulation before the surgery takes place. This can 
eliminate unnecessary surgical accidents.
-  Agents and avatars'. As has been reviewed in chapter 2, this is a rapidly emerging area in 
the HCI. In these applications, a 3D virtual avatar, normally a duplicate o f  the animator, is 
interactively present in terms o f  speech and face expression [Lee99]. One motivation o f  
using the 3D synthesised model is that sound and animation can convey information more 
vividly than using only characters.
-  Videoconferencing: Facial animation applications in videoconferencing fall into 
immersive videoconferencing and 3D model-based video coding, hi immersive 
videoconferencing, the basic idea is to place 3D visual representations o f  participants at 
predefined positions around a table with a SVTE. Animating faces can make the 
conference participants feel closer. In 3D model-based video coding, facial animation 
technology is used in 3D face rendering, by which the input video sequence can be 
reconstructed.
Facial animation technology is one o f  the most promising fields in computer graphic nowadays, 
nevertheless the earliest study to facial expressions was up to more than a hundred years ago, 
D arwin 's Expression o f  the Emotions in Man and Animals [Dar72]. Since Parke [Par72] began 
with his pioneering work, a crude polygonal representation o f  the head resulting in basic 
animations, such as opening and closing o f  the eyes and mouth, the scientific community has 
never stopped their attempts in how to more realistically simulate facial expressions and more 
precisely manipulate facial animation. The succedent notable landmarks in facial animation can 
be summarised as follows:
-  P latt's physically based muscle-controlled facial expression model in 1980 [Pla80]
-  A first ever facial animation short film, Tony de Peltrie, produced by Bergeron and 
Lachapelle in 1985 [Ber85]
-  A new muscle model approach, which allowed a variety o f  facial expressions to be 
created by controlling the underlying musculature o f  the face in 1987 [Wat87]
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Sternum Clavicle
M uscles o f Facial Expression
Lateral View
Epicranial aponeurosis (Galea aponeurotica) Palpebral part of orbicularis oculi muscle
Orbital part of orbicularis oculi muscle 
Temporal fascia
Frontal belly of occipitofrontalis 
(epicranius) muscle
Corrugator supencilii muscle 
(frontalis and orbicularis 
oculi partially cut away)
Procerus muscle 
LevaJtorlabii superioris muscle 
Transverse part of nasaiis muscle 
Alar part of nasaJis muse
Depressor septi nasi muscle
Levaitorlabii superioris alaeque 
nasi muscle (partially cut away)
Orbicularis oris muscle 
Mentalis muscle
Depressor labii inferioris muscle
Depressoranguli oris muscle
Buccinator muscle 
Risorius muscle
Auricularis superior muscle
Auricularis anterior muscle
Occipital belly of occipitofrontalis 
(epicranius) muscle
Auricularis posterior muscle
Parotid fascia 
Zygomaticus major muscle 
Masseteric fascia
Investing layer of (deep) cervical fascia 
over posterior triangle of neck (over levator 
scapulae and splenius capitis muscles)
Zygomaticus minor muscle
Sternocleidomastoid muscle surrounded 
by investing layer of (deep) cervical fascia
Trapezius muscle surrounded by 
investing layer of (deep) cervical 
fascia
Platysma muscle
Deltoid fascia
4>®N*worti s
Figure 6!  Muscles o f  facial expression, lateral view [FMLV]
-  A parameterised face model, CANDIDE, with expressions o f  the model controlled by a 
small number o f  Action Units, reported in 1987 [Ryd87]
-  MPEG-4 facial animation technology introduced with the FAPs launched in 1999 [Abr99]
As can be observed from the above chronological account, the development o f facial animation 
technology comes with both technical advance in 3D face representation and better control o f  the 
facial expressions, which rely on each other in facial animation. In chapter 2, state o f  the art 
technologies in both 3D face representation and facial expression control were reviewed. In this 
chapter, the major concern is spotlighted on facial animation. The rest o f  this chapter is structured 
as follows: Section 6.2 is dedicated to elaborate the principle and implementation o f  facial 
animation, while Section 6.3 surveys current state o f  the art technologies in facial animation
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Class Nam e M uscle Nam e
Circumorbital muscles o f the eyes
Orbicularis oculi, Corrugator supercilii, 
Levator palpebrae superioris
M uscles o f  the nose
Procerus, Nasalis, Depressor septi, 
Levator labii superioris alaeque nasi
M uscles o f  the mouth
Orbicularis oris, Buccinator,
Levator labii superioris alaeque nasi, Levator labii superioris, 
Zygomaticus major, Zygomaticus minor, Levator anguli oris, 
Depressor anguli oris and depressor labii inferioris, Risorius, 
Mentalis, Levator anguli oris, Depressor anguli oris, 
Depressor labii inferioris
Table 6.1 Classification o f  facial expression muscles
estimation because o f  its increasing importance in semantic video coding. Finally, this chapter is 
summarised in Section 6.4. In addition, for further reading on facial animation, two technical 
surveys are recommended: [Par96] [Noh98].
6.2 F a c ia l  a n im a tio n  im p le m e n ta t io n
In this section, facial animation is studied from its principle to implementation. Most o f  the facial 
animation and expression control techniques are based on the study o f  facial expression muscles. 
So the distribution o f facial expression muscles is introduced in Section 6.2.1. Section 6.2.2 
surveys the existing mainstream methods in facial animation. And then, Section 6.2.3 and 6.2.4  
place the focuses on the implementation o f  both the global and local facial animations, 
respectively.
6 .2 !  M uscles o f facial expression
In the general sense, muscles are the organs o f  motion and engines o f  facial animation, facial 
animation is implemented by their contraction and relaxation. The muscles o f  the face are 
commonly known as the muscles o f  facial expression. A lateral view  o f  the muscles o f facial 
expression is illustrated in Figure 6.1. These muscles are superficial, and normally work 
synergistically. The group functions as a well-organised and coordinated team, and each member
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has specified functions, one o f  which is primary. These muscles interweave each other. So it is 
difficult to separate the boundaries between the variant muscles. In the light o f  the associated 
facial features that give rise to muscle movement, the major muscles o f  facial expression can be 
concluded with three classes, as shown in Table 6.1. These muscles are correlated with motion o f  
the three most salient features o f  the face, i.e. the eyes, nose and mouth. Thus, the consequence is 
when one o f  these features moves, the corresponding muscles will be regularly influenced. More 
detail about the description o f  these muscles can be found in [Par96], as well as primary actions.
6.2.2 C lassification o f facial anim ation techniques
There are dozens o f  facial animation techniques that have been developed by the science 
community. As concluded in [Par96], these facial animation techniques subject to the following 
five fundamental approaches: interpolation, performance-driven, muscle-based, pseudomuscle- 
based and direct parameterisation animation.
-  Interpolation  is one o f  the most intuitive ways to animate a 3D face model. The idea is 
that, given at least two key frames with variant facial expressions, intermediate 
expressions between these key frames can be produced by linear interpolation [Pig98], 
bilinear interpolation [Par74], or nonlinear interpolation [Wat93], etc. Although 
interpolation can achieve a fast animation, the range o f  animation tremendously relies on 
the predefined key frames. Due to the use o f  a few key frames, sometimes interpolation 
approaches are also referred to as key-frame animation.
-  Performance-driven animation: In this kind o f  methods, animation is generated and 
driven by interactive input devices, such as the data gloves, instrumented body suits 
[AniZ], also called “monkey suits” and so on. The motion o f  3D mimics can be 
reproduced by motion tracking techniques. It is notable that 3D model-based video coding 
is included in this category, because rendering o f  the 3D face model interacts with a 
motion estimator. However, performance-driven animation relies on the effectiveness o f  
the interactive input devices.
-  M uscle-based animation-. As reviewed in the previous chapters, elastic spring m odel is a 
powerful means to simulate the muscles o f  facial expression. The earliest attempt was 
made by P latt et a l [Pla81]. The succedent remarkable works include Water’s vector 
muscle model [Wat87] consisting o f  linear muscles that pull and sphincter muscles that 
squeeze, and Terzopoulos et a l’s three-layer model [Ter90]. More detailed survey about 
elastic spring m odel can be found in both Chapters 2 and 5.
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(c) (d)
(e) (0
Figure 6.2 Face rotation in degree 
(a) Neutral, i.e. (6X, Qy„ Oz) = (0, 0, 0) (b) Face roll positive (6X, Qy„ 0Z) = (0, 0, 30)
(c) Face yaw positive (6X, 0y„ 6Z) = (0, 14, 0) (d) Face yaw negative (6X, 0Y„ Gz) = (0, -2 0 , 0)
(e) Face pitch positive (<?v, 0Y„ 6Z) = (30, 0, 0) (0  Face pitch negative ( 0X, 0r„ 6Z) = (-2 0 , 0, 0)
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.3 Translation and zooming o f  the face 
(a) Translation (b) Zoom in, (Sx, S Y, Sz) = ( 1 ! ,  1.1, 1 ! )  (c) Zoom out, (S*-, SY, Sz) = (0.9, 0.9, 0.9)
-  Pseudom uscle-based animation: Unlike the above approach, pseudomuscle-based 
animation simulates muscle actions using geometric deformation operators, such as FFD 
[Sed86], DFFD [Moc97] and so on, which has been introduced in Chapter 5.
-  Direct param eterisation : The most commonly used animation approaches nowadays are 
direct parameterisation, where facial animation is parameterised by a set o f  animation 
parameters. These parameters not only govern global animation o f  the head, but also are 
able to emulate a variety o f  facial expressions, overcoming the limitation o f  expression 
interpolation. The typical parameters used are the affine transformation parameters, AUs 
and FAPs etc. This method will be detailed in the following sections.
6.2.3 Global anim ation o f the face
Global animation o f  the face is o f  great importance in the implementation o f  facial animation 
when an animator manipulates a 3D face in terms o f  translation, rotation and zooming. Global 
animation o f  the face can be formulated by the 3D affine transformation equation (A .4) in 
Appendix A. The simplified form o f  the equation is given as:
X  = SRX  + T (6! )
So global animation of the face is implemented by adjusting the rotation matrix R, scaling matrix
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AU
Num ber FACS Nam e M uscular Basis
1 Inner Brow Raiser Frontalis, Pars Medialis
2 Outer Brow Raiser Frontalis, Pars Lateralis
4 Brow Lowerer Depressor Glabellae; Depressor Supercillii; Corrugator
5 Upper Lid Raiser Levator Palpebrae Superioris
6 Cheek Raiser Orbicularis Oculi, Pars Orbitalis
7 Lid Tightener Orbicularis Oculi, Pars Palebralis
8 Lips Together Orbicularis Oris
9 N ose Wrinkler Levator Labii Superioris, Alaeque Nasi
10 Upper Lip Raiser Levator Labii Superioris, Caput Infraorbitalis
11 Nasolabial Furrow Deepener Zygomatic Minor
12 Lip Comer Puller Zygomatic Major
13 Cheek Puffer Caninus
14 Dimpler Buccinnator
15 Lip Comer Depressor Triangularis
16 Lower Lip Depressor Depressor Labii
17 Chin Raiser Mentalis
18 Lip Puckerer Incisivii Labii Superioris; Incisivii Labii Inferioris
20 Lip Stretcher Risorius
22 Lip Funneler Orbicularis Oris
23 Lip Tightner Orbicularis Oris
24 Lip Pressor Orbicularis Oris
25 Lips Part Depressor Labii, or Relaxation o f  Mentalis or Orbicularis
Oris
26 Jaw Drop Masetter; Temporal and Internal Pterygoid Relaxed
27i Mouth Stretch Pterygoids; Digastric
28i Lip Suck Orbicularis Oris
38 Nostril Dilator Nasalis, Pars Alaris
39 Nostril Compressor Nasalis, Pars Transversa and Depressor Septi Nasi
41 Lid Droop Relaxation o f  Levator Palpebrae Superioris
42 Slit Orbicularis Oculi
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43 Eyes Closed Relaxation o f  Levator Palpebrae Superioris
44 Squint Orbicularis Oculi, Pars Palpebralis
45 Blink Relaxation o f  Levator Palpebrae and Contraction o f  
Orbicularis Oculi, Pars Palpebralis
46 Wink Orbicularis Oculi
Table 6.2 Single facial action units [Par96]
AU N um ber FACS Nam e
19 Tongue Out
21 N eck Tightener
29 Jaw Thrust
30 Jaw Sideways
31 Jaw Clencher
32 Lip Bite
33 Cheek Blow
34 Cheek Puff
35 Cheek Suck
36 Tongue Bulge
37 Lip Wipe
Table 6.3 Additional facial action units [Par96]
S  and translation vector T. Figure 6.2 shows the implementation o f  face rotation using a 
synthesised 3D face shown in Figure 6.2 (a); while Figure 6.3 shows the implementation o f  
translation and zooming with the same 3D face.
6.2.4 Facial expressions and im plem entation
This section is dedicated to implementation o f  the facial expressions using both the AUs and 
MPEG-4 FAPs. The following subsections are structured as: The AUs and their implementation in 
facial animation are introduced in section 6.2.4.1; the standardised MPEG-4 facial animation 
mechanism is studied in section 6.2.4.2; finally, implementation o f six universal facial expressions
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using the MPEG-4 FAPs is given in section 6.2.4.3.
A U  Num ber N am e Involved CANDIDE-3 Vertices
41 Lid Droop 98,54,106,105,21,97
8 Lips together 64,31
12 Lip Comer Puller 64,31
10 Upper Lip Raiser 82,87,81,80,66,7,33,79
16 Lower Lip Depressor 84,40,83,86,8,85,9
6 Cheek Raiser 90,91
26 Jaw Drop 65,32
Table 6.4 Implementation o f  7 AUs using CANDEDE-3
A ction Unit Position Vertex No. X Y z
98 0 XD1 0
Left eye 54 0 w 2 0
41 106 0 x d 3 0
105 0 AD4 0
Right eye 21 0 x d 5 0
97 0 x d 6 0
Table 6.5 The FAT o f  AU 41
6 .2 .4 !  AUs and implementation
As introduced in Chapter 2, it is commonly known that a facial expression can be described by 
one or more AUs, defined according to an analysis o f  facial anatomy in the FACS [Ekm77], which 
enables facial animation. The FACS was not initially used in 3D facial animation, but was aimed 
at the psychological study based on facial muscle movement. The definition o f  the AUs is 
descriptive, such as:
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Figure 6.4 Implementation o f  AU 41 
(a) 2 = 0 (b) 2 = 1
AU 17 -  Chin Raiser: The muscle fo r  this action runs from  below the low er lip and attaches fat- 
down the chin. In this action, the skin o f  the chin is pushed up, pushing up the lower lip. The skin 
on the chin may wrench, and a m edial depression may form  under the low er lip. As the center o f  
the lower lip is pushed up, the shape o f  the mouth changes to a frown shape. I f  strong, this action 
may cause the lower lip to protrude. [Par96]
Totally, there are 44 such AUs defined in the FACS. They can be grouped into two: Some are 
called single action units where most o f  the AUs involve a single muscle as shown in Table 6.2; 
others are additional AUs, several o f  which do not involve any facial muscles as shown in Table 
6.3.
As shown in Table 6.4, seven AUs were implemented with the CANDIDE-3 face model in this 
project, which mainly describe animations o f  the eyes, mouth, cheeks and jaw. The topology o f  
CANDIDE-3 vertices is illustrated in Appendix C. Moreover, a set o f Face Animation Tables 
(FATs) was designed to guide the vertices to animate with respect to the corresponding AUs. For 
example, AU 41 including 6 vertices, is tabulated in Table 6.5, where D, (/' = 1 ,2 ,...,6) are 
displacement coefficients, while X is a intensity factor o f  AU 41 ranging from 0 to 1. Due to the 
attribute that AU 41, Lid Droop only involves movement in the vertical direction, the 
displacement coefficients o f  AU 41, D, (/' = 1 ,2 ,...,6) represent the displacement along only the Y 
direction in the 3D space. Table 6.6 depicts the definition o f  these displacement coefficients,
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.5 Implementation o f  mouth motion 
(a) Closed mouth (b) Closed mouth stretching (c) Open mouth stretching
where Yn stands for the vertical coordinate o f  vertex n. Thus, by scaling the coefficient X, facial 
animation can be manipulated. Figure 6.4 shows the implementation o f  AU 41 for closing the eyes. 
Figure 6.4 (a) shows the neutral state, i.e. the scaling factor X is set to 0; while Figure 6.4 (b) 
shows the state o f  closing eyes obtained by depressing the upper lids, i.e. X is set to 1.
Similarly, mouth animation including mouth closing and stretching is also implemented, as shown 
in Figure 6.5. Unlike eye animation stated above, mouth motion is guided by a set o f  AUs. For 
instance, to implement closed mouth stretching as shown in Figure 6.5 (b), all the AUs listed in 
Table 6.4 except AU 41 are required to act on the mouth.
C O EFFIC IEN T DEFINITIO N
D , Y98 - Y 100
d 2 Y54 - Y 55
D 3 Y|06 - Y 108
d 4 Yios- Y 107
D s y 21- y 22
d 6 y 97- y 99
Table 6.6 Definition of displacement coefficients
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11.5 11.5
3.14 3.13
* Feature points affected by FAPs 
° Other feature points
Figure 6.6 MPEG-4 FDP feature point set [MPEG4].
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Figure 6.7 The facial animation parameter units [MPEG4]
6.2.4.2 Facial animation in MPEG-4
MPEG-4 dedicated to an object-based multimedia compression standard is the first international 
standard for facial animation [TelcOO]. MPEG-4 specifies a framework with 84 facial feature 
points and a series o f  FAPs, by which researchers can enjoy a large degree o f  freedom in 
designing their own face models. Figure 6.6 shows the distribution o f  these feature points. The 
main purpose o f  these feature points is to provide spatial references for defining FAPs. To be 
MPEG-4 compliant, these feature points can be selectively implemented in accordance with the 
face model used at the codec, because not all the facial features are o f  necessity, for example, the 
tongue. As can be seen in Figure 6.7, MPEG-4 also defines the neutral state o f  a face model with 
all the FAP values set to zero. The neutrality means:
• Gaze is in direction o f  the Z-axis.
•  All face muscles are relaxed.
• Eyelids are tangent to the iris.
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•  The pupil is one-third o f  the diameter o f  the iris.
•  Lips are in contact; the line o f  the lips is horizontal and at the same height o f  lip comers.
•  The mouth is closed and the upper teeth touch the lower ones.
® The tongue is flat, horizontal with the tip o f  tongue touching the boundary between upper 
and lower teeth.
Description FAPU Value
IRISDO Iris diameter (by definition it is equal to the distance 
between upper ad lower eyelid) in neutral face
IRISD = IRISDO /  
1024
ESO Eye separation ES = E S O /1024
ENSO Eye - nose separation ; ENS =  ENSO /  1024
MNSO Mouth - nose separation MNS = MNSO / 
1024
MWO Mouth width MW-MWO /  1024
AU Angle unit 10E-5 rad
Table 6.7 Facial animation parameter units [MPEG4]
Moreover, as introduced in Chapter 2, MPEG-4 defines 68 FAPs, containing 2 high-level 
parameters, visem e and expression, 66 low-level parameters associated with minimal facial 
actions. Each low-level FAP directly corresponds to the local movement o f  an individual FDP 
feature point, and translations o f  the low-level FAPs are expressed in terms o f  the FAPUs. The 
FAPUs, distances between key feature points, allow interpretation o f  the FAPs on any facial 
model in a consistent way, producing reasonable animation results. Figure 6.7 and Table 6.7 
illustrate the FAPUs defined in MPEG-4. As for the high-level parameters, FAP 1 viseme 
represents the physical configuration o f  the mouth, tongue and jaw  that is visually correlated with 
the speech sound corresponding to a phoneme; while FAP 2 expression defines six universal facial 
expressions, which will be detailed in the following section.
6.2.4.3 Six universal expressions and implementation using MPEG-4 FAPs
Research in facial expression has concluded six universal categories o f  facial expressions, i.e. 
sadness , anger, j o y , fea r , disgust, and surprise. Any facial expression can be constructed by 
deforming the above six primary expressions with variant intensities [Par96]. MPEG-4 also
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assigns FAP 2 to parameterise these six facial expressions, allowing efficient facial animation. 
Table 6.8 summarises these six facial expressions with textual description for FAP 2. Due to its 
high-level property, face model animators are allowed to implement a complete facial expression 
with only FAP 2. In this section, w e elaborate how to implement these six universal expressions 
using the MPEG-4 low -level FAPs. It is notable that all the FAPs to be referred to in the following 
text belong to the low -level FAPs.
Expression_select Expression N am e Textual Description
0 n/a n/a
1 Joy The eyebrows are relaxed. The mouth is open and the 
mouth comers pulled back toward the ears.
2 Sadness The inner eyebrows are bent upward. The eyes are slightly closed. The mouth is relaxed.
3 Anger
The inner eyebrows are pulled downward and together. 
The eyes are wide open. The lips are pressed against each 
other or opened to expose the teeth.
4 Fear The eyebrows are raised and pulled together. The inner 
eyebrows are bent upward. The eyes are tense and alert.
5 Disgust The eyebrows and eyelids are relaxed. The upper lip is 
raised and curled, often asymmetrically.
6 Surprise The eyebrows are raised. The upper eyelids are wide 
open, the lower relaxed. The jaw is opened.
Table 6.8 Six universal facial expressions defined in FAP 2 [MPEG4].
Figure 6.8 shows a hierarchical configuration to expression implementation, which consists o f  
four layers. Each o f  the six universal facial expressions tabulated in Table 6.8 is composed o f  
variant sub-expressions. Each sub-expression corresponds to a simplex motion o f  one facial 
feature. For example, according to Table 6.8, the expression, anger, can be divided into four sub­
expressions: 1) The inner eyebrows are pulled downward, 2) the inner eyebrows are squeezed 
together, 3) the eyes are widely open, 4) the lips are pressed against each other. Animation o f  each 
facial feature may either be controlled merely by one sub-expression, or be affected by more than 
one sub-expression, e.g. animation o f  the inner eyebrows in expression anger consists o f  two sub­
expressions: Inner eyebrows pu lled  down and inner eyebrows squeezed. Animation o f  each sub­
expression is implemented by a group o f  FAPs, and vertices no FAP corresponds to. The MPEG-4 
standard only defines some most salient feature points, as shown in Figure 6.6. However, there are 
some feature points, which the MPEG-4 FAPs do not include, but are essential to both face model 
configuration and animation. For instance, MPEG-4 face model does not involve any points on 
the lower contours o f  the eyebrows, which play a vital role when raising the whole eyebrows,
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Figure 6.8 Hierarchical configuration to expression implementation
such as vertex 18 and 51 in CANDIDE-3 (see Figure C !  in Appendix C). Moreover, although 
there are some FDP feature points defined in MPEG-4, they are not influenced by the FAPs, such 
as FDP feature points 8.9 and 8.10 in Figure 6.6. The vertices in both the above two cases are 
directly dominated by the sub-expressions rather than the FAPs. These vertices and FAPs form the 
third layer in the hierarchical configuration as shown in Figure 6.8. The FAPs are associated with 
the local movement o f  individual feature points, i.e. individual vertices in the 3D face model. 
Unlike the AUs described in the previous section, the FAPs defined in the MPEG-4 standard only 
take minimal facial actions into account. In other words, each FAP only governs vertex motion in 
a single dimension. Therefore, most o f  the low-level FAPs affect only one vertex, but one vertex 
may be affected by more than one FAP, as shown in Figure 6.8. For example, FDP feature point
8.3 is affected by both FAP 53 and 59 so as to be able to move in both the horizontal and vertical 
directions.
If V,„ indicates the neutral coordinate o f  the /nth vertex in a certain dimension o f  the 3D space, its 
animated position V'm in the same dimension can be expressed as
V'm =  Vm + co„* FAPUn * in (6.2)
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U niversal Facial 
Expression
Sub-expression Involved FAPs
Joy
Eyebrows relaxed (no action) N /A
Mouth open 4,5,8,9,10,11,51,52,55,56,57,58,18
Mouth pulled back 6,7,12,13,53,54,59,60
Outer low  lip contour raised 18,52,57,58
Sadness
Inner eyebrows bent upward 31,32
Eyelids slightly closed 19,20
Mouth relaxed (no action) N /A
Anger
Inner eyebrows pulled down ; 31,32
Inner eyebrows squeezed 37,38
Eyes widely open (no action) N /A
Mouth closed (no action) N /A
Fear
Inner eyebrows bent upward 31,32
Eyebrows raised 31,32,33,34,35,36
Inner eyebrows squeezed 37,38
Eye tense and alert (no action) N /A
Mouth open 4,5,8,9,10,11,51,52,55,56,57,58,18
Disgust
Eyebrow relaxed (no action) N /A
Eyelids slightly closed 19,20
Mouth open 4,5,8,9,10,11,51,52,55,56,57,58,18
Upper lip curled asymmetrically 8,55
Surprise
Eyebrows raised 31,32,33,34,35,36
Eyes open (no action) N /A
Mouth open 4,5,8,9,10,11,51,52,55,56,57,58,18
Jaw open 3
Table 6.9 Facial expressions with corresponding sub-expressions and involved FAPs
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Facial Feature FAP FDP Feature Point CANDIDE-3 Vertex Positive M otion
31 4.1 17
32 4.2 50
33 4.3 16
Up
Eyebrows
34 4.4 49
35 4.5 15
36 4.6 48
37 4.1 17 Right
38 4.2 50 Left
Eyelids
19 3.1 21
down
20 3.2 54
6 2.4 88 Left
7 2.5 89 Right
12 2.4 88
Up
Mouth Comers
13 2.5 89
53 8.3 31 Left
54 8.4 64 Right
59 8.3 31
Up
60 8.4 64
4 2.2 87
8 2.6 81
Upper Lip
9 2.7 82
Down
51 8.1 7
55 8.5 79
56 8.6 80
5 2.3 40
10 2.8 83
11 2.9 84
Lower Lip 52 8.2 8 Up
57 8.7 85
58 CO bo 86
18 2.10 9
Chin 3 2.1 10 Down
Table 6.10 Definition o f  FAPs with CANDIDE-3 for facial expressions
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where con is the weight o f  the >?th FAP, FAPU that affects Vm; FAPU,, is the FAPU  to FAPn; i„ is the 
amplitude o f  FAPn ranging between [0 , 1 ]. In fact, the term, co„ *  FAPU,, defines the maximum 
displacement o f  FAP„, while coefficient i„ controls the intensity o f  FAP,,.
Table 6.9 illustrates the six universal facial expressions with corresponding sub-expressions and 
involved FAPs. In light o f  Table 6.8, each facial expression is decomposed to several sub­
expressions. Most o f  the decomposed sub-expressions can be found M PEG-4 -compliant, defined 
in Table 6.8. In addition, in order to attain more accurate simulation o f  facial expressions, some 
sub-expressions not M PEG-4 -compliant, are also added accordingly, such as the sub-expression, 
o u t e r  lo w  l ip  c o n t o u r  r a is e d  because the low  lip becomes thin when stretching. The face model 
has to be reset to its neutral state as shown in Figure 6.7 before every facial expression is 
implemented. Description to the neutral state can be found in the previous section. Since some 
sub-expressions locally remain neutral in facial expressions, such as e y e b ro w s  r e la x e d  in j o y ,  
m o u th  r e la x e d  in s a d n e s s  etc, as well as some sub-expressions, such as e y e s  w id e ly  o p e n  cannot 
be implemented due to a possible distortion, there is no action on these sub-expressions. Table 6.9  
shows only the involved FAPs to the corresponding sub-expressions. As introduced early this 
section, some sub-expressions are not only dominated by a group o f  FAPs, but also associated 
with a number o f  vertices due to the fact that the M PE G -4 FAPs do not cover all the possible 
facial feature points. However, these vertices are not tabulated here.
Table 6.10  illustrates the definition o f  32  FAPs used to simulate the six universal facial 
expressions with the C A N D ID E -3 face model. According to targeted facial features and their 
motion directions, these 32  FAPs are classified into six groups, they are e y e b ro w s , e y e lid s ,  m o u th  
c o r n e r s ,  u p p e r  l ip ,  lo w e r  l ip  and c h in . The corresponding C AN D ID E -3 vertex to each FAP is also 
shown in the table. The topology o f  the C A N D ID E -3 vertices can be found in Figure C .l o f  
Appendix C. As can be seen in Table 6 ! 0 , a vertex may be affected either by one FAP or more 
FAPs, entirely depending on its motion attribute, and each FAP only directs one vertex in a certain 
direction. It is also notable that FAP 18 is categorised into the lo w e r  l ip  class rather than the class 
o f  c h in . This is because the feature point, chin boss is quite correlative to lower lip motion. 
Furthermore, due to the bi-directionality o f  these 32 FAPs, the definition o f  positive motion used 
in M PEG -4 is employed here, as shown in Table 6 .10 . Unlike the M PE G -4 standard where the 
FAPs use variant FAPUs to express translational movement, only the FAPU  o f  m o u th  w id th , that 
is MWO in Table 6 .7 , is exploited for the follow ing reasons:
• One FAPU allows interpretation of the FAPs in a consistent way so that the animator
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Figure 6.9 Implementation o f  the six universal facial expressions 
(a ) Joy (b ) Sadness (c ) Anger (d ) Fear (e ) Disgust (f )  Surprise
can conveniently adjust the FAP amplitude.
• We have not taken the nose into account in facial feature extraction, so it is impossible 
to accurately calculate any distances associated with the nose.
• The M PE G -4 FAPUs were proposed for a coding purpose. However, we are not 
looking into FAP coding at present.
Figure 6.9 shows implementation o f  the six universal facial expressions using the above stated 
method.
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6.3 Facial animation estimation
Since 3D model-based video coding technologies surged more than one decade ago, facial 
animation estimation has been playing a key role in such sophisticated systems. Unlike the 
conventional waveform-based video coding, the foreground o f  the image, typically a talking 
person with only the head and shoulder present, must be segmented out o f  the background, and 
simulated with a 3D avatar. This 3D avatar is lifelike and able to accurately emulate motion o f  the 
real person. However, the difficulty increases when estimating 3D global motion o f  the face and 
facial animation using only a limited number o f  2D video frames. Generally speaking, facial 
animation estimation embraces both global motion estimation and facial expression estimation. 
This section reviews the current state o f  the art technologies in both motion estimation (Section 
6 .3 .1) and facial expression estimation (Section 6 .3 .2 ).
6 .3.1 M otion  estimation
Motion estimation is to evaluate the global motion o f  the head from its 2D projection. It is well 
known that 3D motion estimation from 2D images is an ill-posed problem due to the fact that 
without other constraints, such as a parametric surface or an optical flow  constraint, there is no 
unique solution existing. To estimate global motion o f  an object from the 2D inputs, there are two 
classes o f  estimation methods, point correspondences and optical flow.
As studied in Chapter 5 , methods with point correspondences use the projected displacement o f  a 
number o f  corresponding feature points between two successive frames. Motion o f  the rigid 
object in the 3D space can be implemented by using an affine transformation with 6 motion 
parameters. However, it is well-known that 3D affine transformation relies on 9 motion 
parameters (equation B .4 in Appendix). But under the assumption that the size o f  the head is 
already known, and remains stable between the estimated frames, only the 6 rotation and 
translation parameters have to be taken into account. Given a set o f  corresponding feature point 
coordinates in the previous and current frames, with an orthographic or perspective projection 
mapping between 2D images and 3D scenes, the motion parameters can be estimated 
approximately in the projected displacement field. Obviously, the accuracy o f  the point 
correspondences method depends highly on exfraction o f  the facial features.
Optical flow  has been w idely adopted by many researchers [Dav97 ] [D eC 96 ], Instead o f  using the 
projected displacement model, this method adopts a projected velocity model under a dense flow  
field. A  3D velocity expression is derived from, the displacement affine transformation. The 
feature point coordinates o f  the previous frame and velocities o f  these points in spatial direction
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must be known before estimation. M ore details and the current state o f  the art technologies in 
motion estimation using both point correspondences and optical flow  have been studies in [Tek95 ] 
[Wan02 ].
6 .3.2 Facial expression estimation
Facial expression estimation has been the subject o f  much research effort for decades, but still 
remains challenging due to the randomicity and uncertainty o f  facial expressions. In this section, 
the mainstream facial expression estimation methods are studied, including the early clip-and- 
paste approach and those parameterisation-based methods, such as using the FACS AU s and 
M PE G -4 FAPs.
6 .3 .2.1  Clip-and-paste
The clip-and-paste method is an early attempt to estimate facial expressions, used in the M odel- 
Based Analysis Synthesis Image Coding (M B A S IC ) system [A iz 89 ]. The system mainly consists 
o f  three parts, an encoder, a decoder, and a 3D facial model. A fter extracting four feature points 
manually, a generic 3 -D model is affine transformed and adjusted. The face image is mapped onto 
the surface o f  the face model. The clip-and-paste method crops expressional regions o f  the current 
face frame, and compares these regions with the corresponding ones in the image synthesised 
using the previously estimated parameters. Then the difference between the two signals is sent to 
the decoder. Although this method is quite suitable for representation o f  fine information, such as 
eye expressions, this estimation method is passive, and hardly recognises facial expressions 
cognitively.
6.3 .2.2 Estimation o f  AUs
As studied previously in this chapter, parameterised facial animation has been popular because o f  
its flexibility and controllability. The parameterisation-based facial expression estimation was first 
introduced by A iz a w a  et a l  in their M B  A S IC  system, also called facial structure deformation 
method [A iz 89 ]. Using this method, facial expressions can be implemented by deforming the face 
model with some predefined AUs, because o f  the property that any facial deformation may be 
composed o f  a combination o f  AUs. Therefore, at the decoding end, only a few  AUs are needed to 
describe deformation o f  the face model, so as to achieve very low bit-rate coding.
Since then, facial expression estimation using the AU s has been an open problem and engaged a 
considerable amount o f  interest. However, in the M B AS IC  system, rendering o f  the model
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strongly depends on the accuracy o f  the motion estimation. A  small error in estimation w ill result 
in a wrong deformation o f  the 3D face model. In the follow ing frames, without any constraint, this 
error w ill be accumulated and lead to mismatch in the synthesised images. To avoid error 
accumulation, K o c h  presented a synthesis feedback loop placed at the encoding end [K oc93 ]. A  
synthesised image is generated at the encoder by rendering the 3D model using the estimated 
parameters. The estimated parameters and the difference between the actual image and the 
synthesised one are transmitted so that the decoder knows what has exactly happened at the 
encoder. Consequently, error accumulation can be successfully suspended.
To make estimation more precise, small and large motion cases o f  human heads were considered 
by L i  et a l  in [L i93 ]. Firstly, a 3D non-rigid model was set up. Then, under the optical flow  field, 
the motion velocity parameters in combination with the optical flow  constraint equation can be 
resolved by using the least-square method. Since the optical flow  constraint equation is very 
sensitive to large displacement, both cases under the small and large displacements were 
considered. The problem for large displacement can be overcome by calculating the difference 
between the actual value and the predicted one. C h o i 's  method was also based on the optical flow  
[Cho94 ]. Estimation o f  the global and local parameters o f  the head movement was iteratively 
carried out. The head motion parameters were first estimated between the current and next frame. 
With those parameters, the encoder synthesised a new image. Next the AU s were estimated from 
the current frame and the synthesised one. With these estimated global and local parameters, a 
synthesised image was regenerated. These two steps w ill be repeated until the estimation error 
cannot be reduced any more.
6.3 .2.3 Estimation o f  FAPs
Unlike the AUs, FAPs are a group o f  parameters standardised by M PE G -4 [M PE G 4 ], and 
specially designed for facial expression simulation and transmission, which terminates the era 
without standardisation to semantic coding. The M PE G -4 standard not only defines 68 FAPs 
containing 2 high-level parameters, viseme and expression, and 66 low-level parameters 
associated with minimal facial actions, but also specifies a corresponding group o f  FDP feature 
points influenced by the FAPs. Since then, the research in FAP estimation and extraction has been 
exploded in the scientific community. The mainstream methods are based on calculation o f  the 
displacement o f  corresponding FDP feature points between the current animated face model and a 
neutral one [KimOO] [Cha02 ] [Sar02 ] [Eis98 ] [H ov0 3 ]. Moreover, another common characteristic 
o f  these methods is that the FAPs used are regrouped and accordingly selected out o f  the 68 FAPs 
standardised in the M PEG-4 . This is because some o f  the 68 FAPs cannot be implemented with 
specific face models, for example, the FAPs for the nose and tongue were ignored in [H ov0 3 ],
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7.1 Conclusions and Future Work
With the rapidly increasing demand from applications, such as games industry and immersive 
telecommunication, 3D face synthesis has been attractive and explored by the scientific 
community for decades, with various methods developed, ranging from using a specific apparatus 
or multi-view face images to simply using only a single view  face image. Compared with others, 
the single view-based face synthesis method is the most suitable solution to those supervision-free 
applications without any offline operation. Nevertheless, these applications are unsatisfied with 
the currently existing single view-based methods for various reasons. Thus, as stated in chapter 1 , 
the aim o f  the work presented in this thesis is to establish the framework for an automatic single 
view-based 3D face synthesis system, and to overcome the interoperability problems and existing 
technical bottlenecks, therein. This goal has been reached in this thesis with a thorough study and 
development o f  single view  3D face synthesis technology, followed by an implementation o f  
facial animation. Table 7.1 compares the developed single view-based face synthesis system with 
the existing ones in terms o f  system suitability and user interaction. Unlike some [FengOOa] [ValOl] 
that require user interaction, the developed algorithm can implement automated face synthesis; 
compared with those single view-based algorithms only capable o f  coping with faces in the neutral 
state [Hu04 ] [Kuo02 ], the developed algorithm is undoubtedly suitable for wider range o f  head pose; 
in contrast to those single view-based methods [FenOOa] [HoOl] [Kuo02 ] [Hu04 ] targeting only pure 
face images, our system can tackle those face images with more complicated background. Moreover, a 
number o f  technical improvements have also been made in the developed single view-based 3D 
face synthesis system. Thus, the aim o f  this section is to conclude these achievements, and then 
foresee potential possibilities for future improvement chapter by chapter.
Chapter 1 , “ In t r o d u c t io n ”  is a starting chapter, which states the objectives, summarises the 
original achievements o f  this work, analyses the structure o f  the thesis, and introduces the source 
o f  the face images used in this work.
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A lgorithm  Proposed by Input Generality User Interaction
F e n g  et a l  [FenOOa] Pure face image
A  reference image needed for 
pose estimation
V a lle  et a l  [ValOlb] Frontal view  image
Manually select facial 
features
H o  et a l [HoO l] Pure face image No
K u o  et a l  [Kuo02 ]
Pure face image in neutral 
state
No
H u  et a l [Hu0 4a]
Pure face image in neutral 
state
No
Developed algorithm
Arbitrary face image without 
occlusion
No
Table 7 !  Comparison o f  single view-based face synthesis algorithms
Chapter 2 , “ 3D  f a c e  s y n th e s is  s u r v e y ”  gives the background o f  3D face synthesis from its 
applications to determinants. First, the chapter answers the question o f  why 3D face synthesis has 
attracted enormous attention through a survey o f  the current applications in 3D face synthesis. 
These applications fall into two categories: virtual presence and non-presence applications. 
Generally speaking, 3D face synthesis depends on three factors: 3D face representation, facial 
expression control and 3D data extraction. The current state-of-the-art methods in 3D face 
representation, facial expression control and 3D data extraction are in turn reviewed. There are 
four mainstream 3D face synthesis algorithms. In contrast to others, the single view-based 3D 
face synthesis methods have been found the most feasible for those supervision-free applications 
because they are computationally simple, and allow unsupervised 3D face reconstruction without 
any offline processing. Moreover, the disadvantages o f  these methods in pose estimation, system 
automation and dealing with the complex backgrounds, are also summarised and discussed at the 
end o f  the chapter, highlighting the primary motivation to this work.
Chapter 3 , “ S in g le  v ie w - b a s e d  f a c e  d e t e c t io n ” features analysis o f  some commonly used spatial 
face detection algorithms, and describes the developed face detection algorithm, which employs 
B a y e s ia n  skin tone classification based on only the chrominance component, Cr that has the
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benefit o f  greatly reducing the computational complexity in comparison with using both Cr and 
Cb. As analysed in this chapter, face detection using the skin tone is insensitive to head rotation, 
self-occlusion and expressional variation. But using only the skin tone for classification cannot 
guarantee that the segmented object is the face as the segmented skin tone pixels may belong to 
the hands or other uncovered parts o f  the body. Thus, face recognition is normally carried out after 
segmentation. In this work, since the tested face images are all the head-and-shoulder images with 
only a single person present in each image, the stage o f  face recognition is not taken into account 
in order to achieve a fast processing speed. However, face recognition is needed to implement for 
more generic cases. This w ill be studied in the future. Moreover, due to single view-based image 
processing, only the spatial face detection algorithms have been investigated. I f  allowing temporal 
operation, such as temporal face segmentation within several consecutive video frames, the face 
detection result would be improved. In addition, as studies in Chapter 3 , the consideration o f  some 
exterior conditions, such as lighting condition has been ignored in the completed work due to the 
training o f  a large number o f  skin tone pixels. However, these factors would be investigated and 
clarified in the future.
Chapter 4 , “ F a c i a l  f e a t u r e  e x t r a c t io n ”  surveys the existing facial feature extraction technologies, 
which can be broken up into two categories: brightness-based and edge-based algorithms. This 
chapter also implements extraction o f  some salient facial features, such as eyes extraction based 
on edge information, gradient-based eyebrows exfraction, staged deformable template matching 
for mouth extraction, and dynamic chin extraction using 3D model-based deformable template 
matching and snaking. As discussed in Chapter 4 , too many facial features would increase the 
computational complexity, while too few  would result in inaccurate fitting o f  the face model. 
Regardless o f  the computational price, the extraction o f  more facial features would bring greater 
accuracy. Thus, in the future work, nose and face boundary extraction w ill be studied, as well as 
other facial features. The use o f  these facial features can not only bring participants more 
information about a certain specific face, but also make the system more compliant with the 
M PE G -4 standard. Furthermore, self-occlusion is another issue requiring more care. Although 
many experimental results have proven the feasibility o f  the developed facial feature extraction 
algorithms to cope with a rotated head, this assumes that all the facial features are clearly present 
without any occlusions. However, the cases with self-occlusion, such as a person wearing a pair o f  
spectacles, the hair covering either o f  the eyebrows or eyes, etc. may cause greater extraction 
hardship. Thus, the algorithms w ill be studied and tested under variant occlusion conditions in the 
future.
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(a ) (b )
Figure 7.1 Face model adaptation comparison
(a ) Adaptation result using the developed FFOR algorithm
(b ) Adaptation result using both the developed FFOR and elastic spring model
Chapter 5 , “ F a c e  m o d e l a d a p t a tio n  a n d  3D  f a c e  t e x t u r in g ” , elaborates the developed face model 
adaptation algorithm, from an image processing point o f  view, which consists o f  global and local 
adaptation. The proposed global adaptation algorithm enables pose estimation from a single view  
face image, while the proposed local adaptation mechanism exploits an FFOR method which 
could provide better local adaptation performance compared with others, because it takes every 
facial part into account separately. The further study o f  face model adaptation will focus on 
demonstration o f  the feasibility o f  combining the developed adaptation algorithm with the 
refinement methods, such as the DFFDs and Elastic spring model, as reviewed in Chapter 5 . In 
the developed face model refinement method, the vertices that the FFOR method takes into 
account are some facial feature related vertices; while the DFFDs and elastic spring model 
provide the possibility to cover all the vertices in local adaptation. Thus, it is believed that 
combination o f  the FFOR and DFFDs or elastic spring model can guarantee a more 
comprehensive adaptation result. Figure 7 !  shows an adaptation comparison between using the 
developed FFOR algorithm, and using a combination o f  the developed FFOR and elastic spring 
model. The elastic spring model detailed in Section 5 .3 .2.3 is applied to the adaptation result in 
Figure 7 !  (a) in terms o f  facial boundary adaptation. It can be easily seen that using the 
combination o f  the two algorithms can provide more accurate adaptation result. Moreover, as 
more facial features are involved from the previous stage o f  facial feature extraction, these 
additional features would give more degree o f  flexibility to achieve accurate adaptation. In 
addition, another improvement can be made in pose estimation. Since the temporal algorithms can
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be used to segment the face in the future, the temporal algorithms can also be used to estimate the 
head pose. The possible scenario is to estimate the affine motion parameters from several 
consecutive video frames, the result w ill be combine with one attained from the developed single 
view-based pose estimation mechanism, so as to achieve a higher accuracy. Chapter 5 also 
introduces a 3D face texturing method from a single image point o f  view, which embraces texture 
mapping and texture map generation. Then, a comprehensive evaluation o f  the proposed 3D face 
synthesis system using only a single view  image is performed, producing encouraging results. 
Due to the use o f  only a 3D face model, i.e. C AN D ID E -3 in the developed work, the current work 
is only concentrated on the front-view o f  the face rather than the whole head. In the future, a more 
complicated face model with a larger number o f  vertices, covering the ears, tongue, hair and the 
back o f  the head, w ill be developed to replace C AN D ID E-3 . This model w ill enable more realistic 
synthesis o f  the head.
Chapter 6, “ F a c i a l  a n im a t io n  im p le m e n t a t io n  a n d  e s t im a tio n ”  implements facial animation with 
the synthesised 3D face in variant manners, including implementation o f  both global animation 
and local facial expressions. Especially in facial expression implementation, both the FACS AUs 
and M PE G -4 FAPs have been employed. However, the implemented FAPs in this work only have 
covered those involved in six universal facial expressions. As the complexity o f  the 3D generic 
model is enhanced, more FAPs, even those targeting the ears, tongue and nose can be 
implemented. Moreover, the possibility o f  combining both the FACS AU s and M PE G -4 FAPs can 
be investigated. The AU s describe basic facial muscle movement based on an analysis o f  facial 
anatomy, while each FAP directly corresponds to the local movement o f  an individual FFP. Thus, 
regardless o f  the M PE G -4 compliance, it could be a more efficient way to animate the face by a 
small group o f  AUs, and each A U  consists o f  a number o f  FAPs. Additionally, although facial 
animation estimation has only been studied in this chapter, it has played a crucial role in semantic 
video coding. The future study w ill also focus on the development o f  facial animation estimation 
technology.
Chapter 7 , “ C o n c lu s io n s ” , summarises the thesis, and foresees the further work. In addition, this 
chapter also explores the prospect o f  the developed single view-based 3D face synthesis system.
7.2 Prospect of Single View-based 3D Face Synthesis
The implementation o f  single view-based 3D face synthesis can benefit many human machine 
applications, such as face recognition and video coding, etc. This section concludes and foresees 
the prospects o f  single view-based 3D face synthesis technology by taking pose invariant face
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Figure 7.2 Illustration to Dose invariant face recogniti
recognition and 3D model-based video coding as examples.
7 .2 !  Pose invariant face recognition
As one o f  the most promising applications in machine perception, face recognition has attracted 
significant attention over the past several decades. Complete literature surveys on the current state 
o f  the art technologies in face recognition can be found in [Zha0 3 ] [Bru9 3 ]. One o f  the remaining 
problems in face recognition is the handling o f  the variability in poses, expressions and 
illuminations, since the recognition accuracy is influenced by these conditions. The general 
strategy to resolve this problem is to normalise the pose, facial expression and lighting condition 
in the test image, nevertheless it is difficult to have face images normalised from an image 
processing point o f  view. One solution is to utilise the 3D face synthesis technique to implement
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pose invariant face recognition. In other words, the use o f  3D face synthesis technology can take 
advantage o f  3D computer graphics to improve the effectiveness o f  face recognisers, making their 
performance more robust under variant conditions [She05 ].
Many methods for pose invariant face recognition have been proposed, the common characteristic 
among these methods is the use o f  3D face synthesis techniques so that the variation o f  the pose, 
facial expression and illumination can be implemented. These face recognition methods differ in 
how they synthesise specific 3D faces, such as using a 3D scanner [Lu04 ], point cloud database 
[Xu0 4 ], orthogonal photo pair [Tan96b] [Zha0 2 ] [Ans03 ] or single view  image [FenOOb] [Hu0 4a], 
Compared with other approaches, the advantages o f  face recognition using single view-based 3D 
face synthesis are evident: It enables the normalisation o f  pose and facial expressions from only 
an arbitrary view  image, so as to carry out face recognition under a neutral condition [FenOOb]. It 
can also implement face recognition under a specific condition, i.e. a specified pose, facial 
expression and lighting condition from a front-view input [Hu04a]. However, it has been shown in 
the previous chapters that the existing single view-based 3D face synthesis algorithms have the 
problems in systemic generality, automation and robustness. The developed 3D face synthesis 
algorithm provides solutions to these problems, and can be used to implement a more generic, 
automatic and robust pose invariant face recognition system. As shown in Figure 7.2 (a) and (c), 
different poses and facial expressions always raise difficulty in face recognition. I f  using the 
developed single view-based face synthesis algorithm, an arbitrary input (Figure 7.2 (a )) can be 
synthesised as a 3D face (Figure 7.2 (b )). This synthesised face is then normalised using the 
existing 3D computer graphical technology in terms o f  pose, facial expression as well as 
illumination, as can be seen in Figure 7.2 (c ). It is easily seen that face recognition between (c ) 
and (d ) w ill be much easier than using (a) and (c).
7.2.2 3D model-based video coding
It have been shown in Chapter 2 that 3D model-based video coding can transmit video at very low  
bit-rate, and has been an interesting research topic for many years, nevertheless there is still no 
generic coder in existence. M ost o f  the existing systems can manually generate or use 3D laser 
scanners to synthesise specific 3D face models. Thus, without offline operation, 3D model-based 
video coding cannot be generically perfonned. The emergence o f  single view-based 3D face 
synthesis technology has provided the possibility o f  implementing such a generic 3D model-based 
video coding system, as the use o f  single view-based 3D face synthesis technology enables the 
coder to produce a specific 3D face without any supervision soon after the first frame o f  a video 
sequence is input into the coder. In other words, unlike the existing methods, either using a 3D 
scanner or manually generating a 3D face, the face synthesis method using only a single view
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Figure 7.3 Single view-based 3D face synthesis with 3D model-based video coding
image can also be automatically applied to other video sequences to create the 3D face without 
offline operation. Therefore, by automatically synthesising a specific 3D face using a single video 
frame, a generic 3D model-based video coding system w ill become feasible. Figure 7.3 shows a 
single view-based face synthesis system embraced into a 3D model-based video codec.
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A. Some Geometric Image Models 
A .l 2D coordinate transformation model
In Figure A . 1 , the axes J  and / define the coordinate o f  an image plane. The coordinate system 
Y O X  is an arbitrary 2D subspace in the image plane, where 0 (7 , j )  indicates the origin. Rotate 
Y O X  clockwise until the axis Y  is in parallel with the image axis /, forming a new coordinate plane, 
y O x .  The clockwise rotation angle, X o x ,  is symbolised by 0 . Assume there is an arbitrary point 
P ( X ,  Y ) in the plane Y O X . The coordinate transformation o f  P  into the plane y O x  can be written as:
x  =  X cos# +  7sin# y  =  Tcos#-Asin#  (A . l )
where (x , y )  is the coordinate o f  P  in the plane y O x . Meanwhile, the coordinate transformation
functions between the image plane and the plane Y O X  can be summarised as:
I - i —y  J = j  +  x  (A .2 )
Thus, substitute equation (A . l )  into (A .2 ), giving an expression o f  the point P ( X ,  Y ) in the image 
plane:
/ =  i  -  F cos#+A sm #  J = j  +  Afcos#+ Tsin# (A .3 )
A .2 2D orthographic projection model of 3D affine transformation
The affine transformation from an arbitrary point P  (X , Y, Z )  on the surface o f  a 3D face model to 
the destination P ’ ( X ’, Y \  Z )  with infinitesimal E u le r ia n  angles and model scaling can be 
formulated as:
~ x '~ 1 Oy " ~ S X 0 0 " X T1 X
Y ' = 1 - o x 0 s r 0 Y + T1 Y
Z ' - # „ 0X 1 0 0 % z T  . 2 _
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I
Figure A. 1 Coordinate transformation modeling
Z
Figure A .2 A ffine transformation o f  a 3D face model
where Gx , Gy, and Gz are, respectively, rotation angles around 3D axes X , Y, and Z  in Figure A .2 ; Sx , 
Sy, and S z are scale factors; ( T x , T y, T j f  is the translation vector [Tek9 5 ].
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In combination with the image coordinate transformation equation (A .2 ) where ( T Y, T f )  is
assigned to ( i ,  j ) ,  orthographic projection o f  the 3D point onto the image plane after affine
transformation can be expressed as:
I — Tr — {6z • S x -X + S y - Y - 0 x -Sz «Z)
J  = TX + ( X - S x ~ 0 Z •S r -Y + Gy -Sz -Z) (A.5)
 _____     Appendix
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B. Deformable Template Matching Formulation
Regardless o f  rotation, the equation o f  a parabola is given by:
Y  =  H x
1 L
(B.l)
As shown in Figure B ! ,  i f  and 2L  symbolise the height and width o f  the parabola, respectively. 
Combining equation ( B ! )  with (A .3 ) yields:
I  — i  — H  x 1- ' x f
L h
f
J  -  j  +  X  cos 6  +  H x
x  cos 0  +  X  sin 0
2 \
1 x s in #
y
Equation (B .2 )  stands for expressions o f  a parabolic template in the image place.
(B .2 )
Figure B !  Parabola template
The edge strength E e o f  the deformable templates is given by:
1 /•
E e = - — \ 2 L e ( x > y ) d s  (B .3 )
where 2L is the length of arc (see Figure B.l); e(x, y) denotes the edge intensity; s indicates the
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trajectory o f  facial feature contours. Calculation o f  the region strength is based on Cr defined as:
where A  stands for the area o f  the regions, C ( x ,  y )  indicates chrominance intensity; r  represents 
the scanned area. In our proposed algorithm, the mouth contour extraction involves both the edge 
and region strengths, while the chin contour extraction only employs the edge strength. By 
minimizing these strength constraints above, the deformable templates can be automatically 
adhered onto the feature boundaries.
(B .4 )
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C. Illustration of CANDIDE-3 Vertices and Surfaces
Figure C !  Illustration o f C A N D ID E -3 vertices and surfaces
The vertices and surfaces o f C A N D ID E -3 are manually labeled in Figure C .l, where the blue 
numbers symbolise the vertex number. Figure C .2 shows the enlarged eye regions with the labeled 
numbers.
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E. List of Abbreviations
A U  -  Action Unit
RBF -  Radial Basis Function
CD -  Classification Rate
CDR -  Correct Detection Rate
C D T -  Conventional Defonnable Template
CIF -  Common Intermediate Format
DFFD -  Dirichlet Free-Fonn Deformations
FACS -  Facial Action Coding System
FAE -  Face Animation Engine
FAP -  Facial Animation Parameter
FAPU  -  Facial Animation Parameter Unit
FAT -  Face Animation Table
FDP -  Face Definition Parameter
FD R  -  False Detection Rate
FFOR -  Facial Features-Oriented Refinement
FFP -  Facial Feature Point
FFD -  Free-Form Deformation
F IT  -  Facial Interpolation Table
FP -  Face Pair
G V F  — Gradient Vector Flow
H CI -  Human Computer Interface
H SV  -  Hue Saturation Value
1ST -  Information Society Technologies
IT U  -  International Telecommunications Union
M A D  -  Mean Absolute Difference
M B A S IC  -  Model-Based Analysis Synthesis Image Coding
M PEG -  M oving Picture Experts Group
RGB -  Red Green Blue
PC -  Personal Computer
P C A  -  Principle Component Analysis
PSTN  -  Public Switched Telephone Network
Q CIF -  Quarter Common Intermediate Format
SDT -  Staged Deformable Template
SIVS -  Self-captured In-house Video Sequence
SVTE -  Shared Virtual Table Environments
Appendix
Texel -  Texture element
3D -  Three-Dimension
V IR TU E  -  Virtual Team User Environment
V IP  -  Very Important Person
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